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GatorMail 2018 Jan-Apr RoadmapGatorMail 2018 Jan-Apr Roadmap
See below what new roadmap features we aim to deliver up to April 2018. Also keep an eye on
all our product enhancements in the monthly release articles. Check back for updates.

JanuaryJanuary FebruaryFebruary MarchMarch AprilApril MayMay
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Blocks
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In
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request
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GatorMail - v7.5.0 - May 2018GatorMail - v7.5.0 - May 2018

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

- Groups - Added an "All Events" group rule option when creating rules based on events.

- Events - Added the ability to populate hidden fields for event submissions.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

What's Fixed:
- [14214-D0C5:3923] - Added an "All Events" group rule option when creating rules based on
events.
- [22641-F0Q2:4296] - Fixed an issue copying an email in Quick Campaign.
- [22786-Z5Z5:4307] - Fixed an issue with Groups not handling dates correctly when looking at
rule "Does Not Contain Data".
- [23123-R7V9:4308] - Fixed an issue download files from Export Management when using
Firefox.
- [23125-V8M8:4306] - Fixed an issue with the campaign audience screen not updating tabs
already visited when flicking through them.
- [23467-V2L9 / 23672-X3R4:4332] - Fix for an issue where web capture notifications were being
sent for all duplicate contacts found in the system.
- [23632-D2K0:4333] - Fixed an issue using Export Management on a Mac.
- [23774-G7K1:4340] - Fixed an issue with bounce manager exports giving a blank file.
- [23835-J5N0:4353] - Added a fix to exclude deleted unsubscribes from the validation check
which ensures that opt in/out values are consistent across unsusbcribes using the same opt in
field.
- [24004-S5T4:4361] - Fix for activity report Excel exports, where Excel was displaying formatting
errors for certain columns where values were stored as text and not numbers.
- [24455-Y6Y9:4370] - Fixed an issue with new Confirmed Opt In fields (COI_) not forcing values
of 1 and 0. COI fields cannot be customized due to the sensitive nature of the data.
- [24460-K5S4:4371] - Fixed an issue with new Confirmation Opt In fields (COI_) not being forced
to a True/False type.
- [Internal:3906] - Fixed an issue with the previously selected page number not being
remembered on the campaign series and confirmed opt-in screens.
- [Internal:4249] - Fixed several minor issues in the events section of the product.
- [Internal:4280] - Prevented campaigns being initiated if the audience has originated from
more than once DataSync connector.
- [Internal:4297] - Fixed an issue preventing unchecked checkboxes on web forms from feeding
back into the results.
- [Internal:4330] - Added validation to prevent an error which occurs when the same GatorMail
attribute is mapped more than once in a DataSync Sync.
- [Internal:4369] - Fixed an issue adding new Confirmed Opt In fields (COI_) to the system not
being handled properly.
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- [Internal:4363] - Added the ability to populate hidden fields for event submissions.
- [Internal:4344] - Added an import CSV alert for integrated instances to warn of possible
duplicate risk when doing so.
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GatorMail - v7.4.0 - April 2018GatorMail - v7.4.0 - April 2018

What's NewWhat's New

- Export Management - The Export Management screen allows users to see and download all
exports throughout the system. It works off an approval basis where non UserAdmins will have
to be approved to download the exports.

- Notification System - A new notification system that will alert you about key system events that
take place. As of this release only notifications for finished exports are shown but it will be
expanded upon soon.

- GDPR - Compliance with GDPR regulations for May 2018 including:

- Right To Be Forgotten (RTBF).

- Subject Access Request (SAR).

- Contact change audit.

- All exports from the system force approval and audit.

- Confirmed Opt In (COI), now supporting multiple consent fields.

- API endpoints to support both RTBF, SAR and COI.

- Multiple Confirmed Opt In (COI) - As mentioned above for GDPR, you can create multiple COIs
for multiple consent fields.

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

- Unsubscribe + Confirmed Opt In - We have added functionality to unsubscribes so they can be
linked to your Confirmed Opt In (COI). When the unsubscribe process is completed it will reset
the COI too. If you have multiple COI fields you can control specific COI's to reset as well as
resetting all of them.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

- [04864-C2R5:3521] - Updated the location breakdown for campaign results so the country
lookup is more accurate.
- [12433-L4M7:3850] - Fixed an issue with newly creating campaigns not applying the campaign
close default.
- [14418-C3V9:3948] - Added mandatory and hidden fields for the form capture setup.
- [19032-P7F2:4134] - Added a delete button to Selected Fields list so users can remove fields
which have their contact fields deleted.
- [19303-B2F8:4151] - Fixed an issue with GatorCreator emails not using the alias set in email
tab of campaign.
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- [19370-X1W5:4150] - Added support for multiple recaptcha's on the same form.
- [19722-H1S4:4174] - Fixed an issue decrypting tracked links if the encrypted string started with
"05".
- [20115-J2B4:4175] - Fixed an issue on the product home screen with the height and scroll bars
when using Chrome.
- [21352-W4W6:4217] - Added support for the .co.uk versions of business addresses in web
capture forms.
- [21600-L8B0:4230] - You can now disable contact pre-population for landing zones.

- [21653-Z0T7:4290] - Fixed an issue with the preview link in approval emails not working.
- [Internal:3836] - Updated contact handling to comply with GDPR.
- [Internal:3865] - Added DataSync validation for the sync name so it is clear if you have used
the same name more than once, that it will add contacts to the same group.
- [Internal:3807] - Added folder positions to the session state to remember where you were if
you move around products via SSO.
- [Internal:4018] - Fixed an issue when converting GatorCreator emails to GatorMail with big
spacing between paragraphs shown in some versions of Outlook.
- [Internal:4138] - Removed the check for key "ContactFieldsBlockedFromUpdates" when
inserting contacts in the SDK, DataSync and integration. It should only be used for updates.
- [Internal:4139] - Added validation to the unsubscribe page that on save validates if any other
unsubscribe exists where the same field is used but has different values.
- [Internal:4142] - Added undeliverable default integration field mappings for the Workbooks
integrations (sync and mail shot)
- [Internal:4157] - Changed the Salesforce web service to point at https://login.salesforce.com
endpoint instead of https://www.salesforce.com.
- [Internal:4158] - Added some extra information to the industry benchmark page explaining
how the numbers are calculated for the current month.
- [Internal:4171] - Add validation and error logging for confirmation opt in email notifications.
- [Internal:4172] - Added the ability to export unsubscribe events from the unsubscribe grid
screen. You can now export events for individual unsubscribes (buttons in grid row) or events
across all unsubscribes (button on the menu bar).
- [Internal:4173] - Updated the list of inbox checker previews, for example removing iOS9 and
adding iOS11.
- [Internal:4177] - Fixed an issue with integration queue records for the same contact not
inserting if another lead record already exists from a different source (web capture, sdk etc).
- [Internal:4195] - Added masking of the email address to all areas of confirmed opt in.
- [Internal:4205] - Fixed an issue saving changes to a web capture "Send Campaign" option.
- [Internal:4212] - Fixed an issue with click and opens loading the wrong data in the campaign
graphs.
- [Internal:4213] - Fixed an issue selecting the campaign strategy on campaign setup.
- [Internal:4216] - We have added the connector state to the DataSync grid, and allowed
deletion of disabled connectors without disabling the associated syncs.
- [Internal:4240] - Depreciated product SDKs and SDK endpoints as follows:

- GatorMailSDK - Fully depreciated
- SDK - Depreciated methods:

- Import_Recon_AutoMatch_Insert
- Import_Recon_CSV
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- Import_Recon_Dataset
- Import_Recon_XML

- SageCommunicatorIntegrationWebService - Depreciated methods:
- ReceieveSageContacts
- NewReceieveSageContacts
- RetrieveMMEData
- NewRetrieveMMEData
- NewRetrieveSLXData
- RetrieveMSCRMData

- [Internal:4269] - Added a new check-box to the Contact attribute screen to control whether the
attribute is included in the contact export (subject access request).
- [Internal:4256] - Fixed an issue attaching articles to landing zones for customers that have tens
of thousands of articles.
- [Internal:4270] - Removed the download for previously imported CSV files.
- [Internal:4276] - Added a new role for user management called "AllowContactDelete" that
must be granted to allow users to delete contacts.
- [Internal:4279] - When a CRM data feed has a connection failure instead of disabling the feed
we now pause for a period of time (the default is 6 hours but it is configurable).
- [Internal:4287] - Removed the the "Data Table" and "Repeating" columns from the Contact
Fields grid. Added new column called "Include In Export" which tells the user if the field is
included in the GDPR export or not.
- [Internal:4292] - Added functionality to unsubscribes so they can be linked to your Confirmed
Opt In (COI) to reset the COI status when the unsubscribe process is completed.
- [Internal:4293] - Added missing system fields to the contact screen - WOW_EmployeeSize,
WOW_Industry, WOW_Region, and WOW_Turnover.
- [Internal:4295] - Fixed an issue with SSO loading the instance framework keys overlapping for
SSO users that have multiple GatorMail instances.
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GatorMail - v7.3.0 - February 2018GatorMail - v7.3.0 - February 2018

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

- Campaign Results - Changed the logic on the campaign results for hard and soft bounces.
Hard bounces now only count contacts that immediately became undeliverable. Soft bounces

are ones that increment the contacts bounceCount value. If a contact gets their 5th soft bounce
they also become undeliverable. We also changed contacts to retain their bounceCount when
they become undeliverable. From now on the bounceCount automatically resets when they
become deliverable again via any means.

- Web Capture HTML Form - Added functionality in Form Capture to dynamically load the
confirmed opt-in statement.

- SDK - Created a new SDK method to upload a new contact and trigger the confirmation opt-in
immediately.
- UploadContactTriggerConfirmationOptIn

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

- [15482-Z7V2:3992] - Fixed an issue with the new form capture not allowing you to select an
existing group, or add contacts to a new group.

- [15987-Z9K5:4008] - Fixed an issue deleting RSS feeds.

- [15991-T0T6:4009] - Fixed an issue uploading dates into contact fields that used a DD/MM/
YYYY format.

- [16165-Z5G9:4013] - Fixed an issue with the campaign initiate not handling apostrophes in the
name of the email.

- [16465-Y9X6:4033] - Fixed an issue in web captures where field validation only applied if the
field was also set to mandatory. The mandatory requirement is no longer required for
validation to work.

- [16351-W2T7:4041] - Added a new SDK method called
"UploadContactTriggerConfirmationOptIn" to upload a new contact and trigger the
confirmation opt-in immediately.

- [16217-S4J0:4055] - Fixed an issue with the available campaigns for web capture "send a
campaign" option to now include initiated campaigns that have time and day settings, where
those settings were currently saying the campaign isnt in an active window.

- [17373-H7C4:4062] - Fixed an issue with test clicks on the confirmation opt-in showing on the
creative tab for campaign results.

- [18237-M3R9:4102] - Fixed an issue adding a new category to the events system.
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- [18589-S4L2:4115] - Fixed an issue with the domain used in document links not obeying the
campaigns selected landing zone url.

- [Internal:3800] - Updated the campaign dropdowns in the Salesforce integration screen to the
newer style introduced elsewhere in the product.

- [Internal:3936] - Fixed an issue with creating or editing emails in GatorCreator not returning
the user back to the folder they were in within GatorMail.

- [Internal:4027] - Fixed an issue being unable to select a group when trying to feed new web
capture form users in to existing group.

- [Internal:4037] - Added visibility of failed to send trigger emails in the campaign results when
contacts are either undeliverable or unsubscribed.

- [Internal:4044] - Fixed an issue with attaching emails as event reminders that did not have any
tracked links, but were picking up the new bot detection html.

- [Internal:4049] - Changed contacts to retain their bounceCount when they become
undeliverable. From now on the bounceCount automatically resets when they become
deliverable again via any means.

- [Internal:4050] - Changed the logic for the campaign results for hard and soft bounces. Hard
bounces now only count contacts that immediately became undeliverable. Soft bounces are
ones that increment the contacts bounceCount value. Note if a contact gets their 5th soft
bounce they also become undeliverable.

- [Internal:4052] - Shortened the gator_td query string names passed to tracked web links, to
help get around some word press sites that have length issues for the URL.

- [Internal:4056] - Added a new system field for a contact called "ContactSource" to be used
later on.

- [Internal:4067] - Changed the default schedule for new DataSyncs to every day instead of
every hour.

- [Internal:4069] - Fixed an issue in the campaign results with the start date and initiated date
sometimes not displaying true to what they were.

- [Internal:4078] - Added image upload limitations for the image and html upload to prevent
image files larger than 1MB. This is inline with the limit when manually uploading an image via
the html editor.

- [Internal:4088] - Fixed a bug in embedded forms where a new group would not be created (on
submission of the form) if the name of the new group to be created changed. This feature has
now changed so that new groups can be created directly in the embedded form setup screen
and associated with the form, instead of being created on form submission.

- [Internal:4093] - Added functionality in Form Capture to dynamically load the confirmed opt-in
statement.
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GatorMail - v7.2.4 - January 2018GatorMail - v7.2.4 - January 2018

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

- [Internal:4111] - Added a configurable option that enables or disables the link validation
introduced in 7.2.2. If enabled, whenever a tracked website link is clicked, we check if that link
actually exists in the email design. If it does not we invalidate the incoming request to protect
against phishing attacks.

- [Internal:4123] - Added a configurable option for groups to de-dupe the main group count
where contacts exist in the exclusions which match the email address. This is mainly for
customers that have lots of duplicate contacts based on the email address and uses group
exclusions. When enabled the exclusions will find all matching email address duplicate contacts
too.
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GatorMail - v7.2.2 - December 2017GatorMail - v7.2.2 - December 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

- Security updates for stronger DNA link encryption and masked email addresses in landing
pages.

- We have added login protection to prevent a single user login from accessing multiple
instances at the same time, or the same page within a single instance more than once at the
same time. Either can cause causing cross tab pollination. If you login to a second instance in a
new tab or browser window, or you load the same page in a new tab or browser window, the
original tab will be disabled.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

- [Internal:4046] - Added a check for all campaign click history to make sure a bot is not trying to
change links to campaigns to gather information.

- [Internal:4054] - Fixed an issue which was stopping GatorWorkflow event condition rules from
processing correctly.

- [Internal:4072] - Fixed an issue with the events iFrame not displaying valid events due to the
new bot tracking URL.
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GatorMail - v7.2.0 - November 2017GatorMail - v7.2.0 - November 2017

What's NewWhat's New

- Bot Tracking - Created a new bot tracking process to automatically detect opens and clicks
coming in from bots and suppress them in the campaign results.

- SDK - Created a new SDK method to return campaign activities for all campaigns over a date
range.

• ReturnAllCampaignsClickThroughs

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

- [13385-N6L0:3887] - Fix for issue where paging through event booking searches cleared the
search criteria.

- [13679-Q9H8:3900] - Fixed an issue where the clicks tab would freeze the page in the results
url.

- [14797-T1V6:3959] - Resolved an issue authorizing Twitter credentials in the system defaults
page.

- [14920-B8B4:3962] - Fixed an issue with the name and hit count results not matching in the
clicks tab of campaign results.

- [15376-N7V8:3978] - Fixed an issue with text type contact fields updating dates saved in those
fields. Only date fields should have the conversion.

- [15590-Y6L3:3987] - Fixed an issue with the landing zone not redirecting correctly for
"Authentication Required to view Landing Zone" or "Use User Attributes".

- [15469-Q0H2:4001] - Fixed an issue showing multiple records for a single campaign on the
contact last 5 activities.

- [15900-V3L5:4003] - Fixed an issue with analytics reporting timing out for large search criteria.

- [Internal:3706] - Created a new bot tracking process to automatically detect opens and clicks
coming in from bots and suppress them in the campaign results.

- [Internal:3812] - Changed the DataSync sync process to always use the original contact value
instead of using a null value found in the sync data.

- [Internal:3952] - Added a new framework key called "EnableLandingZoneManipulation" that
when set to False will now stop the editor from manipulating the HTML on save of an lz design.
We have changed the editor so that you now have full control over the HTML, HEAD, TITLE and

BODY tags, this allows you to create fully functional responsive pages. Previously these tags
were auto generated by the editor and still will be if they are not present in your design.
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- [Internal:3969] - Added a new framework key called "IntegrationMappingsFieldsToRemove" to
keep a comma separated list of contact fields that are not available to select in the integration
mappings drop down. This is to protect system fields from being overwritten by CRM
integration.

- [Internal:3972] - For auditing purposes only, web capture submissions now story the url the
web capture is on when we receive a submission.

- [Internal:3991] - Created a new SDK method called "ReturnAllCampaignsClickThroughs" to
return campaign activities for all campaigns over a date range.

- [Internal:3996] - Added a new framework key called
"LeadDataFeedEnabledForLinkedContacts" which can be set to "True" so that integration lead
records are created when submitting web captures subsequent times for existing contacts.

- [Internal:4000] - Fixed an issue integrating back data to some Salesforce report fields when
their field names did not match the underlying type in the contact or lead entities.

- [Internal:4002] - Changed the descriptions between the standard integration and DataSync
integration for lead online activities and make them consistent.
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GatorMail - v7.1.20 - October 2017GatorMail - v7.1.20 - October 2017

What's NewWhat's New

Campaign Industry Stats - Added new reporting functionality for your campaigns to see how
their monthly performance is compared to industry standards for the open, click, bounce and
unsubscribe rate.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

[13760-F1B1:3902] - Fixed an issue setting the "reply-to" email address for confirmation opt in
emails.

[14039-F0V8:3905] - Fixed an issue with apostrophes in campaign names not being escaped for
attached data capture forms, which caused them to fail.

[14397:3929] - Changed template insertions to fully replace the current creative's content, we
found that 99% of customers assumed this vs the insert adding the content to the existing
creative. This is a configurable setting however.

[14383-F8K2:3930] - Fixed an issue getting the embedded code for the new form capture due to
a missing recaptcha setting.

[14436-P7C1:3934] - Fixed an issue in IE using Quick Campaign where you could not progress to
the "Add Email" stage.

[13516-F0C9:3944] - Added support for reading external RSS feeds that use non RFC2822 date
formats that do not use a RSS 2.0 specification. We now read Atom 1.0, RSS 2.0 and Standard
UTC.

[Internal:3812] - Changed the DataSync sync process to always use the original contact value
instead of using a null value found in the sync data.

[Internal:3817] - Fixed an issue with sending a campaign that has 100s of custom links in the
html content.

[Internal:3877] - Added a delete button mapping button to the mappings grid on the DataSync
screen.

[Internal:3897] - Improved the DataSync handling for inserting data is suitable for the field type
and length and if it fails the DataSync shows the history.

[Internal:3903] - Updated the DataSync to ensure all mapped data is pushed down when new
leads are created.

[Internal:3904] - Added validation to the Quick Campaign sender address functionality.

[Internal:3914] - Improved the text on the DataSync screen "Data" tab so the name of the data
type is clearer e.g "Reload user views" (for Dynamics).
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[Internal:3922] - Fixed an issue with GatorLeads not updating the GatorMail "WOW_Industry"
field due to a field length conflict.

[Internal:3927] - Fixed the SDK methods "ReturnSoftBounces" and "SelectSoftBounces" to
include all soft bounces, and then created two new methods "ReturnHardBounces" and
"SelectHardBounces" to manage the hard bounces.

[Internal:3956] - Added new reporting functionality for your campaigns to see how their
monthly performance is compared to industry standards for the open, click, bounce and
unsubscribe rate.

[Internal:3960] - Improved the bounce count handling by resetting it back to 0 if an open or click
comes in for the contact.

[Internal:3973] - The autosignin has been removed from the product, users will now be
displayed a SSO splash page to login via that instead.
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GatorMail - v7.1.19 - September 2017GatorMail - v7.1.19 - September 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

Web Capture HTML Form - Revised the templates available to give a fully featured template by
default including GatorLeads integration.

SDK - Created two new SDK methods to help move insert contacts and trigger CRM integration
queue records.

- UploadContactDatasetAddRemoveOnGroup

- UpdateCRMContact

- InsertCRMContact

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

[07755K2R4,10174D9D7:3659] Fixed an issue viewing campaign results when not on page 1 of
the campaign select screen.

[11487H9W9:3839] Fixed an issue with split tests sending on the most recent engagement
date by mistake.

[12875M0G5:3854] Fixed an issue showing the "Audience Select" button on the campaign send
test button. As long as the audience has been counted and has more than 0 contacts it will
appear.

[13042J2P2:3857] Fixed an issue opening very old campaigns due to missing data on new
campaign fields.

[13642K5N4,13659B2W1,13939K6Q3:3898] Fixed an issue with copying emails from the
"Email" tab of the campaign setup screen.

[Internal:3896] Changed the Workbooks activity type "Web Page View" to "Click Through".

[Internal:3875] Added a prefix to groups created by the DataSync to indicate thats where the
group came from. Prefix will be "Sync Group for: "

[Internal:3874] If there is only one entity found in the DataSync connector mapping screen, we
do not show drop downs anymore for selecting the entity.

[Internal:3890] Resolved an issue with the send order for campaigns. Static and refresh type
campaigns send via the most recent engagement date of the audience. This helps boost
deliverability by creating more positive engagement on a campaign send. Split test campaigns
send on a random audience. Trigger sends, workflow sends and follow up sends obey their
own logic too.

[Internal:3845] Added support for GatorSurvey to send back results to CRM integrations.
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[Internal:3862] Created a new SDK method called UploadContactDatasetAddRemoveOnGroup,
that can be used to insert contacts into a group from the group ID.

[Internal:3885] Created two new SDK methods called UpdateCRMContact and
InsertCRMContact, that can insert or update a contact but trigger the CRM integration queue
record as well.

[Internal:3886] Added the UserAgent and IP Address into the opens and all hits export for
campaign results.
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GatorMail - v7.1.18 - August 2017GatorMail - v7.1.18 - August 2017

What's NewWhat's New

Web Capture HTML Form - We have created a new way to build web captures that output form
code, which you can take and put onto your website directly. No iFrame needed. Simply select
the contact fields to display, set the form submission settings and get the code to send on to
your web developer. Using the form web capture builder has several advantages over the
traditional method. For example, as you no longer need to use an iFrame, it is far more
compatible with browsers and devices. With form code you also have full control over the
styling.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

[09443Y0H7:1874] Added a Save and Close button to the "Contact Detail" screen.

[06082G9H6:3561] When attaching an email to a campaign it is now possible to set the alias
without having to attach it and edit it afterwards.

[06438G4Z3:3568] Fixed an issue preventing "Company" field from saving on the contact
screen.

[10801H1B3:3785] Fixed an issue preventing follow up results from being accessed.

[10773Q6B3:3796] Set a limit on number of contact fields that can be created. The default is
200.

[11761X1D2:3818] Updated and renamed the Recaptcha Api key help URL.

[11740B2K4:3821] Fixed an issue accessing the email when its name had a pair of single
quotes.

[12441F7C6:3843] Fixed an issue exporting WebCapture results on a campaign for customers
who created a contact field called "EmailAddress".

[Internal:3787] Changed contact field creation to actually make a datetime type field if the user
selects a "date" field.

[Internal:3802] Fixed an issue where you could enter the full email address in the setup for a
QuickCampaign when the customer instance has forced sending domains.

[Internal:3805] Changed the SendForensics email send to only send the HTML version unless
the customer explicitly selects "text".
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GatorMail - v7.1.17 - July 2017GatorMail - v7.1.17 - July 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

Live Campaigns - We have added pause/resume control for campaigns on our Live Campaigns
screen. A paused campaign will not send any emails until resumed. Furthermore, we also
updated the Live Campaigns screen, to include campaigns that are only used in a
GatorWorkflow.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

[08291-M9M9:3683] Fixed an issue with ampersands appearing as & to the user instead of just
&.

[09247-S7Z8:3744] Added an option to the Analytics reporting section, to only include
campaigns, that are within the selected period. This significantly narrows down the campaign
processing and time taken to calculate the report.

[10037-J2G3:3766] Fixed an issue with editing the "Stop Access Now" after it had been initially
setup for a campaign.

[10039-V3R1:3767] Fixed an issue with editing the "Finish Message on End Date" after it had
been initially setup for a campaign.

[10258-C2T9:3772] Fixed an issue accessing GatorExpress without going via SSO.

[10457-T2H9:3777] Fixed an issue using GatorCreator templates that have been moved out of
the root folder directory in GatorMail.

[11859-Z9S2:3838] - Fixed an issue with pre-populated fields in web captures not escaping
apostrophes.

[Internal:3714] Added the folder position for Articles to the session state so it is remembered
like Campaigns, Emails, etc are.

[Internal:3784] Added the ability to pause a campaign on the Live Campaigns screen. A paused
campaign will not send any emails until resumed. Note: if a campaign is paused past its end
date, it will disappear from the Live Campaigns list and will not send even if resumed.

[Internal:3789] Fixed an issue with the move controls for survey questions when trying to move
them after adding any.

[Internal:3790] Added support to auto create an open event for confirmation opt in clicks. This
matches other event only click engagement.

[Internal:3794] Fixed an issue with the campaign results confirmation opt in details not showing
the contact correctly.
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[Internal:3797] Updated the Live Campaigns screen to show active workflow type campaigns
that have then also only been used in GatorWorkflow.

[Internal:3799] Changed the group item pickers throughout the product, and all item pickers in
the campaign setup. The new item pickers no longer preload a list of items to select. This
significantly speeds up loading times.
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GatorMail - v7.1.16 - June 2017GatorMail - v7.1.16 - June 2017

This version only supports the latest GatorLayout.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[07666-R9L8:3651] - Fixed an issue opening or copying a GatorCreator email with an
apostrophe in its name.

[08500-N4R4:3699] - Fixed an issue when attaching emails to campaigns.

[09341-D0H8:3747] - Fix for an error which occurs if a campaign has no attached unsubscribe
and is sending using a group for an audience.

[09642-K0H0:3755] - "Export all contacts who clicked on link" link button works now for Article
clicks

[09742-V9N9:3759] - Fixed an issue with the Confirmation OptIn not letting you upload images.

[10488-J7Z2:3779] - Fixed an issue copying GatorCreator emails in Quick Campaign.

[Internal:3692] - Fixed an issue clearing a merge field after adding content then removing it.

[Internal:3713] - Fixed an issue with a web capture url opening multiple times from within the
web capture setup details page.

[Internal:3756] - Fixed an issue with the Data Cleanse failing to process all for web captures.

[Internal:3768] - Prevented duplicate records of GoToWebinar Attendees being Created in CRM

[Internal:3780] - Integration data feed records are now created when modifying contact
attributes in the contact details screen
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GatorMail - v7.1.15 - May 2017GatorMail - v7.1.15 - May 2017

This version only supports the latest GatorLayout.

What's NewWhat's New

Quick Campaign - We have created a new Quick Campaign wizard that you can use for setting
up a new campaign. It is a streamlined method to create, setup, review and initiate your
campaign. Not all functionality is available and so the current campaign setup must still be
used if required.

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

Menu System - Updated the main GatorMail menu to be mobile friendly. If your resolution is
small enough it will collapse into a single icon instead.

Inbox Checker - For basic inbox check users, we have added an option when starting a new
check, to use one of your free premium checks for the month. Also indicated is how many
premium checks you have run so far.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[04955-R7Z9,07532-Z4L0,07649-N6V3:3527] - Fixed an issue accessing the Creative tab in the
campaign results for emails built in GatorCreator.
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[06574-R3N6:3577] - Fixed an issue embedding images into an email failing to send a test when
attached to a campaign. This occurred when the image used an HTTPs URL only.

[07862-P2N6:3676] - Fixed an issue with the events module not saving when you changed the
selected currency.

[08667-X1N2:3702] - Added delete protection to emails attached to initiated campaigns.

[08797-Z9T9:3712] - Removed the scroll bars around the events list repeater as this was causing
double scroll bars in iFrames for Firefox and Internet Explorer.

[08927-P3T0:3718] - Fixed an issue where results for a refreshing campaign are not displayed if
the campaign has 2 refresh periods and the first period did not send to any audience.

[09018-Z5K4:3720] - Fixed an issue where after selecting a custom events template a default
events template could no longer be selected.

[08576-K3K3:3723] - Tweaked how you use mandatory validation on webcaptures when using a
drop down. You can now add a "Please Select" item into the dropdown answer list and users
who do not select another option will not be able to submit the Web Capture.

[09252-P8V3:3741] - Fixed an issue with campaign initiation warnings for test links in the email,
that was caused by deleting an email attached to a split test campaign.

[Internal:3681] - Fixed an issue with merge fields using HTML entities such as &amp; in the
merge field name. For example #[EVENT/LONGSTART&ENDDATE]#

[Internal:3695] - Fixed an issue with saving some contact records when some date formats were
in the contact data.

[Internal:3708] - Updated the main GatorMail menu to be mobile friendly. If your resolution is
small enough it will collapse into a single icon instead.

[Internal:3711] - Added submission protection to the Inbox Checker. You now cannot start
another if one is already running for the same campaign.

[Internal:3716] - For basic inbox check users, we have added an option when starting a new
check, to use one of your free premium checks for the month. Also indicated is how many
premium checks you have run so far.

[Internal:3721] - Fixed an error which can occur when the campaign initiate check screen
searches the text email for untracked links.

[Internal:3733] - We have created a new Quick Campaign wizard that you can use for setting up
a new campaign. It is a streamlined method to create, setup, review and initiate your
campaign. Not all functionality is available and so the current campaign setup must still be
used if required.

[Internal:3745] - Fixed an issue with the SSO top bar not working correctly in Safari.

[Internal:3751] - Updated the GoToWebinar API URL to comply with their update. Changed
from https://api.citrixonline.com to https://api.getgo.com.
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[Internal:3758] - Fixed an issue initiating a split test campaign where you would get an error
even though the campaign initiated and sent ok.
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GatorMail - v7.1.14 - April 2017GatorMail - v7.1.14 - April 2017

This version only supports the latest GatorLayout.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[03376-R2L9:3453] - Fixed an issue within the event setup, where an error was incorrectly
displayed, if the event was set to delegates only and no booker confirmation was set.

[06797-M6C4:3584] - Fixed an issue with saving the event attendance register.

[07300-S4Q8:3608] - Fixed an issue in DataSync where it stopped working if a sync previously
setup was deleted for a custom contact field.

[07545-J5F4:3629] - Added excluded groups grid in the contact screen to clearly see if the
contact is excluded from a group

[07702-D9V8:3668] - Fixed an issue in Firefox with displaying the confirm statement block for
the Confirmed Optin functionality.

[07916-H4C8:3672] - Fixed an issue selecting GatorCreator templates to add them to a new
design.

[Internal:3591] - Fixed an issue loading GatorCreator emails from the recent menu.

[Internal:3596] - Added a note for the seed address functionality when campaign is a follow up
or workflow type confirming seeds will not be used for that campaign type.

[Internal:3664] - Fixed an issue loading GatorCreator emails from the initiate check screen
menu.

[Internal:3670] - Fixed an issue in the SDK method "UpdateCampaign" when the date passed in
was in an unexpected format.

[Internal:3674] - Allowed DataSync sync state changes to occur instantly if the associated
connector is disabled.

[Internal:3678] - Added the event title to the GatorLeads scripts so the event name appears in
the Alias column for the tracking report.

[Internal:3679] - Fixed an issue with deleted survey conditions blocking the survey being set to
anonymous.
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GatorMail - v7.1.13 - March 2017GatorMail - v7.1.13 - March 2017

This version only supports the latest GatorLayout.

What's New:What's New:

Live Campaigns - We have added a new Live Campaign screen that shows all active campaigns
in the system. A live campaign is one that has been initiated and has not finished, and is
therefore able to send more emails if applicable. The Campaigns menu now gives you options
to see your live campaigns, all campaigns and the campaign calendar.

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

Calendar - We have moved Calendar menu into the new Campaigns dropdown.

SDK - Created two new SDK methods to create and update emails without removing any of the
HEAD tags or CSS from the HTML.

- createEmailNoStrip

- updateEmailNoStrip

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[00703-Q5P1:3362] - Added a confirmation dialog when submitting campaign resend requests.

[04955-R7Z9,07532-Z4L0,07649-N6V3:] - Fixed an issue accessing the Creative tab in the
campaign results for emails built in GatorCreator.
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[05518-P5Z5:3541] - Fixed an issue with applying a CSS file to a web capture form where the
whole page would apply the CSS styles, not just the web capture design.

[05573-D4Z2:3544] - Fixed an issue when using the bracket buttons within the audience
selection criteria. It was adding OR's instead.

[06630-P4N5:3576] - Added support for web capture fields with a value greater than 1000
characters.

[06574-R3N6:3577] - Fixed an issue embedding images into an email failing to send a test when
attached to a campaign. This occurred when the image used an HTTPs URL only.

[06654-Z8V8:3581] - Removed the ConfirmedOptIn field from the drop down when setting up
unsubscribes.

[06147-J4D8:3582] - We have prevented users from turning off emaillogin validation for event
submissions.

[06875-L4X2:3593] - Fixed an issue with the custom link drop down menu, where it appears
blank after you have inserted a custom link and saved it.

[07146-R6J1:3597] - Fixed an issue with the HTML upload not pulling the images correctly from a
URL.

[07219-L8V3:3601] - Fixed an issue pasting a new subject line where multiple copies of the paste
could appear.

[07156-Z5G7:3604] - Fixed an issue with a followup not sending when an earlier followup on the
same campaign was invalid.

[07105-J8Z5:3612] - Fixed an issue inserting or updating a recaptcha 2.0 where only a
placeholder image was inserted into the design, not the actual recaptcha.

[07325-B0W2:3615] - Fixed an issue where saving an email could throw an error if any of the
links contained "<a href="http://{Content/CampaignURL}". They should just be "<a
href="{Content/CampaignURL}".

[07600-V3V5:3633] - Fixed an issue with the toolbar disappearing when creating a new landing
zone and inserting a stored template into it.

[Internal:152] - We have added a new active campaign screen that shows all active campaigns in
the system. An active campaign is one that has been initiated and has not finished, and is
therefore able to send more emails if applicable.

[Internal:2981] - Fixed an issue with view in browser links not working for resends on split test
campaigns.

[Internal:3642] - Created two new SDK methods to create and update emails without removing
any of the HEAD tags or CSS from the HTML.
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GatorMail - v7.1.12 - February 2017GatorMail - v7.1.12 - February 2017

This version only supports the latest GatorLayout.

What's New SSO:What's New SSO:

The Single Sign On menu has changed -

GatoApps: a new menu option to accommodate 3rd party applications as they arrive, such as
SendForensics Email deliverability tool. Please also note GatorDocs/VCAB has moved to the
GatorApps menu.

The order has changed for the most frequently used products and in anticipation of the March
release for our all new GatorSurvey tool.

What's New:What's New:

Campaign setup - Added functionality to create new emails, landing zones, and surveys directly
in the campaign setup screen. You do not have to navigate away creating each item separately
to then come back to the campaign screen and attach it anymore.

1. Campaign settings

2. Edit email creative
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3. Preview attached creative

What's New GatorCreator:What's New GatorCreator:

We have upgraded GatorCreator editor to allow you to choose the widths for multi column
templates.

Please note: the template library has been upgraded, so new emails created from now on will
have this feature. Your existing emails and templates will not be effected, you will need to select
upgrade to make this change.

You'll see the option when you select a module to edit, such as above. 2 shows where the
column width options are.

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

Web Capture - We have added folders to Web Capture.

Roles - A new "PreventExport" role can be assigned to users to prevent all downloads for CSV
exports.

Email Editing - Added a warning when opening an email if it is linked to an initiated campaign,
that editing the email may result in the campaign sending out the changes made.
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What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[31466:1188] - Added a new "PreventExport" user role to the available roles you can assign to a
user. This role prevents downloading of CSV files from everywhere in the product.

[52159:2066] - Added folders to Web Capture.

[00356-K6N9:3323] - Fixed an issue when changing the target of a tracked link using the
hyperlink manager, where the encoding is lost. Customers can now enter "{}" or "[]" into the
link manager and it will work as intended.

[01985-D0W3:3398] - Added campaign click results for the ConfirmedOptIn hits.

[06176-T4P7:3567] - Fixed the auto track links functionality to cater for links created by
GatorCreator.

[06393-Y7B4:3566] - Fixed an issue with survey results for not accessed tab not loading in the
campaign results.

[Internal:2247] - Added a warning when opening an email if it is linked to an initiated campaign,
that editing the email may result in the campaign sending out the changes made.

[Internal:2981] - Fixed an issue with view in browser links not working for resends on split test
campaigns.

[Internal:3578] - Added functionality to create new emails, landing zones, and surveys directly in
the campaign setup screen. You do not have to navigate away creating each item separately to
then come back to the campaign screen and attach it anymore.
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GatorMail - v7.1.11 - January 2017GatorMail - v7.1.11 - January 2017

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

Groups / Workflow - You can now use the "Most Recent" contact fields in Groups and Workflows
with date checks. For example, you can add a rule into the group to exclude anyone who has
received an email within the last 24 hours. This includes MostRecentEmailSentDate,
MostRecentEmailOpenDate, MostRecentEngagementDate, and MostRecentBounceDate.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[03997-K9Z4:3491] - Fixed an issue with confirmation opt in emails not being sent when linked
with data capture forms on a landing zone.

[04107-G1F7:3489] - Fixed an issue adding an IP to the admin defaults tab where the date offset
was adding in blank.

[04119-B3Z5:3492] - Fixed an issue with send to a friend not sending the campaign to the
contact because of the confirmation opt in.

[04470-G7N9:3514] - Fixed an issue sending the confirmation opt in when a web capture was
using a dedupe field other than the contacts email address.

[05061-V9S8:3530] - Fixed an issue accessing editor options for some of the confirmed opt in
creatives.

[Internal:3346] - Changed the "Most Recent" contact fields to proper datetime data fields so
they can be used in Groups and Workflows with date checks.

[Internal:3384] - Updated the regular expression for an email address to catch more invalid
addresses as failures before sending a campaign.

[Internal:3454] - Fixed an issue where dynamic sender and alias could fall back to using the
previous contacts values if the current contact had NULL data.

[Internal:3479] - Fixed an issue where SMS sends could fall back to using the previous contacts
mobile field values if the current contact had NULL data.

[Internal:3483] - Fixed an issue running survey activity reports due to a missing complaints
column.

[Internal:3495] - Prevented the insert confirm statement button from adding it to non-editable
regions.

[Internal:3522] - Corrected a typo on the add new campaign popup.

[Internal:3526] - We have renamed VCAB to GatorDocs throughout the product.
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[Internal:3556] - Fixed an issue resetting the password from "Your Account" not updating our
previous password renewal field.
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GatorMail - v7.1.10 - November 2016GatorMail - v7.1.10 - November 2016

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

Confirmation Opt-In:

+ A new icon has been added to the right-hand toolbar allowing the user to add a confirm
statement block to the email, landing zone or web capture.

+ Added a confirmed opt in section to the contact screen to show the audit data for the contact
COI status.

+ Contact Field - We have added a new contact field to store the most recent campaign they
unsubscribed from.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[77133,77234,77397,80026,80437:3007] - Resolved an issue where creating thumbnail images in
the template editor was causing a timeout in the browser.

[80186,00280-J5C3:3284] - Fixed Issuse where Save And/Or Close buttons don't Work In FireFox
after using the Auto Traked Links.

[80497:3303] - Changed the attachment for scheduled notifications to use a filename that is
more useful than just being "ScheduledNotification".

[00465-N9L2:3343] - Removed apostrophes from appearing in the survey mandatory message.
This will stop any display errors for the mandatory warning.

[00600-V0X3:3354] - Fixed an issue with the export for distinct web hits on split tests. Where
the results were reversed for the split tests.

[02226-L9W4:3411] - Added Custom Link functionality to the events Pre-Confirmation block.

[02288-S7B3:3409] - Updated an invalid recaptcha url in the add domain key dialog to point to
the correct recaptcha Google page.

[03051-P7V6:3460] - Fixed an issue where updates to a contact record were not pushed into the
integration queue if a contact field was updated via an event booking form.

[Internal:3304] - We have now added the ability to record a contacts last unsubscribed
Campaign. The name of the unsubscribe will be stored in a new contact field called
"MostRecentUnsubscribeCampaign".

[Internal:3358] - Fixed an issue on the campaign initiate screen for split test campaigns. We
have removed the selection criteria warning because this is not relevant for split test
campaigns.
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[Internal:3436] - Event Attended group rules and exports will now include contacts that are
marked as "Waiting List".

[Internal:3444] - Excluded survey accessed response records from entering the queue for
Dynamics CRM.

[Internal:3447] - The copy functionality now works when copying an existing COI.

[Internal:3449] - Fixed a rare instance where viewing the campaign results clicks would not
return any results.

[Internal:3461] - A new icon has been added to the right-hand toolbar allowing the user to add a
confirm statement block to the email, landing zone or web capture.

[Internal:3462] - Removed the emoji functionality from campaign followups.

[Internal:3463] - Added a confirmed opt in section to the contact screen to show the audit data
for the contact COI status.

[Internal:3468] - Added functionality to copy a GatorCreator email.
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GatorMail - v7.1.9 - October 2016GatorMail - v7.1.9 - October 2016

What's New:What's New:

Confirmed Opt-In: This new module is essential for keeping your database compliant ahead of
the GDPR coming into force in May 2018. Use the Confirmed Opt-In wizard to build your own
branded double opt-in process that can be used on web forms and email campaigns.

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

Select Screens - Updated the "Add new" controls for all select screens with visual improvements
to the interface for entering the name and description, and easier to copy attributes.

Inbox Checker - We have now updated our Inbox Checker tool in GatorMail. The results for
inbox rendering and spam checker tests will return much faster than before, completing in
seconds rather than minutes. You will still need to click the refresh button to view your check
progress. In addition to improved speed, we have updated the email clients and spam filters
that are checked, removing legacy products that are rarely accessed and adding newer clients
that are more regularly seen.

Groups - Added a new option into the groups functionality that allows you to control manually
included contacts if they obey the group rules. By default, the included contacts will always
count into the group, regardless of matching the rules. This runs more smoothly with web
capture "Add to Group" submissions that only include the contact if they also meet the group
rules.

HTML Editor - A new "Quick Style" tool where the user can quickly update elements of the CSS.
Two CSS can be added: text-decoration:none and text-decoration:underline. With the option to
add more can be over time.

Web Capture & Landing Zones - Added support for Google Recaptcha 2.0. You will see a new
button in the HTML editor where you can insert the Recaptcha. Please note if you use a custom
domain you will need to setup that domain in your own Google account here -
> https://www.google.com/recaptcha/

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[68946,78374:3099] - Updated the Recaptcha functionality to now use Recatpcha 2.0. You can
now add the recaptcha into the form instead of being placed in a window. You can add a
recaptcha using the tools on the right hand side of the editor in Web capture and Landing Zone.

[69343:2672] - Added support for setting a timezone on an instance. This fixes issues for
sending campaigns at the wrong time due to the UK GMT / BST change.
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[71595:2781] - Fixed an issue where anchor links can cause the result tracking data to be
overwriting in creative results view.

[77348:3019] - Fixed an issue with using custom links in the subject line not showing ¬£ symbols
correctly.

[79613,00280-J5C3:3216] - A new drop where the user can quickly update an elements CSS
style. There are two CSS styles which can be added, text-decoration:none and text-
decoration:underline. More can be added over time.

[80104,80165,80201,80187,02035-T4M2,01463-X6D0,02022-M3G6:3401] - Fixed an issue with
GatorMail crashing when GatorExpress was not supplying the CSS file for the design.

[80186,00280-J5C3:3284] - Fixed Issues where Save And/Or Close buttons don't Work In FireFox
after using the Auto Tracked Links.

[01578-X0L7:3391] - Added check in AutoTrackLinks to check for anchor tags, links starting with
a hash "#", to prevent them from being cracked

[01047-N5B0:3372] - Changed the character limit on SMS message sending.

[01676-K0C3:3395] - Changed the validation for an events anonymous places so that 0 is a valid
option.

[00552-Z4P6:3352] - Changed the wait time for exporting CSV’s out of the campaign results so
larger CSV’s exported properly. For example, complex survey results or huge campaign sends.

[01048-S1D8:3373] - Fixed a problem where a button was missing content so was never
displayed

[00364-W1V1:3335] - Fixed an issue loading the questions for a group survey rule. If the title for
the question was blank the drop down would not show the question.

[01676-K0C3:3396] - Fixed an issue when the validation is off for the "Allow Anonymous" field. It
was not populating the data in the drop down.

[01034-X3F6:3378] - Fixed an issue where selection criteria move and delete buttons can move
the wrong "and", "or", "Not", "(" and ")".

[00607-H9B8:3356] - Fixed an issue with the campaign results creative tab, showing the clicks
incorrectly when the email has anchor tags. It would show all the clicks as if they were the "View
In Browser"

[00446-M5K8,00508-F3K4:3336] - Fixed Issues where some Campaign click results, won’t show
contacts.

[01516-B0P5:3393] - Fixed some grammatical issues with the password results URL link.

[Internal:3325] - Corrected a spelling mistake on the campaign results URL password
requirements area.

[Internal:3357] - Fixed an issue with the SDK method ReturnWebHits so it included HTTPs links
as well as HTTP only links.
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[Internal:3384] - Updated the regular expression for an email address to catch more invalid
addresses as failures before sending a campaign.

[Internal:3386] - Added a checkbox in the auto track links dialog to provide the user with the
choice as to whether they wish to track mail to links.

[Internal:3388] - Fixed an issue where create lead parameter did not work for
"UpdateContactUsingUniqueIdentifier" and "InsertContactUsingUniqueIdentifier" when used as
an optional parameter.

[Internal:3392] - Fixed an issue with inbox checker images not coming through in the preview
results.

[Internal:3394] - Added a new option into the groups functionality, that allows you to control, if
the manually included contacts obey the group rules. By default, included contacts will always
count into the group, regardless of matching the rules. This helps web capture "Add to Group"
submissions only include the contact if they also meet the group rules.

[Internal:3403] - Updated the "Add new" controls for all select screens to give a nicer interface
for entering the name and description, and whether you want to copy something.
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GatorMail - v7.1.8 - August 2016GatorMail - v7.1.8 - August 2016

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

Campaign Role Filter - We have revised our old Role Campaign functionality and moved it to the
Tools menu renaming it "Campaign Role Filter". UserAdmins can now setup instance specific
roles, assign them to users, and those users will only see campaigns available to their role. If
those users have permission to create campaigns, that campaign will be automatically added to
their campaign role filter.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[71755:2788] - Added complaints column to activity reports and CSV exports.

[78084:3063] - Added paste as plain text to the text button in the article advanced editor.

[79852:3260] - Bounces are now subtracted from distinct delivered in the split test campaign
results in order to give the correct value.

[79501:3207] - Forced the Text Editor to use the same values as the HTML editor so all options
are shown in the Custom Links drop down list.

[79657:3228] - Fixed an issue with the HTML editor auto track links function where it would
convert font urls too. Auto track links will now only process urls within an <a href>.

[80138:3277] - Fixed an issue where certain Survey question names and titles would stop the
mandatory validation from working.

[80216:3287] - Fixed an issuse that causes the page selection to fail when selecting a page in
Events for existing GotoWebinars

[80317:3286] - Updated the HTML editor to add image height and width settings as HTML
attributes on save of the email. This keeps images at the right size in their pre-downloaded
state.

[80338:3289] - Fixed an issue where a mislabelled button was causing crashes on the
integration screen for Salesforce CRM integrated users.

[80348:3290] - Fixed an issue that caused the explanation for "View In Browser" in the
Campaign Clicks results to fail.

[80392:3293] - Fixed an issue with the click counts on the new creative tab where they didnt
separate by link alias like the Clicks tab does.

[Internal:3178] - Added css file purging when making a change to a css file. This ensures
changes are seen immediately.

[Internal:3238] - We have revised our old Role Campaign functionality and moved it to the Tools
menu renaming it "Campaign Role Filter". UserAdmins can now setup instance specific roles,
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assign them to users, and those users will only see campaigns available to their role. If those
users have permission to create campaigns, that campaign will be automatically added to their
campaign role filter.

[Internal:3267] - Added browser extension detection when in the html editor to detect if the
user has any extensions installed that would add HTML into the editor. This is to stop invalid
HTML being added by that extension. When found all saving for the email will be prevented.
We have also added this invalid HTML detection to the initiate check screen and prevent the

campaign being initiated.

[Internal:3269] - Changed our CRM integration to update reset the contact undeliverable status
if on the data being transferred over we are given a different email address for an existing
contact ID.

[Internal:3271] - Fixed an issue with contacts not appearing in the survey accessed but not
completed section of the campaign results.

[Internal:3274] - Fixed an issue submitting a survey where multiline textboxes had a character
limit of 255 rather than 3,000.

[Internal:3283] - Added text under the password textbox of Result URL setup to inform users
that a password is required.

[Internal:3297] - Added a new system field to the contact record called "createLead". This field
is used with our GatorLeads integration and controls whether a new lead is sent to CRM when
the contact sent to GatorMail from GatorLeads is a new contact.
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GatorMail - v7.1.7 - July 2016GatorMail - v7.1.7 - July 2016

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

• Campaign Results - We have re-developed the look and feel of the campaign results screen.
The structure is largely the same so everything you look for will be in its same place. But we

have made the following key changes...

- Results URL can now be completely controlled by you. Choose what tabs are visible, password
protected for security, and setup multiple urls if you need to control access differently
depending who you sent it to.

- A new follow up tab if the campaign has follow ups. Showing the amount sent per follow up,
when it last sent, and exportable contact lists. It will be much easier to tell if your follow up has
sent.

- An updated creative tab now including clicks from surveys, events and calendar links. The
page has also been re-designed so stop any of the statistic overlays being an issue.

- Added tooltips to all the statistics in the overview expanded results to explain each and how it
is calculated.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[57272,57527:1617] - Re-developed the campaign results Creative tab with a new look and feel.
The statistics overlay is no longer an issue.

[61991:3177] - Changed the description of campaign click results for View in Browser hits to say
that instead of "Landing Zone".

[64980:2573] - Fixed a bug with Mandatory fields and default values in landing zone web
capture forms

[69445:2685] - Added exports to the campaign split test results so you can get the contacts who
were Sent, Opened or Clicked a link for each split test design.

[70583:2728] - Re-developed the campaign results Creative tab with a new look and feel. The
statistics not showing is no longer an issue.

[71405:2776] - Last Send Date will now update when refreshing campaign results stats

[72479:2818] - Export of email opens now includes the UserAgent details allowing you to see
the complete device information for the contact who opened it.

[76456:2962] - Updated the campaign results Creative tab making sure it includes calendar links
for its new look.

[76856:2990] - Added a new tab to campaign results when it has follow ups attached to it. You
can now see the status of those follow ups and whether they have sent.
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[77614:3039] - Updated the campaign results Creative tab making sure it includes event links
for its new look.

[78085:3065] - Updated the campaign results Creative tab making sure it includes survey links
for its new look.

[78091:3066] - The Creative tab for the campaign results now shows all survey hits and not just
completed surveys.

[78681,78949:3118] - Fixed an issue with the opt out calculation for activity reports.

[78713:3115] - Fixed a bug when viewing split test results using the results URL view.

[78970:3148] - Fixed an issue with the survey submit button not aligning correctly if you don not
have any questions on the page.

[79019:3149] - Removed the LinkedIn contact functionality from the product as the integration
to LinkedIn is no longer available.

[79301:3127] - Changed the size of the alert dialog displaying the result of the auto link tracking
so that the message is displayed clearly.

[79377:3175] - Changed the default style sheet URL used when previewing a display from the
instances landing zone URL to the admin site URL.

[79417:3202] - Fixed an issue in the Editor where Css Files weren't detected if they started with
a number.

[79483:3206] - Fixed a styling issue with the spam filter scores covering up the tabs of the inbox
checker results.

[79528:3211] - Fixed a typo on the history tab for the integration page

[Internal:2454] - Removed duplicated text "Via (Browser Name)" in Live Feed for campaign
results

[Internal:3098] - Each statistic on the campaign overview now has a tooltip explaining itself how
it was calculated.

[Internal:2978] - Updated display modal for the Create Group options in Campaign Results.

[Internal:3113] - Updated the results URL giving user control on what is available within it. You
can enable or disable each tab, password protect the page, and edit existing results URLs if you
change your mind later. Please note passwords are mandatory thus securing your valuable
data.

[Internal:3172] - Updated the "Live Feed" page to fit with new look and feel of the campaign
results.

[Internal:3173] - The conversions tab from the campaign results has been removed from the
product.

[Internal:3176] - Added exports for the campaign results browser breakdown graphs so you can
get a list of the contacts with their browser.
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[Internal:3152] - Removed the "max length" attribute for the password textbox when logging in
as it created inconsistencies across browsers

[Internal:3130] - Fixed an issue copying HTML from one instance to another, and then editing
tracked links within the new instance email.

[Internal:2699] - Changed the message id used in the outgoing email to include the sender
domain.

[Internal:3167] - Fixed an issue with the image manager loading images when the instance was
set to a US date format.

[Internal:3203] - Added a redirection to the selected home page when trying to view a landing
zone, email or web capture page which does not exist.

[Internal:3166] - Displayed an article blocks associated template identifier in a new tab named
"Block Details" in the article block dialog.

[Internal:3150] - Added new subject line functionality to follow up edit screen.
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GatorMail - v7.1.6 - June 2016GatorMail - v7.1.6 - June 2016

What's NewWhat's New

Events - It is now possible to add additional anonymous places on an event, that do not require
any contact information is entered like the current delegate functionality. This makes bookings
even easier for users where you do not need to have every attendee named on the event.

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

• HTML Editor - We have made lots of usability changes to the HTML editor with the aim it will
be much easier to use. The changes cover:

- Enhanced HTML and less manipulation, Faster Performance and styled Look.

- Preview - Previewing a creative now shows you the desktop, mobile and tablet view.

- Snapshot Manager - Updated the snapshot manager with a new UI.

- CSS Editor - New live CSS style editor that allows you to see the update to your HTML as you
change it.

- Inline CSS Converter - A new function to convert any CSS styles in the design to inline CSS
styles. Inline styles are best practice as some email clients remove attached style sheets.

- Doctype - Ability to set different doctype at individual email.

- File Caching - Changed our file caching so that whenever a file is uploaded that replaces an
existing one, we clear our cache to always show the most recent file. This covers images,
documents etc. Please note this is a hosted only change where caching is controlled by our
environment hardware.

• Subject Line - Updated the subject line so its easier to use. Pasting subjects is forced into
plain text so HTML is stripped better. We have also added support for emoticons.

• Campaign Followups - Added the ability to enable and disable followups attached to the
campaign so that it is easier to control their sending.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[50388:2011] - Fixed an issue with the send date for a split test changing in the campaign results
when the winning design has been chosen.

[57275:2298] - Removed useless columns from the integration grid that are always blank - first
name, last name, and email address.

[59340:2410] - Fixed a problem for IE and Edge, that prevents the Custom Color Picker from
loading in the Dynamic Content Editor
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[59453:2404] - Foreground colour styles now apply to the html list items.

[62966:2620] - Fixed an issue using the campaign resend functionality when no unsubscribe
was set on the campaign.

[70306:2706] - Changed our image caching so that whenever an image is uploaded that
replaces an existing one, we clear our cache to always show the most recent image.

[70966:2751,3043] - Updated the snapshot manager with a new UI.

[74269:2941] - Fixed an issue with tracked links not working when customers used a merge field
for the tracked link.

[75489,77185,77367:2909] - Fixed an issue with the image manager toolbar disappearing when
selecting another image folder.

[77470:3017] - Improved the visibility of what HTML tag is selected on the breadcrumb area in
the editor.

[77521:3022] - Changed the image manager sizing to fit on the screen better and be responsive.

[77615:3041] - Fixed an issue with event confirmation sending when the instance does not use
a forced sender domain.

[78032:3073] - Added support for single select and multiple select list box types when running
survey queries and displayed a message when no compatible question types are found.

[78170:3096] - Fixed an issue using the auto track links functionality when the HTML had
comments within it.

[78224:3081] - Fixed an issue clicking on a campaign name from an activity report when logged
into SSO.

[78256:3080] - Fixed an issue using embedded images in events when using HTTPs and
hardware that keeps the certificate external to the actual web servers.

[78445:3100] - Fixed an issue saving an events deploy to web setup where the error message
was not appearing clearly to the user if something had been chosen incorrectly.

[78617:3107] - Changed the order of spam results for the inbox checker to alphabetical.

[78637:3109] - Fixed a bug where only a limited number of folders were visible in the tree view
on the campaign series grid screen.

[78660:3114] - Fixed an error which was occurring when activity reports contained campaigns
with refreshing periods greater than 99.

[Internal:2528] - Fixed an issue with the campaign setup not correctly clearing any SMS setup if
the campaign was switched to a normal email campaign after being an SMS campaign.

[Internal:2699] - Changed the message id used in the outgoing email to include the sender
domain.
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[Internal:3075] - Removed the Apply CSS control from the HTML editor as this was not used but
left available.

[Internal:3076] - When email manipulation is disabled the doctype can be controlled per
creative instead of globally at the instance instead. Please note this is only available when
framework key "EnableEmailManipulation" is disabled.

[Internal:3085] - Updated the subject line so its easier for users. Added support for emoticons
in subject lines.

[Internal:3086] - Added the ability to enable and disable followups attached to the campaign so
that it is easier to control their sending.

[Internal:3124] - Added the functionality to allow additional anonymous places to an event
booking.
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GatorMail - v7.1.5 - May 2016GatorMail - v7.1.5 - May 2016

What's NewWhat's New

• GoToWebinar - GotoWebinar is now integrated into our events functionality (GatorEvents).
You can now set everything up ahead of time and let CommuniGator take care of the details
while you focus on your event. The CommuniGator with GoToWebinar integration makes it
possible to.

- Create a webinar within GatorEvents

- Attached/Copy a current/previous webinar

- Create bespoke landing pages to register attendees through CommuniGator

- Send confirmation (with unique URL), reminders, follow-up emails and nurture attendees all
through GatorMail

- Never import or export another CSV file of webinar leads again

- Get booking and attendee data back into your CRM

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

• Time and Day Based Sending - We have added some new handy options into the time and
day based sending. You can now manage everyday, weekdays and weekends as a group
instead of having to add your time ranges individually for each day.

• HTML Editor Manager Popups - We have updated the Image / Document / Media / Flash
manager popups with a few tweaks to make them much more usable. The changes are...

- Better size that dynamically changes based on your resolution.

- A filter to search for folders and images.

- Default order by filename but a new Create Date column can be clicked to sort by that if
needed.

- Paging through images is back.

• HTML Editor Tracked Links - After any of our tracked links have been inserted and you wish
to edit them. It is now possible to simply click in the link text and then click the "Insert Web
Link" for example. The link editor popup will auto select the text for you. You no longer
need to select the whole link yourself.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[55003,74304,77388:2152] - Fixed a problem with ambersands causing exports to fail for
campaign results click exports.
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[56553:2237] - Fixed an issue converting the HTML email into the TEXT email for social media
links. The links now pull the social media type so the converted links have a label.

[63815:2551] - Changed the snapshot process to also create a snapshot of a freshly copied
creative.

[69393,73290,74680,75341,77680:2693] - Fixed an issue with adding web links to images when
there is a style display block in the HTML.

[71748,77987:2790] - Fixed an issue with the web capture recaptcha not working if the web
capture was put in an iframe on your website.

[74404:2861] - Fixed an issue uploading HTML templates with background images in the
creative.

[76921:2997] - Fixed an issue with the dietary information not being included in the event
attendee register.

[77101:3006] - Fixed an issue with the campaign results unsubscribe count not matching for the
overview and the export.

[77205:3052] - Fixed an issue inserting weblinks in Safari.

[77281:3013] - Fixed an issue loading the results url for inbox checkers.

[77449,77663:3018] - Fixed an issue download the csv files from Web Capture results.

[77485:3055] - Fixed an issue inserting links on images or other selectable items in Internet
Explorer 11.

[77544:3048] - Fixed an issue in the editor with html being added to the email when email
manipulation has been turned off.

[77562:3027] - Fixed an issue with the initiate check screen not showing the correct campaign
email alias.

[77922,77917:3059] - Fixed an issue adding an additional delegate to an event booking.

[78184:3079] - Merge content added in the short and long descriptions is now displayed on the
event booking screen.

[Internal:2970] - Added GoToWebinar integration with our Events functionality. You can create
and attach Webinars. Send confirmation emails with joining URLs and more.

[Internal:2976] - Fixed a survey preview error.

[Internal:3000] - Changed the Salesforce integration config to not require the trailing \ for the
DocumentSource which can be easily missed.

[Internal:3026] - Added the Gator.SignOn button back to the product login page so that if a
session was ever lost and you returned to the login screen. You can get back into SSO easier.

[Internal:3030] - Updated the editor manager popups (image, document, media etc) so they
autosize based on the users screen resolution, have a search option, and can be sorted by
create date.
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[Internal:3033] - Resized the CSS / Colour picker popups to remove unnecessary scroll bars.

[Internal:3042] - Altered the HTML upload to ignore hyphens in the file name, but convert any
image hyphens to underscores if present. This is instead of rejecting the upload completely
and now makes uploads easier.

[Internal:3036] - Changed the colour pickers "none" selection to a new icon as it looked exactly
the same as the white colour, and so looked like you were setting it white to clear any colour.

[Internal:3097] - Fixed an issue in the HTML upload when you upload images to the image
folder but dont include a CSS file in zip.
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GatorMail - v7.1.4 - April 2016GatorMail - v7.1.4 - April 2016

What's NewWhat's New

• Time and Day Based Sending - You can now set timeframes for active or non-recurring
campaigns, giving users the ability to specify sending days and times. You can add multiple
time ranges per day and choose independent times on each day. I.e. a campaign can be
active from 9:00-11:30 and 13:00-16:30 on a Monday, inactive on a Tuesday, and active again
between 9:00-17:00 on Wednesday, and so on.

• Trigger Time and Day Based Sending - Because a campaign can send emails from triggered
uploads, we have made sure both the time and day based sending, and batch sending work
here too.

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

• Campaign Batch Settings - To enhance the sending further we have added two more batch
settings, per half hour and per 15 minutes. As aforementioned, if you wanted to, you can
create a time and day based sending campaign, that has a per 15 minute batch. You have
even greater sending control for any campaign.

• SDK - Created three new SDK methods to return SMS push notification data from Esendex.
As long as your online Esendex account is setup to do so, you can use these methods to see

the Delivered, Failed, and Received SMS notifications.

- ReturnSMSDelivered

- ReturnSMSFailed

- ReturnSMSReceived

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[56732:2244] - Fixed an issue trying to rename a web capture control after it was already added
where the new name was ignored.

[70478:2716,2983,2984,2985] - Added time and day based sending for email and SMS
campaigns. Triggers for the campaign types obey this too. Added a per 30 and per 15 minutes
to campaign batch settings.

[70536:2768] - Changed the dynamic sender email address to only use what is in front of the @
sign for its data and append the selected domain after it. This is instead of using the complete
address from the contact field. Only pre-authenticated domains can be used to send emails.

[75311:2896] - Added checks for updating contact data manually to not allow you to enter more
data than the length of the field.
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[75773,77073:2912] - Fixed an issue clicking on article titles redirecting the user to the product
login page in IE.

[75913:2921] - Fixed an error viewing the results of non completed surveys on specific
campaigns.

[76039:2955] - Changed the locked controls for a split test campaign so you can edit the alias
after initiation.

[76065:2937] - Fixed an issue with survey results not correctly adding up to the number of
contacts the survey had actually sent to. The problem was our total delivered calculation was
incorrect as it did not include all the soft and other bounces, resulting in the wrong count for
the total surveys not accessed.

[76101:2991] - Changed the Esendex push notifications to use a concurrency model so we
process the data and respond asynchronously.

[76183:2943] - Updated the URLs for accessing GatorLeads within GatorMail to resolve an error
shown on the page.

[76374:2964] - Fixed an error using the view in browser link for a resend email of a split test.

[76536:2979] - Fixed an issue in groups where having a rule to check a value is greater or less
than something didnt work if the data had decimal places.

[76577:2972] - Fixed an issue with the survey results export for the completed and non
completed survey actually exporting the same data.

[76619:2965] - Fixed an issue in groups where using more than one set of brackets to separate
the rule logic would return incorrect audience members for the group.

[76750:2987] - Added campaign seed addresses to campaign series campaigns so that every
campaign in the series would include the seed.

[76768:2988] - Fixed a problem with submitting a web capture when the mandatory error
message had an apostrophe in it.

[76888:2992] - Updated the Gator integration to remove apostrophies from campaign names so
it matches the removal if creating a campaign directly in GatorMail.

[77118:3009] - Fixed the missing images on the campaign results live feed when logging in via
SSO.

[77142:3010] - Removed the ID field from the event field visibility list. This is the system
identifier for the contact table and cannot be modified so should not be available.

[77205,77150:3004] - Fixed an issue inserting a landing zone link in an email where the link
would be added as text next to the selected link instead.

[77352:3015] - Fixed an issue changing the recurring campaign interval after it was selected the
first time.

[77366:3020] - Fixed an issue using the campaign Twitter functionality when setting up Tweets.
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[77616:3040] - Updated the web capture business regular expression to exclude addresses
from outlook.com / rocketmail.com / live.co.uk / btopenworld.com.

[Internal:2960] - Fixed an error in the bounce manager processing application for PowerMTA
csv files with a date lookup failure in the csv. Note: this is only relevant for sites running
PowerMTA as their mailserver.
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GatorMail - v7.1.3 - March 2016GatorMail - v7.1.3 - March 2016

v7.1.3 - IMPORTANT NOTICE: As of this version CommuniGator no longer supports Internetv7.1.3 - IMPORTANT NOTICE: As of this version CommuniGator no longer supports Internet
Explorer versions that Microsoft themselves do not support.Explorer versions that Microsoft themselves do not support. The product still works inThe product still works in
older version, but we will not continue development on them.older version, but we will not continue development on them.

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

Contacts - Added a new field to store the most recent engagement date for each contact. Any
click activity will update this date automatically. You can use it to create groups and send
campaigns based on recent engagement (or lack of). The field is called
"MostRecentEngagementDate".

Web Capture - When a contact clicks into your web capture we can now auto populate
information from previous submissions they have done. This is a configurable option when
creating the submit button should you not want to enable it.

Import CSV - We have improved the speed of importing CSVs into brand new groups, by
removing checks to see if the contacts being imported are already in the group.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[33695:1269] - Removed the hard coded centre alignment for the footer section of a survey.

[36342,47010:1441] - Changed the order of questions in the exported csv file for survey results.
It is now in the order they appear on the survey rather than the order the questions were

added.

[46248:1835] - When returning to the contact selection screen the product now remembers
your search criteria if any was used before clicking into the contact.

[47753:1873] - When an event link is clicked if there is not already an open tracking record, we
now add one automatically. This already happens for landing zones, web links and surveys etc.

[53584:2108] - Fixed an error when selecting another article block after adding an article from a
search result to a different article block.

[57332,62889:2379] - Corrected the sort order for date columns in the activity report.

[63253:117] - Prevented a survey being set to anonymous when the survey uses page or
question conditions. Conditions require knowledge of what a person has answered during the
flow of the survey. But anonymous surveys do not the person.
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[65822,75058:2592] - Fixed an issue in campaign results with exporting unsubscribes returning
a blank CSV if the unsubscribe was setup with a survey.

[69343:2672] - Fixed an issue with customers using a timezone offset where campaigns could
send in the wrong hour due to the UK timezone change to BST and visa versa. The date check
now uses a UTC date.

[74007:2849] - Increased the textbox sizes of the article block editor font sizes control.

[74385:2862] - Changed the chart label on the Overview tab for our campaign results, from
"Hits" to "Web + Landing Zone Hits". There was some confusion with this graph and the two
graphs on the browser breakdown tab.

[74422,74309:2867] - Changed the product login to auto redirect a user to the Single Signon
login if their user had been associated with an SSO account.

[74555:2874] - Increased the size of the textbox for managing folders on our select screens.

[74614:2879] - Changed the password visibility on the Integration Admin screen to only show
when the logged in user has either the role UserAdmin or Admin.

[74761:2882] - Fixed an issue with selecting the upper most top left colour in the colour picker.
This fix was an update to the Telerik controls used in the editor.

[75072:2889] - Fixed an issue with document links not working if you had inserted them via the
hyperlink manager and then using the autotrack links function.

[75311:2894] - Changed CSV imports to allow data over 255 characters to be imported. Note:
the actual field within CommuniGator must also be updated to allow more than 255 characters.

[75587:2907] - Fixed an issue with when using a drop down within a web capture, and then
adding values that contain apostrophes.

[75710:2914] - Fixed an issue with completed surveys in the data cleanse. First we only show
surveys where the summary approval is set to "Auto Fill Summary Approval". Second we fixed
an issue where some surveys did not appear in when they should have.

[75843:2913] - Updated the date selector for group rules so you can set dates before 1980.

[75911:2919] - Fixed an issue with campaigns un-initiating themselves if you have another tab
open in the campaign setup before initiating it where you cause a save after it has been
initiated.

[75962:2920] - Fixed an issue with event merge fields within the custom content area for event
setup. We also removed the person merge fields as they dont work and should not be there.

[76065:2937] - Fixed an issue with survey results not adding up to the number of contacts the
campaign sent to. We were accidentally removing the total unique undelivered count twice
from the "Not Accessed Surveys" result.

[76327:2957] - Fixed an issue with custom event templates showing an error when selected in
the event setup.
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[76399,76529:2968] - Updated our Salesforce integration to support TLS 1.1 as Salesforce are
turning off support for 1.0 in June 2016.

[Internal:896] - When using conditional notifications for surveys, campaign surveys, and landing
zones. We have restricted the mail-from input to use the configured domain that you see for
selecting a campaign sender email address. If however your instance is not configured to have
a selectable sender address, the conditional notifications remain free input text boxes.

[Internal:2246] - Fixed an error opening a contact record if the display name for one of the
contact attributes was added blank.

[Internal:2335] - Added checks to the initiate check screen for email selection criteria that might
be missing.

[Internal:2779] - Fixed an issue with the view of the events list within the events deploy to web
functionality.

[Internal:2855] - For our Goldmine integration we have added a configurable option, to make
updates of secondary contact fields that don’t exist, to the primary record instead.

[Internal:2869] - Improved the speed of closing most pages of the application when just clicking
the Close button.

[Internal:2886,2887] - Updated our JQuery versions in the products to the latest version.

[Internal:2924] - Changed the colour in the recent menu for the empty space to not turn grey if
you highlight any text in the menu.

[Internal:2948] - Added a checkbox on the web capture submit button to enable or disable the
auto fill information from previous submissions by that contact.

[Internal:2952] - Improved the speed of importing CSVs into brand new and empty groups by
removing the check for people in the CSV already existing in the group.

[Internal:2963] - Added new contact field MostRecentEngagmentDate to store their latest click
activity.
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GatorMail - v7.1.2 - February 2016GatorMail - v7.1.2 - February 2016

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

Added greater control over the HTML Editor and your HTML, with a new system framework
settings, that disables some of the auto fixing on your HTML. The setting is called
"EnableConvertToXHTML" and be turned off at support request. However you will need to
make sure your HTML works as you expect after the change.

Split test campaign results now allow you to select the email design to see for the creative tab.

Added support to change the character set used for import CSVs for the Gator instance. This
allows imports of some foreign characters that would have otherwise imported incorrectly. The
setting can be changed at support request.

Changed the main Gator menu to an on click rather than hover over for all expandable menu
items. If you prefer the hover over it can be changed back.

SDK - The following methods have been added to our SDK:

• UploadContactDatasetIntoGroupReturnContactState - Upload contacts into a group and
return whether the contact was inserted or updated as well as the group ID uploaded into.

• ContactBusinessObjects - Return all fields that make up the contact table.

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[43887:1743] - Fixed an issue with campaigns at an approval state being stuck in that state if the
campaign approval functionality was turned off without approving them.

[46186,73611:1859] - Fixed the campaign results showing unsubscribe surveys (where the
campaign unsubscribe uses a survey) in the actual results. The survey tab had logic around it to
only show when the campaign knew it had a survey attached. It was ignoring unsubscribe
surveys however.

[47182,71171:1856] - Added the ability to select the email design on the campaign results
creative tab for split tests.

[48366:1892] - Fixed an issue with users accessing the survey on behalf of the recipient within
the campaign results. That access would trigger a live click implying the actual recipient had
performed the action. Now manual submissions do not count in the campaign results that
actual recipient did it.

[51199,54527,62752,64830,67028,68086:2036,2833] - Fixed an issue with the click to open rate
showing a negative result on the activity reports csv export. Also updated the percentages to
show 2 decimal places which matches the main campaign results stats.

[55082,70609:2159,2723] - Added a new framework key called "EnableConvertToXHTML" that
when enabled, the ConvertToXHTML filter will be enabled in the editor and fixes the unwanted
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html changes. For example in Firefox the editor enters a break tag for table cell contents, when
flipping to the design and back to the HTML.

[64781:2640] - Fixed an issue with the campaign results creative tab not loading statistics for a
survey button.

[66598:2618] - Fixed an issue where an invalid event reminder could fail to send and then stop
any further event reminders from being tried themselves.

[67992:2643] - Fixed an issue with the "Surveyed" activity report count. It will now match the
number of completed surveys on the campaign results.

[68053:2644] - Fixed an issue exporting from the contacts section when the search criteria used
a % wildcard.

[69264:2673] - Added a error message when trying to add a contact to the system via the
Contact screen, when a contacts email address already existed.

[71068:2773] - Fixed an issue with the top options for the image manager popup not showing.

[71176,71207:2757] - Fixed an issue with the web capture not adding contacts to a group, or
creating a new group, if the "Only allow one entry per contact" checkbox is ticked.

[71364,73618:2845] - Fixed an issue with contacts not appearing on the survey accessed list if
they had just clicked into a survey but not submitted any pages. They did appear fine if they
had submitted at least one page, but that does not help single page surveys.

[71375:2771] - Fixed an issue with the initiate check screen having to much spacing and a large
middle gap due to the Gator 2015 skin.

[71379:2772] - Redesigned the split test results tab of the campaign results for the new Gator
2015 skin to fit better.

[71394:2774] - Fixed an issue when inserting a tracked link in an image, where the link is added
to the side of the image and not the image itself.

[71474:2777] - Added more control for the character sets when importing CSV files so it can be
changed from our default of 65001. We have now added two framework keys to give us more
control over the import character sets. EnableCsvCharacterSet set as 'True' or 'False'. If set to
true we then use the framework key CsvCharacterSet. This has a field which has the character
set to use. If EnableCsvCharacterSet is false then we do not use a character set.

[71477:2778] - Fixed an issue with using a contact merge field for the target or a tracked link
when the url within the contact field did contained "http:". The code assumed it had to add that
for you.

[71602:2783] - Added a confirmation popup when choosing the winning design for a split test.

[71682:2787] - Fixed an error when sending an email with an article block, where if the block
lost its ID number, an error would occur. We now show a graceful error message when sending
a test email or when the article block settings are accessed.
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[71756:2803] - Removed the Google Maps API popup from the Reporting -> Analytics
functionality. The API has been retired by Google.

[71757:2791] - Fixed an issue in a survey when replacing the Next link with an image. Instead of
the image you get the URL of the image. This only happens when the submit link is NOT an
image.

[71780:2795] - Fixed a problem with the campaign results live feed with showing too many hits
on a survey if the same survey was used in multiple campaigns, and had hits on all of them.

[71781:2838] - Changed web capture submissions to log all data being sent up. Previously
changed or non-blank submissions were being ignored, so the logging for this did not have an
accurate way to see what was actually submitted.

[71804:2792] - Fixed an issue with the lead score number being too small to actually see the
number in the new Gator 2015 skin.

[71870:2802] - Fixed an issue where campaign names with double spaces have the spaces
reduced to a single space when displayed in the campaign list.

[71908:2804] - Updated the SDK Workflow app (not GatorWorkflow) to not upload contacts
when the unique ID for the data was not found. Also fixed a problem with it fields having a
number / character combination over 15 characters in length.

[72114:2805] - Fixed an issue with multitenancy environments so the root admin user only sees
user logins for instances that still exist.

[72219:2810] - Fixed an error page appearing when not setting a landing zone template for an
article block, but then trying to use a landing zone based article in the email.

[72418:2815] - Fixed an issue with the contact screen not showing the correct list of the last 5
campaigns for the contact.

[72468:2812] - Changed the locked out message so that it tells the user, that doing a password
reset will also unlock it.

[72634:2820] - Fixed a "Too many redirects" error on the events custom template selection.

[72959:2828] - Fixed an issue exporting the survey results to CSV for split test campaigns.

[73024:2826] - Fixed an issue with the Survey results "viewing the completed survey" when the
same survey has been attached to the campaign more than once, but with different page
numbers, and where the survey is anonymous.

[73449:2842] - Changed the campaign sending logic to not send a campaign if the campaign has
neither a group attached, or any selection criteria.

[73450:2841] - Fixed an issue where you could set more than one email / landing zone / survey
to be the default that is attached to a campaign. You could also set no defaults. For emails in
particular, there must always be a default so we have ensured this, and that only one at a time
is the default.
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[73601:2843] - Fixed an issue with copying an email that contains Dynamic Content not
perfectly coping the rules within it.

[73667:2846] - Fixed an issue with the sample size for a split test reverting back to a percentage
after saving and closing the campaign.

[73778:2848] - Removed the "Document ID" seen in the HTML editors document uploader.

[73794:2866] - Prevented a time interval of 0 from being used in refresh recurring campaigns. A
time of 0 would infinitely recur and send the campaign over and over.

[73837:2847] - Fixed an issue with attempting to login after the account had been associated
with an SSO account.

[74159:2857] - Fixed an issue with contact data not changing for unsubscribes where the
contacts email address contained an apostrophe. Note this only happened if global
unsubscribe is enabled which is where all matching email addresses are unsubscribed when
one comes in.

[74165:2856] - Changed the auto generated name for integrated groups to shorten the prefixed
text, and expanded the width of the group selection drop down. This should help see the group
names easier.

[74266:2859] - Changed the url lookup for embedded images to force the lookup on HTTP even
if the image was on HTTPs. In some networks HTTPs is configured at an external network
device and is not available on the local server. HTTP is always available internally.

[74590:2875] - Fixed an issue with article rules breaking when using brackets in the rule
conditions.

[75172:2905] - Fixed an issue with personalisation disappearing in mergefields when saved on
the campaign details.

[Internal:406] - Removed the style tags from the send to a friend control so it is no longer
hardcoded to Verdana.

[Internal:2601] - Fixed an issue where an event rule created in campaign results not displaying
the correct count value.

[Internal:2721] - Added exception handling for failed test send records causing all subsequent
tests to fail to send.

[Internal:2733] - Fixed an issue with the campaign audience selection criteria doing arithmetic
with numeric conditions.

[Internal:2794] - Added a new SDK method called "ContactBusinessObjects" to return all fields
that make up the contact table.

[Internal:2799] - Fixed an issue with new contacts being ignored on the CSV Import when a
framework key called "EnableCSVIgnore" was enabled, and the unique import identifier was not
set to the crmContactId field.

[Internal:2819] - Fixed an issue saving contacts when user fields had been created for the
contact record that were SQL keywords.
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[Internal:2830] - Added a new framework key called "EnableMenuOnClick" to change the main
Gator top menu so it only appears on click and not a hover over. This will stop any accidental
hover over clicking.

[Internal:2844] - Fixed an issue with the status of wave activities not being updated in Sage CRM
Integration when email campaign is complete.

[Internal:2851] - Updated the CRM integration when sending up contact data from the CRM to
ignore fields in a new framework key called "ContactFieldsBlockedFromUpdates". This key is
populated with several system fields that should not be updatable by anyone other than the
system.

[Internal:2852] - Updated several SDK methods that alter contact data to ignore fields in a new
framework key called "ContactFieldsBlockedFromUpdates". This key is populated with several
system fields that should not be updatable by anyone other than the system.

[Internal:2854] - Fixed an issue with the SDK method "ReturnWebHits" not returning click data
on HTTPs urls.

[Internal:2863] - Fixed an issue when using the autosignin login to redirect to SSO if the account
is associated with a SSO login.

[Internal:2871] - Fixed some missing images on the survey question conditions popup for the
save / close buttons.

[Internal:2872] - Fixed an issue with adding or editing the VAT code for an event.

[Internal:2877] - Created a new SDK method to upload contacts into a group and whether the
contact was inserted or updated as well as the group ID uploaded into. The method is called
UploadContactDatasetIntoGroupReturnContactState.

[Internal:2901] - Added GatorLeads tracking into the product to track what people use.
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GatorMail - v7.1.0GatorMail - v7.1.0

Release NotesRelease Notes

Activity ReportsActivity Reports

- Fixed an issue with follow up campaigns missing from date range campaign activity reports.
The reports only factored in normal campaigns that had an audience. Not campaigns that
never have an audience.

ArticlesArticles

- Added support for article blocks where the title does not need to be a read more link. Article
templates can now be created where there is no click for the read more or title.

- Fixed an issue where creating articles would always place them in the root article folder and
not the sub folder you were in.

- Updated the regular expression check on a URL for articles to accept the : symbol.

- Fixed a spacing issue where article blocks with no articles would still add a <br/> tag into the
design. Thus adding gaps into your design that could not be removed.

Business ObjectBusiness Object

- Fixed an issue where users could create business object fields for contacts, where the inputted
name matched a system field name, and would then stop you accessing contact records.

CampaignCampaign

- Changed the copy campaign function to set the copied campaign end date to base itself off
the campaign defaults rather than copy the parent campaign verbatim. Obviously copying a
campaign that had already ended would result in the new campaign immediately needing an
update to make it viable for initiating.

- Added a duplicate count to the campaign audience count so you can see how many duplicates
your campaign has. If dedupe is enabled, then the final audience will not include the
duplicates, but if dedupe is disabled then it will. Note: Dedupe by default is always enabled and
is hidden from the campaign setup so you cannot accidentally change it. If desired we can
enable visibility of the option so per campaign you can control if it should send to duplicate
email addresses.

Campaign ApprovalCampaign Approval

- Updated the campaign approval comments functionality so you can choose who the approval
email goes to instead of it being the last person who modified the campaign. There were times
the approver themselves were the last to modify the campaign, and so the approval reply email
would not send to the user who requested approval.

Campaign ResultsCampaign Results
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- Fixed an issue when viewing the creative in the results section, of a Gator Express campaign,
where you could only see the template itself and not the content in the email.

- Removed tests opens and clicks from the campaign results graph.

- Improved the results count for surveys to give a more accurate count in the view results
popup. We found the popup included results from incomplete surveys and these are now
removed. We then added a new option under accessed but not completed, to view those
incomplete responses separately. Finally we fixed the accessed and completed grids, as they
were displaying a record every time someone had accessed or completed the survey, instead of
just the last time.

- Fixed an issue with showing the click stats on the creative tab of campaign results by adding
an article block identifier to the main clicks table in the database.

Campaign SeriesCampaign Series

- Fixed an issue when trying to move campaign series campaigns into a different folder.

- Added an option for copying campaign series to offer copying all the associated campaigns
with it or not.

Contacts

- Fixed an issue with saving contact records when fields had been created that contained the
string "txt".

DeliverabilityDeliverability

- Added a new email header called "X-Feedback-ID" to comply with new Gmail feedback
requirements.

EventsEvents

- Fixed an issue with the event reminder email not changing colour on the grid which informed
you if they sent successfully.

- Fixed an issue in the event field visibility functionality where enabling the waiting list and then
saving would not actually save the fact you wanted a waiting list.

- Fixed an issue where carriage returns could break the java script validation for event booking
forms, which resulted in the mandatory checks not working.

- Fixed an issue in IE9 where you were unable to add multiple payment options for an Event.

- Fixed an error when trying to delete an Event discount.

- Added a new instance framework key for a secure LZ Url that can be used for events. If a
HTTPs url is required just select the one in the dropdown and save it. All URLs for the event will
change to the selected one.

- Fixed an error managing event bookings where account / company information had been
added but no email address was provided. You will now get an alert stating the email address
is required to save.
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Follow UpsFollow Ups

- Fixed an issue where follow ups attached to split test campaigns always send to email design B
regardless of which design actually won.

Gator ExpressGator Express

- Fixed an issue when copying Gator Express campaigns where the images were not being
pulled through in the copy.

GroupsGroups

- A new option has been added to the group builder for campaign rules. You can now create a
rule to include contacts for any interaction on the campaign. This will help with when you want
to manage contacts that have clicked any link in a campaign without having to create a rule per
link they could have clicked.

- Improved the speed of using our groups functionality by improving the back end database
calls for opening the group and / editing group rules.

- Fixed an issue with opening groups that were created from the "create group from event"
button in the campaign results.

- Fixed our GatorGroups to fetch data from the historical email history table as well as the main
one.

- Filtered the operators available for group rules depending on the field type of the contact
field. For example if the datatype is Text, RadioButtonList, DropDown or True/False we hide the
>, <, >=, <= operators. If the type is a number or date these are available to use. If the type is a
number, you can only enter a number. If the type is a date field, you can only enter a date.

- Fixed a problem adding an event Attended rule to a group.

HTML EditorHTML Editor

- Prevented spaces and symbols from all folders the product can create in the html editor and
the file manager.

- Fixed an issue with the table style builder within the html editor. The popup was loaded with
styling issues so you could not use it properly.

- Fixed an issue where tabbing through tables in Internet Explorer would delete table itself if
you kept tabbing through the end of the last cell / row in the table.

- Fixed an issue inserting a web link when the product was accessed via a IIS /application/ on a
website rather than on the root website.

- Added a tooltip when adding vcabs into your html creative to show the publication name from
vcab. This will help identify the documents should they look the same but have different
names.

- Added a new framework key called "EnableEmailManipulation" that when set to False will now
stop the editor from manipulating the HTML on save of an email design. We have changed the
editor so that you now have full control over the HTML, HEAD, TITLE and BODY tags, this allows
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you to create fully functional responsive emails which will work across the majority of email
clients and mobile devices which support responsive design. Previously these tags were auto
generated by the editor and still will be if they are not present in your design

HTML UploadHTML Upload

- Fixed an issue with HTML uploads where hex colours would break by using a # for the URL
place holders in the design. For example <a href="#" etc.

Image UploadImage Upload

- Fixed an issue when uploading an image, where a large amount of tick boxes appear
underneath the dialog boxes, and the "overwrite existing" tick box (the first one) cannot be
accessed.

Import CSVImport CSV

- Added a new option within import CSV that allows you to ignore CRM integrated contacts
when the import processes its data. Note: this is a configurable setting and may be invisible
until requested. When hidden imports act as normal.

Initiate Check ScreenInitiate Check Screen

- Fixed an issue with the initiate check screen showing the wrong audience count for its final
confirmation when the campaign type was one that did not have an audience. This could
happen when it originally was a type that has an audience, was counted in that type, and then
set to a type which then didnt have an audience.

- Fixed an issue in the initiate check screen where if a SenderAlias or ReplyTo field for the
campaign was NULL, it would error. This only happened for campaigns coming from Gator
Express.

OtherOther

- Forced a clear of session cookies when hitting an autosignin or the login screen as flipping
between many different instances of the product could remember instance settings from one
to the next.

- Updated several areas of the application to handle Unicode characters such as foreign
languages (Chinese). The following parts of the product now support Unicode: CSV Uploads,
Web Captures, Contacts Records, Contact Searches, Groups Builder, Events booking forms,
Send to a friend, CSV Exports (tested), Audience Selection Criteria, Audience Counts, Audience
Count Exports. An important thing to note however is Microsoft Excel will not save a .csv
extension file with unicode. You will need to use another .csv generating software if you want
to maintain your data.

- Fixed an issue with the folders not displaying correctly on iPads.

- Changed the forgotten password reminder to ask for the username and email address as well
as force on a password reset on the first login.

Recent MenuRecent Menu
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- Fixed some of the recent menu heading clicks so they loaded the correct pages. The landing
zone one took you to the email screen.

RSS CampaignsRSS Campaigns

- New functionality to create RSS driven campaigns. You can link to external rss feeds or create
your own internal feeds using articles. You can also auto generate articles from external rss
feeds to be used in your own internal feeds, which gives you complete control over the external
content. Each external or internal feed is assigned to an article block so you can have as many
feeds per email as you want!

SDKSDK

- Fixed a problem with the SDK method InitiateCampaign in that it did no check if there was an
email attached to the campaign before accepting the initiate request from your call.

SMSSMS

- Added logging to our SMS functionality so we can log out everything that happens with the
SMS communications to ESENDEX.

Split TestsSplit Tests

- We have added the ability to control the alias for both designs of a split test so that you can
control the page name when it is loaded to the browser.

- Prevent users without the CMInitiate role from being able to choose the final stage of a split
test campaign.

SurveySurvey

- Fixed an issue where a Survey could be broken if a question with multiple answers like a radio
button, was changed to a textbox type. You cannot link answers to a textbox question, so the
answers left behind were causing an exception.

- Added to the survey copy the expanded state of all pages / questions / answers so that in the
copy it was clear the setup had indeed been copied.

- Fixed an issue when copying surveys that had notifications. The copy would point the new
survey at the same notification so editing one notification edited both.

- Fixed an issue when adding a user attribute to a survey query (under the reporting section).

- Fixed an issue in surveys when you have a dropdown question with a single answer and you
try to submit the survey.

TemplatesTemplates

- Changed the product to take you into the survey template setup screen when copying a
template instead of just refreshing the screen.

Web CaptureWeb Capture
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- Changed the way web capture submit buttons are edited from reports that re-editing one
would lose styling applied to it. When using the submit button wizard you will now be
promoted if you want to edit one already there. This re-edit will keep the styling.

- Added a default option to disable the web capture submit button on a landing zone when a
second entry is attempted, if only a single entry is allowed.

- Fixed an issue with using check boxes in web captures linked to True/False contact fields. The
values submitted to the contact record were not set correctly to the true and false inputs.
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GatorMail - v7.0.7GatorMail - v7.0.7

Initiating a campaignInitiating a campaign

• Faster access to the initiate check screen:Faster access to the initiate check screen: From the campaign screen it is now possible
to click ‘Save and Initiate’ rather than having to close the campaign and then go into the
initiate screen.

• Initiate check screen support for multiple designsInitiate check screen support for multiple designs: There is now a drop down on the top
bar of the initiate screen allowing you to pick which design to check against.

• Added follow-up informationAdded follow-up information onto the initiate check screen so that you can see easily if
the campaign about to be initiated has follow-ups.

• Added a stop warning into the initiate check screenAdded a stop warning into the initiate check screen: checks your send to a friend is set
up.

• Added the view in browserAdded the view in browser option into the final initiate check screen. You can preview
your campaign prior to send.

• Added a post campaign tracking sectionAdded a post campaign tracking section to the initiate check screen to warn users that
they may not be using post campaign tracking.

Gmail Open TrackingGmail Open Tracking

Support for Gmail’s new image caching that can affect your open rates.

GatorLeads (WOW Analytics) LZ TrackingGatorLeads (WOW Analytics) LZ Tracking

Your GatorMail landing pages such as web capture, events, surveys, landing zones,
unsubscribes and send to a friend pages can now be tracked through your GatorLeads
interface in addition to GatorMail's own tracking, giving you more insight to exactly what a
Company or contact lead have visited.

GatorEvents payment optionsGatorEvents payment options

An event can be set up to use multiple payment types plus there is a new payment type of

"Payment Online / Payment Instructions".

GatorSocial ImprovementsGatorSocial Improvements

You can now send a Single Post to multiple channels in one hit (Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter).

All posts carry Google UTM values for easier monitoring of your post links back to your
website

Complete Change Log for v7.0.7Complete Change Log for v7.0.7
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Area --> DescriptionArea --> Description

• admin --> Added a drop down to the admin manage users section when the logged in
user has the "admin" role, to allow them to select individual instances to manage users
for. Note: this is only applicable for multitennancy environments.

• admin --> For hosted customers, we have added an account manager for the white
menu bar when an account manager has been set for the account.

• campaigns --> Improved the speed at which emails attach to campaigns by reducing the
session page sizes.

• campaigns --> Fixed two issues with email selection criteria on the campaign setup. The
first was an error when saving a blank value. The second was to improve the loading
speed of the value from list popup.

• campaigns --> Fixed an issue with the inbox checker icon on the campaign select screen
not showing when one had been run.

• campaigns --> Fixed an issue with our sender domain drop down within the campaign
setup not displaying scroll bars correctly.

• campaigns --> Added the "View In Browser" button onto the campaign send test tab
when the option "Both" is selected, and defaulted it to preview the HTML version.
Previously it would only appear if you changed the option to "HTML" from "Both".

• campaigns --> For customers that have the campaign stats summary on campaign
results (a process where the campaign results do not recount EVERY page load, but
instead obey a last run / self updating interval), we have added a "Last Updated" date
and time into the campaign results so you can see how old the results are.

• campaigns --> Updated the view in browser on the campaign send test so the popup
preview is a fully working email. Tracked content and clicks were disabled, but these all
now work.

• contacts --> Updated our contact business object to accept a display name of 255
characters instead of just 50.

• design --> Fixed an issue with IE11 adding spaces into the email design when saving and
reloading the design.

• design --> Fixed an issue in the HTML editor where switching to the HTML view would
leave a large white edit box with no use.

• design --> Fixed an issue where the "Save" option within the HTML editor not committing
a snapshot manager save.

• emails --> Changed the delete function for emails from within sub folders to not take the
user back to the root folder after the delete.

• emails --> Fixed an issue opening email templates where the text version was 'null', as in
never populated.
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• events --> Added a new payment type "Payment Online / Payment Instructions" and a
PayPal custom payment button into our events functionality.

• events --> Enhanced event confirmation emails so that tracked campaign content will
work, but only if the event is linked from a campaign. Note: dynamic content blocks,
event blocks and article blocks will not work in the confirmation still. Event reminders
cannot support campaign tracked content at all. Because of these restrictions, we now
also blocked emails being added into confirmations or reminders where those emails
contain the unsupported content.

• events --> Allowed the edit of the top contact in the event manage bookings screen but
added a warning to say it will update the physical contact record too.

• events --> Fixed the save Font 1 in the event editor so that your change is accepted.
• events --> Fixed an issue with sending reminder emails to "All Delegates" so that it now

excludes cancelled and waiting list delegates.
• events --> Fixed an issue with custom links not working within the event booking short

or long description. Note this is only fixed for events that link back to campaigns.
Deploy to web events will not be able to use custom links still.

• events --> Fixed an issue with event booking exports failing when the logged in
username was an email address.

• events --> Fixed an issue with event booking exports failing when the logged in
username was an email address.

• events --> Fixed issues with tracked links in events for long / short descriptions,
reminders, and confirmations. Tracked links will work only when an event is sent via a
campaign, when the user added tracked link content in the short, long descriptions and
the confirmation message and end date message. If anyone is added via a Manual
booking the campaign links will not work. Messages have been put in place that warns
the user that manual booking will not support campaign content. We have also added
validation on adding a confirmation email and a reminder email. Tracked links will work
in a confirmation emails but event, article and dynamic content blocks will not work and
confirmation emails cannot be added the if the email contains this content. No
campaign content at all will work in reminder emails and when the reminder emails are
added the user will be prevented from adding the emails if there is any campaign
content.

• events --> Fixed an issue with exporting event bookings not populating the attendance
column when you had selected the "Attended Checkbox" option for the export.

• events --> Fixed an issue with events that used the payment option "Payment
Instructions" getting stuck in a loop and those instructions were never shown to the
user.
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• events --> Fixed an issue with the end date message on the event not working and
instead defaulting to something else.

• events --> Fixed loss of event setup data when adding an event reminder prior to
actually saving the event.

• events --> Fixed an issue where bad contact email addresses on event reminders would
halt any subsequent reminders even if they were good to send. The bad one blocked
the process.

• events --> Fixed a layout issue with the controls on the event details page in IE11. In IE11
the date time pickers and the categories tree were rendered incorrectly.

• events --> Fixed a layout issue the categories control on the events deploy to web page.
• events --> Tidied up the event attendee registers so you can see all the attendees

without any paging. Also added an export to the page so you can get the data if needed.
• events --> Fixed an issue with the resend of confirmation emails to delegates not

factoring in further delegates for the booking. Only the first delegate would get the
confirmation.

• events --> Fixed an issue with the events rotator in the deploy to web section where all
events would be shown and not only events based on the selected categories.

• events --> Added confirmations to the send notifications for bookers and delegates
instead of the button click being an immediate send.

• events --> Fixed an issue when deleting a delegate from the edit booking page in events.

• events --> Fixed an issue with the event totals not showing the correct values for the
total available places. Also added a new count for the waiting list and cancelled totals.

• events --> Fixed an issue where an error was thrown when a booking only had one
delegate, but the user tried to uncheck the "Booker as delegate" option. Doing so would
render the booking without any delegates. A booking requires at least 1 delegate and so
this option is now disabled if the booking only has the booker as the delegate.

• events --> Fixed an issue where adding a new event would move you to the last page in
the event grid instead of acting like other pages of the product and displaying it at the
top of the current page.

• google --> Added support for Google Analytics tracking on the read more links of
articles.

• google --> Change .open tracking to have a zero content length for gmail caching
• google --> Updated a HTTP call to a Google API into a HTTPS call so that customers

accessing CommuniGator via our HTTPs site would not have any HTTP content.
• initiate screen --> Added support into the initiate check screen for multiple designs.

There is now a drop down on the top bar allowing selection of the email should the
campaign have multiple attached.
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• initiate screen --> Added follow-up information onto the initiate check screen so that you
can see easily if the campaign about to be initiated has follow-ups.

• initiate screen --> Added a stop warning into the initiate check screen when you have
provided a send to a friend link in the creative but not actually selected a send to a
friend on the campaign. We would rather stop you sending an email with a bad link,
than for it to be sent and then find the link doesnt work.

• initiate screen --> Updated the initiate check screen to check for an invalid sender email
address when users do not enter a name before the fixed @ dropdown domain selector.

• initiate screen --> Added a quick initiate link from within the campaign setup screen that
takes you to the initiate check screen. Added a link in the initiate to go back to the
campaign setup. Have also added a drop down to allow selection if the campaign has
multiple emails attached (it wont show if it doesnt).

• initiate screen --> Added into the final initiate check screen the view in browser option
found in the campaign send test tab so users have the ability to see the design one last
time before initiate.

• initiate screen --> Fixed a tooltip issue with the initiate check screen mixing up the no
unsubscribe on the campaign with the email not having an unsubscribe link.

• initiate screen --> Added a information icon hoverover to the audience count on the final
initiate check screen to explain the count shown is the last known count, and could be
out of date if changes have been made to the audience since the current count was
generated.

• initiate screen --> Added a post campaign tracking section to the initiate check screen to
warn users about not using this functionality or using it, but having content in the email
that does not. Such as a website links not using Google Analytics. The campaign not
using GatorLeads (WOW).

• integrations --> Fixed an issue with Saleslogix integrations not integrating fields that
were a smallint.

• integrations --> Fixed an issue with Salesforce integration failing to send back the history
to the CRM when the subject has an apostrophe.

• integrations --> Fixed an issue in MSCRM 4 integration sending back a survey complete
status when the survey was only accessed. Fixed in version 3.2.0.0 of the MSCRM 4
plugin.

• integrations --> Fixed an issue with Saleslogix integration not showing new leads from
event registrations due to the CONTACTID of the record not being populated as the data
integrated back.

• integrations --> Fixed an issue with Salesforce integration contacts into CommuniGator
when the contact had a blank value for a Gator lead score prefix field of LS_something.
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• integrations --> Fixed an issue with sending back contact groups from Gator to Act! not
re-synching the crmContactId back from Act! to Gator afterwards.

• integrations --> Fixed an issue with Salesforce integration where too many updates for a
single contact were being passed to Salesforce in one batch. A limit of 6 updates at any
one time is imposed by Salesforce and some click happy activity could tip this over 6.

• job scheduler --> Updated the JobScheduler service introduced in 7.0.6 so the
configuration files accept encrypted connection strings to the databases.

• leads --> Added a "I already have an account" to GatorLeads (WOW) so that users who
do have one already can hook CommuniGator into it from within the product.

• leads --> Added functionality to enable GatorLeads (WOW) within CommuniGator
landing pages such as landing zones, events, surveys, unsubscribes and send to a friend
pages.

• reporting --> Fixed an issue with ampersands causing the export all contacts who clicked
a link returning a blank file from the campaign results.

• reporting --> Fixed an issue exporting the clicks of campaigns when the campaign
subject line had an apostrophe.

• reporting --> Fixed an issue with a cookie used to store the campaigns selected for the
analytics report, that resulted in the report not showing all the campaigns selected. This
would only happen if a report on all Campaigns or lots (over 20) of campaigns was run.

• reporting --> Fixed an issue with activity reports not clearing out removed campaigns
from the report if they were there, then it was run, then they are removed, and another
run occurred.

• reporting --> Fixed an issue on the campaign results for exporting distinct event hits.
• results --> Fixed an issue where submitting a send to a friend would use the live process

thus adding the friend into the live campaign results. This now uses a proper test and
so the results do not appear in the results of the campaign.

• run campaign --> Run Campaigns dynamic content mail merge batch correctly sending
separate content for all contacts in the current batch of contacts (Park Issue)

• run campaign --> Fixed an issue with the RunCampaigns stopping a campaign send if the
current batch received for the campaign were all duplicates of contacts who had already
been sent the campaign. This would only effect people where a single campaign
audience had over 5000 duplicate contacts in a total.

• scheduled notifications --> Fixed an issue with scheduled notifications not sending the
correct amount of campaigns when set to run on a recurring interval, such as daily.
Some of the reports would actually send multiple days instead of just the one day.

• sending --> Added into the campaign batch settings options for 30k and 40k. No more
jump from 20k to 50k.
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• sending --> Fixed an issue with the multithreaded campaign sending in v7. Sending
multiple campaigns at the same time is again possible. Warning: using this functionality
is extremely performance draining and should not be turned on lightly.

• social --> Due to an update at Twitter, where they changed the format of their user
identifiers. We have updated our twitter integration with TweetSharp.

• social --> Added two new roles into CommuniGator for GatorSocial and GatorSocialPost.
If the user only has GatorSocial then users can only view the data within GatorSocial. All
posting is disabled.

• spam score --> Fixed an issue with the check spam score returning a 'an error has
occurred' page when being run.

• split tests --> Fixed an issue with split tests sometimes sending over the sample size and
not sending even splits of the designs.

• split tests --> Fixed an issue where split tests using two different emails, where the
articles in design B were not being picked up.

• split tests --> Fixed an issue with Follow-Up campaigns from split tests where those
campaigns have custom links in the subject line that were not being parsed out.

• split tests --> Fixed an issue with split tests sometimes sending over the sample size and
not sending even splits of the designs.

• split tests --> Fixed an issue where if a split test sending and the send process was
terminated for any reason. When it resumed sending it correctly resumes design B if
design A had already completed.

• split tests --> Fixed an issue with split test view in browser links showing the design for
split A instead of the design that was on split B.

• surveys --> Re-added functionality to access an incomplete survey from within the
campaign results. This allows the logged in user to access the survey as if it was the
actual recipient, and complete it if necessary.

• surveys --> Fixed an issue with surveys losing your question details when updating them
after the initial save.

• surveys --> Fixed an issue with running survey periodic activity reports where they didnt
work at all.

• surveys --> Changed the survey not accessed report so that the survey link column is a
complete working URL that can be used to access the survey as if it was the actual
recipient. Users can then complete surveys manually or send the links on if required.

• unsubscribe --> Fixed an issue with unsubscribe links in notification emails from landing
zone web captures not working.

• web capture --> Added optional functionality in the web capture submit wizard to grant
control on the submit redirect target. You can now choose whether the target redirect is
loaded in the same window or a new window. This is particularly useful for customers
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using web captures embedded into websites, so the redirect target doesnt also load
within the iframe.

• web capture --> Enhance: Add protection to web capture submissions to help keep data
caused from early browser closes

• web capture --> Changed web capture submissions to submit the data all at the same
time, rather than submit one control after the other. Also changed the submit button
text to indicate a "Submitting" state once clicked. We found that submitting and quickly
closing the page could cut the submission from completing when the submit processed
each control separately.

• web capture --> Updated the date of birth validation (RegEx) so that it would stop people
from accidentally submitting "DD/MM/YYYY16/03/1981" or similar content, when it
should only be "16/03/1981".

• web capture --> Added into web capture submit redirects to a landing zone or a URL the
email address of the submitted contact so the target page can capture and use the
information when using GatorLeads (WOW).
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GatorMail - v7.0.6GatorMail - v7.0.6

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

Campaign Results - We have renamed WOW to GatorLeads. If you have GatorLeads setup you
will now see a new GatorLeads tab in the Campaign Results, that takes you straight into the
website tracking for your campaign.

RunCampaigns - We have enhanced the sending process of CommuniGator when for emails
using Dynamic Content and Salutation. Please note, there are still some conditions that will
cause a campaign to send slower. The mail merge fast send will only be used if the following are
true:

Campaign not using:

Is not a follow-up campaign or a normal campaign that is sending its follow-up

Is not a resend

Triggers where the trigger uses dynamic merge fields

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

[52092:2068] - Fixed a problem with <br /> tags being duplicated in the web capture submit
button each time you save and reload it.

[53229:2095] - Added a system wide setting to force emails containing dynamic content or
salutation to use the PowerMTA mail merge sending feature. Note this can have serious
consequences, as the creation of an email will obey line length standards. But when the
dynamic content / salutation is inserted it will go over these limits. Therefore leaving the
recipient server to render the content as it sees fit. We have seen AOL can do this within the
middle of a URL, effectively breaking a link or image.

[53285,53414:2121] - Fixed an issue with scheduled notifications not getting a fresh update of
the campaign results when the notification was set to run. We have now created a background
service that is responsible for calculating the campaign results at set times, for a set duration of
the campaigns life. This process will keep the campaign results up to date in a new summary
table, so when the notification runs it will always get up to date information.

[53630:787] - Changed the mandatory popup warning when submitting a survey so it tells you
what question was mandatory that you missed.
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[53793:2116] - Fixed an issue with survey exports for accessed but not complete, and not
accessed. On the campaign results these exports were warning the user they had to select a
survey first, despite it having been selected correctly.

[53972:2118] - Fixed an error when clicking on the status column (for sorting) on the main
campaign screen.

[54187:2131] - Fixed an issue on the overview screen where the web hits browser breakdown
graph was a duplicate of the opens browser breakdown.

[54216:2136] - Fixed an issue with Dynamic Content and responsive CSS not being compatible
due to an extra [ in the class name.

[54274:2149] - Fixed an error when clicking on the pencil edit icon for the field mapping set
name.

[54276:2155] - Fixed an issue with the SDK UpdateCampaign method where you cannot add
emails to a campaign, it only replaced an existing attached email. This only happened when
there is a deleted email on the campaign.

[54308:2141] - Fixed an issue where the final split test send could send early when customers
have a timezone offset.

[54547:2145] - Fixed an issue where an activity report would not complete when the report was
processing 100s of campaigns.

[54602:2146] - Fixed an issue with the Tools Image Upload failing to add images to an existing
folder.

[54632:2153] - Fixed an issue with the live feed tab loading blank content when loaded via the
results url.

[54739:2148] - Fixed an issue with saving a contact record not applying the change when the
contact has the WOW Last Visit fields populated with data. There was a date time format error
causing the save to fail.

[55475,55476:2165] - Fixed an issue with the sent test view all test results option.

[internal:2124] - Changed the campaign results, activity reports, scheduled notifications, and
SDK campaign overview calls, to all use a summary statistics table for loading and storing the
results.

[internal:2142] - Added a GatorLeads tab to expose WOW into the campaign results if the
customer has linked Gator to WOW. Note the setting introduced in v7.0.5 to hide the live feed
from the results url also hides GatorLeads.

[internal:2151] - Added the ability to manage multiple GatorSocial accounts. If you have more
than one account you can now add them all, and flick between them when using our
GatorSocial functionality.
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GatorMail - v7.0GatorMail - v7.0

The new release of Communigator delivers a complete overhaul of the system interface
along with a range of enhancements and new features. An extensive number of customer
requests have been incorporated into this major release. We have notified those people
directly about their specific requests but the following is a comprehensive list of everything
included in the release.

What's NewWhat's New

The following features are some of the highlights of what is new in v7.0:

What's New - InterfaceWhat's New - Interface

We have re-designed the product interface for this release. CommuniGator now has the menu
at the top and gives you far more screen real-estate. This release also brings full browser
compatibility with Internet Explorer (v7 to v10), Chrome, Safari, Opera and Firefox.
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What's New - Audience TabWhat's New - Audience Tab

The main features needed to manage audience and contacts are now consolidated in a new
Audience menu.

What's New - ContactsWhat's New - Contacts

The new contact record screen gives you a lot more insights into how your contact has
interacted with your communications. You can see their recent activities, recent campaigns,
how active someone is, what devices they use, and more.
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What's New - Linkedin IntegrationWhat's New - Linkedin Integration

You can also now associate a LinkedIn profile with individual contact records to further enhance
the information about individuals within your database. This information will then appear as
part of the contact record.

What's New - Twitter IntegrationWhat's New - Twitter Integration

It is now possible to tweet a campaign or articles within it directly from within Communigator.
The Twitter icon appears next to the Initiate button on each campaign. This will enable you to
configure how and when your campaign is tweeted, complete with trackable links. Social
interactions via Twitter also show in the new Campaign Report.

What's New - Advanced Inbox CheckWhat's New - Advanced Inbox Check

Our new Advanced Inbox Checker check with your Account Manager if this is part of your
package) now shows how your e-mail will display across a wide range of devices along with a
brand new preview function of how your subject line will display in the pop up and list areas of
the main e-mail clients. This combined with improved Spam checking means that you will now
have a complete picture of how your e-mail will look regardless of how it is viewed and on what
device.
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What's New - Campaign ResultsWhat's New - Campaign Results

The new campaign report helps you to gain a greater understanding of the performance of
your e-mails. With the ability to see when, where and on what devices your audience are
interacting with e-mails in easy to understand graphical representations, you will be able to
quickly see patterns and identify potential improvements to your marketing activity. The
Campaign Results also contain a range of additional report screens to help you drill down into
detail on clicks, browser breakdowns and social activity.
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What's New - Lead Score AnalysisWhat's New - Lead Score Analysis

Lead Score has helped many clients to qualify and quantify the leads from their marketing
campaigns in a variety of ways that the simple old metrics of open and click could never hope
to. In v7, you will find a new Lead Score Analysis function that will enable you to better
understand how scores have accumulated for your contacts and where necessary, amend
them. This means that if the criteria by which you calculate Lead Scores needs to change, you
do not have to start afresh.

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

- Groups - Whilst updating this screen we also made it far easier to use.

- A new layout and rule interface to make using groups far easier.

- Clever item picker for selecting groups to include or exclude. You can type in a group
name and it will show groups that match the input. You can use the dropdown to see your
recent groups. Or you can open a popup for the full folder list group select screen.

- We have added date selection options to lead score rules so you can get contacts that are
"hot" between dates.

- Activity Reports - Several changes have been made to our activity reports:

- Background Processing - We have changed how the processing of activity reports works
by making it in the background instead of on the screen. This means you can now start a report
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and come back later to see how it is progressing and if it has completed. It will also run faster
and more reliably as a result!

- View Email - You can now view the email for the campaign within the activity report. The
email preview will even include the campaign results click stats.

- View Campaign - You can click on the campaign name to take you to its results for quicker
access back to the main results.

- Analytics - Our analytics reporting has two new options. You can select to run a report on all
campaigns, and choose to run the report over a date range. This extends the previous
maximum of three months to anything you want.

- HTML Editor - We have made some handy tweaks to help build your creative:

- The tooltip of a document is now used as the link alias for the campaign results.

- Initiate Date - A simple but popular request was to add the date of campaign initiation into
the select screen. As this is only appropriate for initiated campaign, we have added a tool-tip to
the campaign status icon to show the date.

- Initiate - For that last minute check, the campaign name, and start time has been added to
the initiate final confirmation screen.

- Split Test - You can now control the aliases for each split test.

- Inbox Checker - You can now select to run a text or html check for the inbox checker.

- Campaign Results - We have enhanced the campaign results by adding the following:

- New Results Screen?

- Contact Record - When viewing who has performed a particular action, you can now
quickly access their contact record to see more about the person. This is especially useful when
using our LinkedIn functionality.

- Results - We have added an export for the not opened emails into the campaign results.

- Import CSV - Our import csv has been simplified and prioritized for importing into groups. Its
new look only shows basic import settings, and an advanced details option can be accessed to
see the rest.

- Events - We have made several changes to our events functionality:

- Confirmation Aliases - You can now control the event sender alias for your event
confirmations separately to the system defaults sender alias.

- Dashboard - We have re-designed the graphs for our events dashboard to show you more
useful information about your events. You can now easily see the event state for things like how
many places left, how many bookings, how many payment, and more.

- Multilingual Send to a Friend - We have now provided text change options for the send to a
friend parts that were previously hardcoded. This means your send to a friends can now be
setup for any language you want.
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- Web Capture - We have added the ability to use your unique identifier for the matching field in
web capture. This means customers using another field instead of the email address, are no
longer forced to de-dupe on the email address.

- SDK - The following methods have been added to our SDK:

- Copy Event - Allows the user to copy an event by providing the existing event id.

- Update Event - Allows the user to update an existing event by providing the existing event
id.

- Return All Events - Returns all events from CommuniGator events system (excluding
deleted events). This is best used in conjunction with the UpdateEvent or the CopyEvent
methods so you can choose an event to then update or copy.

- Return Event Locations - Returns event location details from the CommuniGator events
system. This is best used in conjunction with the UpdateEvent method so you can choose a
location to then use for updating an event.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

The reference numbers on these Fix items relate to customer support tickets.

- [42145:51] - Added a hover over tool tip on the campaign status icon to show the date when a
campaign has been initiated.

- [37034,37405,42021:488] - Added the ability to take the tool tip of a document link to be saved
as the alias for the link. Note: this is done by the code looking for an attribute called "Title"
amongst the link and assigns the tooltip to the alias field in the system.

- [42758:634] - Added a not opened export download to the campaign results.

- [42096:731] - Added the ability to control the event sender email address and alias separately
to campaign defaults.

- [29489:1080] - Updated the invalid login count to reset to 0 upon successful login.

- [43140:1232] - Rounded corners on event templates now change colour correctly.

- [33304:1287] - Added the campaign name and start time to the initiate final confirmation
screen for that last minute sanity check.

- [37497,35442,35630,36012,40190:1371] - The spell checker caching the results of the last spell
check into the second spell check when multiple emails were checked within the same login
session.

- [35938,40642,42212:1407] - Added the ability to control the email alias for split test campaigns
against each split.

- [38735:1519] - Campaign web link results that contain an umlaut in URL name now display
contacts in web click csv export / exporting to group properly.
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- [38777:1525] - Prevented the process button for the import csv from being clicked multiple
times in quick succession which caused multiple imports of the same file.

- [39814:1569] - Contact specific emails or landing zones where the contact is no longer in the
system will now load, but no personalisation will be displayed.

- [40481:1608] - When adding an event booking if the booker (first person to enter their email
address) already exists as an attendee, the error message is suppressed and they are free to
add more attendees. If the booker attempts to confirm the booking without adding any
attendees, it is assumed that they are attempting to add themselves as an attendee again and
an error is displayed.

- [38802:1623] - The survey integration data feed will no longer continue sending back survey
activity when the feed is disabled.

- [41364,41219:1625] - Lead Score reporting does not show an error now when searching any
category and all aliases.

- [40918:1629] - Added a folder selection to the group setup when choosing for other groups to
add as inclusion or exclusion groups.

- [41351:1639] - Corrected a spelling mistake in the events detail screen.

- [40924:1641] - The initiate check screen no longer says that the text email was untracked for
document links (that were tracked).

- [41434:1643] - Column names and alignments for the campaign activity report on screen
result now match the exported result.

- [41435:1644] - Column names and alignments for the survey activity report on screen result
now match the exported result.

- [41436:1645] - Click to open rate percentages on the activity reports now display correctly.

- [41527:1647] - Hosted sessions are no longer lost for the secure /login site when using the
insert template functionality.

- [41568:1649] - Hosted sessions are no longer lost for the secure /login site when using the
copy campaign functionality.

- [41474:1650] - Updated the descriptive text for split tests that use an auto send later.

- [41542:1651] - Added the ability to send the text or html version to the Inbox Checker.

- [41595,43709,45385:1653] - The web capture submit button no longer gets stuck in a disabled
state when the form validation protects repeat submissions, but the initial submission had bad
data.

- [41729:1656] - Altered the GetResultsDS SDK method so that if the framework key that
monitors its last run doesnt exist, it will always get all results for the campaign. This is in
keeping with the rest of the last run style methods.

- [41857:1657] - Solved the issue preventing the web capture redirect on submit from being
removed.
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- [41752:1663] - Added the ability to use your unique identifier for the matching field in web
capture. This means customers using another field instead of the email address, are no longer
forced to de-dupe on the email address.

- [41821:1665] - Failed to send emails are now retrieved by the DataExtractor SDK app.

- [41849:1666] - The HTML upload no longer errors where the image folder would be created
before checking if the zip file is valid. Thus if it was invalid, the image folder was still created.

- [42094:1670] - Event bookings no longer have two "Book Here" options.

- [42127:1681] - Prevented the DataExtractor SDK app from retrieving test results data.

- [42502:1682] - The default return key position in the campaign advanced details is no longer
on the copy functionality

- [42532:1683] - Fixed an issue with the contact export failing when no search had been
performed.

- [42586:1684] - Prevented the base contact fields from being deleted.

- [42459:1691] - Custom links in dynamic content now work even if the same custom link is not
in the email itself.

- [42661:1693] - The percentage column on the ISP breakdown report now displays correctly

- [42678:1694] - You can now move dynamic content conditions up and down within the
dynamic content blocks without issue.

- [42816:1695] - Dynamic content now works if there is only one condition with multiple rules.

- [42869:1696] - Copying dynamic content emails no longer results in two emails linked to the
same dynamic content blocks. The copy is now unique.

- [42871:1697] - Previewing emails containing dynamic content with images now works
correctly.

- [42870:1698] - Copying article emails used to create two emails linked to the same article
blocks. The copy is now unique.

- [43145:1709] - Cancelled events no longer show in the total bookings column.

- [43025:1711] - The analytics graph now shows data correctly if a period of less than 24 hours is
selected.

- [43119:1712] - Audience select on the send test will now search within the audience.

- [43166:1713] - Bounce manager now correctly inserts the bounce count update into the
integration queue if the field was mapped.

- [43281,43284:1720] - HTML upload now works if a __MACOSX folder was within the zip file.
This folder is now ignored.

- [43912:1724] - Updating the scheduled notification recipient email addresses now works
correctly.
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- [43392:1725] - Landing zones on article blocks now show in the campaign results.

- [40695:1726] - Company logo has been re-added to the system defaults for use with the
events system.

- [43568:1730] - Created a SDK compatible stored procedure to extract the successfully sent
contacts for a specific campaign.

- [43587:1734] - Resolved an issue viewing the survey responses from the activity report survey
reports.

- [43331:1735] - The SDK method RetrieveSpiritData now processes https links properly.

- [43731:1740] - Fixed an issue with the auto track links not working for html uploads via a url.

- [43832:1741] - Redesigned the way groups are added into the inclusion or exclusion for
another group to make it much simpler to use.

- [44156:1756] - Google Tracking works correctly for URL encoding the email name, subject line,
and business object field.

- [43679:1758] - Added the properties toolbar to the mini editor when managing dynamic
content in the email.

- [44234:1771] - Send to a friend CSS files now save properly.

- [44282:1776] - Building groups with campaign click activity rules no longer includes test
clickers in the group audience.

- [44868:1784] - Building groups on article hits now counts the clickers in the group audience.

- [44703:1789] - Links for automatic tracked link creation now work on the HTML upload.

- [44650:1790] - Importing a csv no longer creates duplicate contacts if the import matching
field contained different case sensitivity, but in essence the same data.

- [44671:1791] - Apostrophes are now handled correctly when exporting web capture results
from a campaign.

- [45168:1805] - Inserting any web capture submission data into the integration queue now
works if the field was originally NULL.

- [45455:1702] - Fixed an issue adding scripts into the system due to caching of the first script
when a second attempt was made in the same session.

- [36342:1441] - Updated the survey results csv export to order the columns as per the question
order, and not the date created order.

- [40692:1597] - Changed the file manager image viewer to use thumbnails for the images
instead of just a named list.

- [45485:1811] - Comma separated, multi-selection answers are no longer included in a contact
field when a survey is used as an unsubscribe.
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- [45642:1813] - Fixed an issue with the non-chosen split test data not showing in the analytics
report when drilling down into the initial results.

- [internal:19] - Attaching multiple emails onto a campaign now works, where the "Is Default"
option could be enabled for more than one.

- [internal:79] - Default JavaScript is no longer added to new landing zones when the
functionality for the scripting was not added.

- [internal:279] - Added a new option for SDK trigger campaign results to control if duplicate
submissions for the same contact on the same campaign is accepted.

- [internal:332] - HTML uploads from a zip file where the email content had Chinese characters
now works correctly.

- [internal:496] - HTTPS referenced images on survey templates now show correctly.

- [internal:701] - We have provided text change options for the Send to a friend parts that were
previously hardcoded.

- [internal:702] - Web capture export now shows choices for new contacts.

- [internal:799] - Added the ability to apply Google Analytics on HTML Upload when opting to
track the links.

- [internal:863] - Fixed an issue with campaigns coming over from SalesLogix having their close
date overridden by the campaign defaults rather than the SalesLogix close dates.

- [internal:1185] - Added date controls to group lead score rules so you can get contacts that are
"hot" between dates

- [internal:1498] - The setup of a scheduled notification "closing" back to the scheduled
notification select screen when you came from the activity report screen.

- [internal:1555] - Fixed an issue with the integration for customers mapping picklist, status and
lookup fields.

- [internal:1567] - Prevented the inbox checker from using the CC and BCC fields when it runs.

- [internal:1620] - Modified the JavaScript tracking handler used for post click tracking, to check
whether post click tracking is disabled, if so the cookies created are deleted from the users
machine.

- [internal:1621] - Surveys with autofill data and multiple answers now work with summary
approval.

- [internal:1626] - Web Captures are no longer included when searching for landing zones.

- [internal:1633] - We have updated the processing of our activity reports to run in the
background instead of on screen. This means you can now start a report and come back later to
see how it is progressing and if it has completed.

- [internal:1654] - The visual issues on the initiate check screen where there was a text and
image overlap, and a square box around the pencil icon have been fixed.
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- [internal:1658] - Emails over 144k lines are no longer accepted by the product. This is a
protection to your delivery and performance of the application where excessive email sizes
could be saved and then sent.

- [internal:1689] - Fixed an issue when creating a new activity report and pressing the return key
after giving it a name.

- [internal:1692] - We have added percentages to the split test results in keeping with where the
main results shows percentages.

- [internal:1732] - Merge field replacements in the event delegate confirmation now work
correctly.

- [internal:1753] - Unsubscribes using a case sensitive match on the optout field value now
work.

- [internal:1040] - Updated the Salesforce integration to allow update of the username,
password and security token from the product interface instead of just back end configuration.
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GatorMail - v6.9.3GatorMail - v6.9.3

v6.9.3 What's Newv6.9.3 What's New

- Campaign Series - The new product interface to our existing workflow tool to assist in forward
planning campaign series. The ability to send a predetermined series of campaigns out on a
specified time offset. For example a welcome series for your newsletter signups could send an
email straight away, another 24 hours later, another after a week, and so on. From an analytics
point of view you can measure the marketing benefit of the series as a whole, in addition to the
individual campaign within the series. You can plan out the series over the course of weeks,
months or even years. Please note, Campaign Series is currently standalone CommuniGator
functionality. Although you can still use it when CRM integrated, it does not fully support
sending back data to your CRM system.

- Campaign Approval - You can now have an approval system for campaigns sent from the
system. Users of the system can be responsible for creating the campaign all the way to the
initiation. But instead of the campaign getting initiated, it's submitted for approval to a group of
definable users. These approval users will receive an email alert that a campaign is ready. The
campaign can be approved to initiate it live, or rejected with feedback. The original user
receives an email alert feedback has been left for them to action.

- Campaign Level Rule Based Articles - In 6.9.2 we added the ability to put Articles into Landing
Zones, as well as putting multiple Article Blocks into an Email or Landing Zone. Then at the
campaign you select the which articles go in each block. In 6.9.3, to accompany this, we have
added a contact rule based article selection to those blocks. So depending on the data you
store against a contact, you can add rules for which articles to show which people. This will
further help users create a minimal amount of emails, but change the content for them
depending on contact data.

- Campaign Level Rule Based Dynamic Content - Much like the contact rules you can apply to
articles mentioned above. We have added the same control at the campaign to for Dynamic
Content. Any rules added here will take priority over the rules within Dynamic Content added to
the actual email. This again helps you create a minimal amount of content and provides an easy
way to manage it.

- File Manager - We have added a new "File Manager" section under the tools menu to give you
quicker, full screen access to the image ,document, flash and media managers seen in the
HTML editor.

v6.9.3 What's Enhancedv6.9.3 What's Enhanced

What's Enhanced:

- Secure Logins - You can now login to the product via a secure HTTPS site. Please note this is a
CommuniGator hosted change only. Contact your account manager to find out more.
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- Campaign Results - We have added some extra stats into the campaign overview to show
percentages for the click to open rate, and open and click throughs made from mobile devices.

- Dynamic Content - Due to the new rule functionality for articles and dynamic content
mentioned above. We have updated the dynamic content control within the HTML editor.
Creating rules for dynamic content is now even easier.

- Groups - Several enhancements have been made to our groups functionality:

- By popular request, folder organisation is now on groups.

- Campaign rules have a new option allowing you to use a date range on the campaign
activity.

- The unsubscribe campaign rule allows you to specify a specific unsubscribe if you do
campaigns using different unsubscribes.

- The included / excluded contact lists are now sortable and you can search within them to
find specific contacts.

- A warning has been added to the top of groups screen to show if the group is currently
attached to live campaigns. The warning is to highlight that changing the group may result in
emails sending for those live campaigns.

- Activity Reports - Several enhancements have been made to our activity reporting
functionality:

- Added a recurring campaign report so you can select any recurring campaign, and view a
breakdown of each individual send period.

- Added mobile percentages and the click to open rate into the grid.

- Screen Designs - We have reworked several screens from the Admin and Tools sections of the
product. This is to bring the look and feel together and ensure browser compatibility on
Internet Explorer, Safari, Firefox, Chrome, and Opera.

- Browser Compatibility - As mentioned above, but still worthy of noting separately.
CommuniGator is now even more cross browser compatible than ever before.

- System Defaults - Please note we have renamed Campaign Defaults to System Defaults in this
release. \

v6.9.3 What's Fixedv6.9.3 What's Fixed

- [3758,35081:57] - Fixed an issue with updating contacts failing due to too many characters
passed into the database stored procedure. It was an old upper limit of 4000 characters, and as
we no longer support SQL 2000, there is no such limitations for SQL anymore.

- [6011,17425:130] - Fixed an issue with the CRM integration not handling foreign characters
due to the Unicode prefix.

- [9674:198] - Enhanced the group screen so the column sizing works better.
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- [12434,17941,38180:263] - Added a de-dupe on SMS campaigns.

- [19026,38067:683] - Fixed an issue with loading survey query when the first page of the survey
did not have and question types required for a survey query.

- [20218:719] - Fixed an error with the analytics reporting if the server was in non UK format.

- [21596,26586:763] - Fixed an issue in bounce manager when searching with date ranges that
were in a non UK format.

- [21952:784] - Fixed an issue with the group inclusion / exclusion lists when a group name was
very long. It would stop you being able to get to the green arrows to move the folder into an
included or excluded list.

- [21487:786] - Fixed an issue pasting HTML into the editor with Microsoft Word content not
stripping out certain tags.

- [22142:790] - Changed the survey view responses export so it creates a .csv file instead of a
.xls. This prevents an office excel file extension popup from appearing when using IE.

- [22539:796] - Fixed a count discrepancy with the analytics overview counts differing from the
counts when you drill deeper into the analytics report.

- [23561:848] - Fixed an issue with saving campaigns if the start date or end date was in a non
UK format.

- [27113:1019] - Added contact rule types to search fields that do not contain data.

- [31629:1199] - Enhanced the group screen so you can search within included / excluded areas
to find specific contacts to then include / exclude them.

- [32533:1227] - Fixed an issue moving campaigns into different folders if the server was in non
UK format.

- [33782,33856:1267] - Fixed an issue where a split test campaign with a follow-up to send a
non-split test campaign did not work. It expected the follow-up to also be a split test campaign.

- [33404:1281] - Fixed an issue in the campaign initiate check screen where the "Has HTML
Unsubscribe link" and "Has Text Unsubscribe link" was showing that there is a unsubscribe
attached but the campaignsí unsubscribe is set to ë --None-- í.

- [33404:1289] - Added an option in the MSCRM integration to integrate a follow-up campaign
so it does not bring over any audience.

- [34314:1311] - Added a "click to open rate" percentage onto the campaign results overview.

- [34593:1334] - Updated import csv errors where the unique identifier was missing, to state
what the unique identifier actually is. Thus a clearer error.

- [36317:1413] - Fixed an issue where the mail delivery could fail to connect to the mail server
but then fail the remaining batch of the campaign.

- [35130:1416] - Fixed an issue where the MSCRM integration can lose authentication with the
CRM due to caching the service object.
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- [35860:1421] - Changed audience creation for the integration to use groups rather than the
audience selection criteria. This prevents losing changes to the selection criteria if the campaign
was a refresh type, and refreshing its audience.

- [36275:1431] - Fixed an issue with refresh recurring campaigns supressing contacts from the
recurrence if they received any previous recurrence. Refresh Recurring sends the campaign to
people that have not got each recurrence, it includes contacts that got the campaign on any
previous interval.

- [36411:1434] - Tidied up the errors shown when using the forgotten password functionality to
make the error clearer to the user.

- [36455:1435] - Fixed an issue with a survey submitting data into the same field across several
answers cutting off the last answer.

- [36625:1438] - Fixed an issue with answers for drop down questions in a survey being stored
incorrectly if they had spaces.

- [36626:1439] - Fixed an issue with showing the results of web capture submissions when the
field was linked to contact records. The "Web Capture Information" results did not show contact
linked fields.

- [36527:1440] - Fixed an issue with follow-ups using the OR criteria and two NOT criteria
conditions, resulting in the follow-up not sending correctly.

- [36627:1442] - Fixed an issue with refresh non-recurring split test campaigns setting the
campaign as complete when the split test final send was complete. It should only complete
when the campaign close date is in the past.

- [36493:1443] - Fixed an issue with follow-ups not sending correctly when using a chain of
campaigns sending different follow-up campaigns. For example a follow-up on campaign B is
not sending its follow-up campaign C to new contacts that have been imported straight into
campaign B, because campaign B is also a follow-up on campaign A.

- [36281:1445] - Fixed a results issue with the campaign unique delivered count. It was
calculated incorrectly when the campaign failed to send, and then a resend to failed was
completed.

- [36890:1446] - Fixed an issue with the integration not applying the default unsubscribe
creating a new campaign crm the CRM.

- [36705:1449] - Changed the dashboard top hits show the ending part of the url instead of the
beginning. Thus if all the top hitting urls have the same start but different endings, then you can
now see what the url is.

- [36739:1450] - Allowed refresh campaigns without an audience yet to be initiated as its
perfectly feasible you would upload the audience after its been initiated.

- [36903:1457] - Fixed an issue with articles not showing the hit rates on the select screen
despite the hits appearing in the campaign.

- [38381,38944:1459] - Fixed an issue with the export failing for the top "Audience" count within
the campaign audience tab.
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- [37094:1460] - Corrected a spelling mistake on the initiate check screen "Are you sure" popup.

- [37209:1461] - Fixed an issue with images within article blocks not displaying for one of our
article templates.

- [37144:1463] - Added a new file manager option under tools to access the common HTML
editor managers but quicker and full screen.

- [37260,37919:1468] - Fixed an issue with Web Capture getting multiple submissions within
seconds of each other, and would then send multiple notifications or data cleanse entries.

- [37212:1469] - Fixed an issue with articles updating the preview when changing the fonts of
"Colour 1" or "Colour 2".

- [37256:1470] - Fixed an issue with the SDK not picking up the campaign defaults for the email
character set

- [37354:1475] - Fixed an issue with the activity report for last months activity only getting
finished campaigns, and therefore excluding refresh campaigns not yet completed.

- [37620:1476] - Fixed an issue with the Analytics report for the unique clicks not matching the
export to excel figure.

- [37805:1479] - Fixed an issue with users not being removed from the "manage users" view
when deleted. Although access is stopped, they can still be seen in admin. Delete now does
actually delete.

- [37867:1482] - Fixed an issue with the MSCRM integration not setting the campaign close date
according to the campaign defaults.

- [37763:1484] - Added some validation to the article creation to make sure articles could not
have a blank link behind the read more option when the article template has a link url.

- [37908:1486] - Fixed the hit rates chart having a fixed vertical axis of 7. Thus when hits were
over 7, all the bars would be at the top.

- [37985,38042,38095,38147,40647:1492] - Fixed an issue with unwanted spaces sometimes
appearing either side of a link due to length of characters on the line.

- [38097:1491] - Fixed an issue with the upload of CSVs where the check for an email address
was disabled. If the CSV contained a mix of contacts with and without email addresses, it would
expect them to all have one and fail those without.

- [38056:1493] - Fixed an issue with exporting the web capture results resulting in a blank file.

- [38155:1495] - Fixed an issue when custom links are used in the email subject line and
dynamic content is present in the email.

- [38434:1499] - Added some new campaign rule options in our groups functionality, which
allow you to use a date range on the activity. We have also added an unsubscribe selection
when using the "Unsubscribe Hit" campaign rule. For example you can now build a group to get
all unsubscribes on all campaigns between two dates.
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- [38109:1500] - Added some new spell checker languages to the HTML editor, for example
English UK, English AUS, Polish, Italian, and some more.

- [38129:1501] - Removed the warning when editing a live survey from appearing every time a
change was made to only show on the initial survey load.

- [38186:1507] - Fixed an issuw with using subscript in an email, it knock the code down a line,
creating an unwanted space.

- [38196:1502] - Changed the hit rates graph to use the days of the week instead of just a
number for the day.

- [38256:1508] - Fixed an issue with the "View Email" in campaign results showing the same
count for two or more links with the same URL but different aliases. It now separates them by
url and alias correctly.

- [38470:1510] - Fixed an error with the IP regular expression not accepting some IPs.

- [38426:1511] - Fixed an issue with sending follow-ups when the environment was using a time
zone offset.

- [38203:1512] - Fixed an issue sending follow-ups sending against a email NOT opened OR
landing zone NOT hit criteria.

- [38899:1513] - Fixed an issue with the Sage CRM integration not setting the campaign close
date according to the campaign defaults.

- [38260:1515] - Fixed an issue with refreshing contacts in the Sage CRM integration.

- [38412:1517] - Fixed an issue with the lead scores being the wrong way around for the lz /
web, to the score when inserting the links in the editor.

- [38181:1518] - Fixed an issue on data cleanse process all function due to "CHOOSE" being the
cleansed value going into an integer field.

- [38748:1521] - Added two decimal places to the percentage columns for campaign
comparison.

- [38519:1523] - Enhanced the group screen to allow included / excluded contact lists to be
sortable.

- [38708:1524] - Fixed an issue with incorrect results on survey comparison always showing the
same accessed count under activity reports.

- [38855:1529] - Fixed an issue with deleting contacts not clearing any associated integration
queue records still pointing at them and waiting to go back to the CRM.

- [38864:1526] - Added an export for the ISP breakdown report.

- [38982:1531] - Fixed an invalid referrer error message when using the web capture recaptcha
functionality.

- [38923:1532] - Improved the speed that groups count the members of said group.
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- [39026:1535] - Fixed an issue with adding delegates to an event when the delegate email
address was already in the system. You would get a unique delegate warning and would have
to cancel the booking.

- [39292:1537] - Added a warning to the top of groups screen to show if the group is currently
attached to live campaigns. The warning is to highlight, that changing the group may result, in
emails sending for those live campaigns.

- [39269:1538] - Fixed an issue with email designs created by the SDK not getting certain HTML
added that the standard HTML editor adds. These being the HTML, BODY and TITLE tags.

- [39258:1539] - Fixed the unique click percentage in campaign results differing from activity
report unique click percentage.

- [39326:1540] - Fixed a bracketing issue on the SQL generated for campaign audience
members when the SQL had several AND and OR operators with multiple bracketing in the
query.

- [39115:1541] - Fixed an issue with the export for successfully send emails not returning a
blank file.

- [38903:1542] - Fixed an issue with the Sage CRM integration not picking up the campaign
defaults "Sender Address".

- [39321:1543] - Changed the SDK method "UploadContactTriggerCampaign" to check if the
campaign is initiated before processing trigger records.

- [39394:1546] - Fixed an issue with survey submissions processing comma separated data into
contact linked fields.

- [38913:1549] - Fixed an issue with exporting all web capture data to excel returning a 404 file
not found error.

- [39388:1550] - Fixed an issue with the analytics report for the completed surveys showing a
different number than what you get exported.

- [39394:1552] - Fixed an issue with survey submissions for comma separated data are not
handling the "if other please specify" option.

- [39594:1556] - Updated our Bounce Manager to allow a port number for the POP3 settings so
you can use secure connections.

- [39807:1562] - Fixed an issue with links in emails having a double slash // after the lz name and
this can cause url detection to fail on some HTC mobiles.

- [39811:1563] - Fixed an issue with follow-ups that send another campaign inheriting the
sender email address from the source campaign, and not using use the sender email address
for the separate follow-up campaign.

- [39489:1564] - Fixed an issue with contact updates such as unsubscribes and undeliverables
are going into the integration queue even though they are not mapped for leads.

- [39892:1572] - Fixed an issue when copying campaigns with the post click tracking campaign
default set opposite to the newly copied campaign.
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- [39840:1573] - Fixed an issue with the "Contains Data" group rule always retuning 0 contacts.

- [39970:1575] - Fixed an issue with the forgotten password not unlocking an account. If used to
reset the password post locking out the account!

- [39984:1576] - Removed the second option to save a custom colour in the HTML editor as the
one that should not be there happened to not save the custom colour if the editor was closed
and re-opened.

- [40104:1584] - Fixed an issue in the campaign initaite checkscreen where the Email "has HTML
unsub link" warns you do not have an unsubsribe, but the tooltip says the campaign does have
one.

- [40320:1599] - Fixed an issue with integrated campaigns not taking the timezone offset into
account on creation of the campaign.

- [40606:1609] - Fixed some problems with recurring campaign results. 1. Results URL not
loading. 2. Export to excel ignoring the current period shown. 3. Percentages calculating from
whole campaign send and not just the period.

- [40615:1595] - Added mobile percentages and the click to open rate onto the activity reports.

- [40708:452] - Fixed an issue with removing validation types from web capture controls once
added.

- [Internal:1205] - Fixed an issue with the alert popup causing a java script error due to the JS
code running on load of the browser.

- [Internal:1235] - Prevented the tools web capture from overwriting contact data if the web
capture was submitted as blank but the contact had data. Note this does not relate to web
captures inserted into landing zones.

- [Internal:1424] - Renamed the contact tab "Category Preferences" to "Content Ratings".

- [Internal:1437] - Fixed an issue with the first group ever created in a fresh environment
showing the "Group inclusions or exclusions have been prevented because this group is already
included or excluded in another group. Only one level grouping is allowed." message.

- [Internal:1447] - Fixed an issue with the new integration not setting the CRM Type in the status
table, so the queue was not populated with activity.

- [Internal:1457] - Corrected a spelling mistake on the campaign follow-up tab.

- [Internal:1464] - Set an upper limit for embedded images to only 100k to prevent large emails
being sent where images have not been sized efficiently for sending to customers.

- [Internal:1466] - Fixed an issue with creating leads in CRM when contacts register for an event.

- [Internal:1467] - Set the HTML <title> tag to match the subject line of the email to bypass any
anti-spam systems not liking a mismatch.

- [Internal:1478] - Set the List-unsubscribe email header to use a "mail-to" of the reply address if
campaign doesnít use an unsubscribe. This stops using unsubscribe links which would not
work.
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- [Internal:1480] - Fixed an issue when deleting an article folder that contains sub folders. It
would break loading the article page due to the sub folders having no parent folder.

- [Internal:1506] - Fixed an issue with the surveys not accessed count not filtering out which
survey to only do the count for.

- [Internal:1509] - Fixed an error when setting up articles against a campaign but there are no
articles in the email. The window would still load but with an error.

- [Internal:1516] - Fixed an issue with the "close" and "save and close" buttons not working in
the campaign details when setting up the articles. The save was committed, but the page never
closed.

- [Internal:1520] - Fixed the "All Campaigns" option for a survey rule returning a message that
no surveys exist for the campaign.

- [Internal:1527] - Tidied up the integration data feed options so that the naming is clearer and
missing options were now available.

- [Internal:1530] - Deleting articles now warns you that said article is attached to campaigns,
thus confirming the delete will remove it from the article from those campaigns.

- [Internal:1533] - Fixed the inbox checker thumbnail popups not always loading in a sensible
position on the screen due to different monitor resolutions.

- [Internal:1554] - Added the name of the campaign being managed to the top right screen
where it says "Campaign Detail".

- [Internal:1559] - Separated the follow-up and refresh time restrictions so you can control them
independently in the RunCampaigns configuration file.

- [Internal:762] - Fixed an issue with split test campaigns sending back the correct subject to the
CRM.
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GatorMail - v6.9.2GatorMail - v6.9.2

v6.9.2 What's Enhancedv6.9.2 What's Enhanced

- Articles - We have added the ability to put Articles into Landing Zones, as well as putting
multiple Article Blocks into an Email or Landing Zone. At the Campaign level you then select the
content for each block.

- Web Capture - By popular request we have revised the CSV export of Web Capture results to
get a single row per contact, and hold the answers as separate columns in that row.

- RunCampaigns - We have utilised new SQL 2005 and SQL 2008 batch insert code which means
our send speed has increased dramatically. Its not possible to provide an exact figure as several
factors like the campaign and email setup affect it, but we have seen increases from 50k an
hour to 250k an hour. Some cases have even gone over 1 million emails an hour! Note: This is
only for customers using PowerMTA as their mail system.

v6.9.2 What's Fixedv6.9.2 What's Fixed

- [9606,10377,12891,14257,23916:107] - Fixed an issue with HTML breaking mandatory
questions on a survey.

- [15160:438] - Fixed an issue with spacing, when using the copy HTML button, to create the text
version of an email.

- [15813:439] - Fixed an issue where if the campaign start date is null for a stage in a campaign,
it stops other campaigns sending.

- [32123,35366:1223] - Fixed an issue with validation check failing if web capture is opened in a
new IE window.

- [33076:1246] - Fixed an issue with exporting all contacts from tools -> contact, not exporting all
contacts.

- [33621:1319] - Fixed an issue when storing contact data inside a multiline input box (from a
Web Capture or Survey) and how that data then displayed with line spacing.

- [32740,35853:1275] - Changed the display of web capture results when exported to excel to
show a single row per contact, and all the fields of their "answers" as columns on the row.

- [34051:1308] - Fixed an issue where the resend function didn't work for SMS campaigns.

- [34377,34411:1327] - Fixed an issue where lead score results were filtering out the
undeliverables.
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- [34410,34714:1326] - Changed Lead score reporting screen to display all results returned
rather than just one page.

- [34500:1323] - Added a final check in RunCampaigns to see if campaign is still valid to send if
the data has changed since getting the list of campaigns to send - via uninitiation.

- [34534:1320] - Fixed an issue so that if a campaign has been deleted, the bounces did not
show in the bounce manager reporting.

- [34725:1340] - Added more contact fields to the export of lead score results.

- [34770:1382] - Fixed an issue with custom links on SMS mail merge sends.

- [35170:1387] - Fixed an issue with "/" in business object names causing manual contact
updates to fail.

- [35308:1400] - Fixed an issue where after a Recapture, the web capture submit still needs to
be clicked to actually capture the data.

- [35313,35522,35527:1369] - Fixed an issue where scheduled notification PDF's were coming
though blank.

- [35400:1375] - Removed the ability to sort the contact screen. Instead you should search for
the desired list, export it, and sort outside of the product if required.

- [35468:1364] - Fixed an issue with Dynamic content keeping it's ID when pulled from a
template.

- [35578:1379] - Fixed an issue when using the pencil to check for non-tracked links on the
initiate check screen.

- [35592:1391] - Fixed an issue with the autosave feature breaking the HTML for tracked links.

- [35613:1384] - Fixed an issue with symbols being used in attribute names.

- [35783:1399] - Fixed an issue with follow up from split test not pulling through custom links in
subject line.

- [35802:1406] - Landing Zones can now contain article blocks.

- [35919:1411] - Fixed an issue where final audience count is not the same as the count when
exported to excel when contact data had double quotes within fields.

- [35941:1409] - "Copy HTML" button now copies over the URLs and the link text of any links in
the email.

- [35977:1404] - Fixed an issue with tracked links not working in Merge Fields in the view in
browser link only.

- [36006:1415] - Fixed an issue with survey not accessed results display popup not working if
the contact data had nulls.

- [36258:1414] - Fixed an issue with "£" signs in subject line not displaying correctly in follow-
ups.
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- [36261:1420] - Fixed an issue with articles not saving if the customer doesn't have lead score in
licence.

- [36280:1423] - Fixed an issue where HTTPS links were being ignored when retrieving download
click throughs for the SDK.

- [36278,36290,36727,36796:1444] - Fixed an issue where the Landing Zone URL was not being
matched to the sending domain.

- [36387:1417] - Fixed an issue with follow ups saving "sendcampaign" as latest campaign in the
system, but if that campaign was deleted, the follow-up would fail to open in the campaign
setup.

- [Internal:1243] - Fixed an issue where you were able to initiate a campaign even if the entire
audience was unsubscribed.

- [Internal:1381] - Changed scheduled notifications so you can now delete recipients.

- [Internal:1386] - Fixed an issue with refresh stages in SalesLogix only creating a static
campaign in CommuniGator.

- [Internal:1390] - Prevented creation of business object fields with the name "campaigncode"
as this is a system field.
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GatorMail - v6.9.1GatorMail - v6.9.1

v6.9.1 - What's Enhancedv6.9.1 - What's Enhanced

- Campaign Results - We have added a new export option into the campaign results to get a CSV
export of all clicks on the campaign.

- Groups - Improved the speed of counting groups when the group has many rules, and many
included or excluded groups.

- SDK - We have introduced new methods into our web service:

- ReturnContactRecord - Added a method that allows them to pull through all fields for an
particular email address provided.

- AuthenticationCheck - Added a method which verifies passed username and password
and returns a connect success message.

- UninitiateCampaign - Added a method to allow you to uninitiate a campaign if it hasn't
already started sending.

- ReturnCampaignEmailsSent - Added a method to return the number of emails sent in a
campaign.

v6.9.1 - What's Fixedv6.9.1 - What's Fixed

- [12068,21883,30906,31148,33096,33270,33985,40065:251,782,1164,1280] - Added a new
export option into the campaign results to get a CSV export of all clicks on the campaign.

- [13031:274] - Fixed an issue with unicode characters (for example Japanese characters)
integrating contact data into the system.

- [14531:413] - Fixed an issue with survey exports for "display users who accessed the survey"
not showing all fields.

- [27803:1037] - Added a method called ReturnContactRecord that allows them to pull through
all fields for an particular email address provided.

- [29970:1105] - Added a method called AuthenticationCheck which verifies passed username
and password and returns a connect success message.

- [30647:1145] - Added a method called UninitiateCampaign to allow you to uninitiate a
campaign if it hasn't already started sending.
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- [30737:1163] - Added a method called ReturnCampaignEmailsSent to return the number of
emails sent in a campaign.

- [33066,33232,33290,33301,33433,33550,33577,33809,33865:1362] - Fixed an issue with the
Litmus inbox checker not returning any results for some requests.

- [33539:1261] - Corrected a spelling mistake of "SalseForce" on the general tab of the
integration when you are seeing the SalesForce CRM Type.

- [33680:1271] - Fixed an issue with notification Emails not picking up the correct subject line
where multiple LZ's attached and signup form on more than one lz.

- [33700:1270] - Fixed an issue with followup type campaigns not appearing in the web capture
send campaign functionality.

- [33868:1290] - Fixed an issue with groups and multiple Internet Explorer tabs. For example if
you open a group in tab 1, open another in tab 2. In tab 1, make a change and save it. The
change saves to the group in tab 2.

- [33943:1300] - Changed the default sort ordering of the ISP breakdown report to automatically
order highest first instead of lowest.

- [33966:1307] - Removed the quick campaign compare option in the campaign results from the
results URL.

- [34060:1309] - Fixed an issue with the initiate check screen saying that the inbox checker has
not been run when it has.

- [34084:1324] - Fixed an issue with the survey results ëNot Accessed Surveyí total not matching
the total on downloaded csv files of same results.

- [34154:1264] - Fixed an issue with Activity Reports not handling split tests campaigns when
counting the stats.

- [34219:1314] - Added a missing % symbol for the split test percentage in the initiate check
screen.

- [34235:1313] - Fixed an error on initiate check screen link editor popup, when the HTML
parsing for the a href does not contain any inner text.

- [34302:1315] - Removed the split test functionality for SMS campaigns.

- [34365:1331] - Fixed an issue with MSCRM dates not passing back for sent history in new
integration.

- [34368:1325] - Fixed an issue with the deploy to web checkbox state not saving for "display
remaining places" on return to the iframe setup. Page load will now pick up the remaining
places value from sb and prevent overwrite of data.

- [34413:1329] - Fixed an issue with the "Display Name" when adding new business object fields
to a contact not keeping spaces for the event display.

- [34534:1320] - Fixed an issue with bounces not showing within the bounce manager reporting
if the campaign has been deleted. Bounces will now show fine.
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- [34599:1332] - Fixed an issue with the CSV Import not handling slashes "/" in the heading
column.

- [34643:1339] - Prevented follow-up campaigns from allowing any campaign mail type other
than a static send. Refresh followups should not have been an option.

- [34663:1342] - Fixed an issue with the integration queue status not showing the bounces
count when there are some records in the queue waiting to process back to the crm.

- [34746:1346] - Fixed an issue with custom field in the subject line of a same campaign follow
up email not working.

- [34770:1349] - Fixed an issue with SMS messages not pulling through custom link data for
non-mail merge customers (not using PowerMTA as the SMTP)

- [34787:1343] - Fixed an issue with weblinks recording open hits every time they were clicked
instead of just recording an open once if it wasnt already there.

- [34835:1352] - Changed the unique user open and clicks percentage to run off unique
delivered instead of unique sent. Failed to deliver emails should not lower the stats.

- [34964:1356] - Fixed an issue with the Maximiser integration deleting queue items when they
fail and therefore history data is lost going back to the CRM.

- [35252:1361] - Fixed a problem with "Does Not Contain Data" use on the audience selection
criteria. RunCampaigns didnt send the campaign and exporting the counts failed.

- [Internal:660] - Fixed an issue with saving an event without a confirmation email. If you didnt
have any to select, your changes are lost.

- [Internal:1257] - Improved the SQL for how groups get counted in the system by restructing to
temp tables instead of one long query. Group counts now return a lot faster when the group
has many rules, and many included or excluded groups.

- [Internal:1263] - Prevented groups that already include or exclude other groups, from being
visible in the inclusion / exclusion list. This is to stop a group including a group which itself
includes a group.

- [Internal:1310] - Fixed an issue in Chrome where groups do not work fully as you cannot see
the groups to manage group inclusions / exclusions.

- [Internal:1321] - Fixed an issue with the folders not working within the ISP breakdown report
campaign selection.

- [Internal:1322] - Changed the page title for send to a friends to the title of that send to a friend
instead of just "sendToAFriend".

- [Internal:1335] - Fixed an issue with the invalid CSS paths for send to a friend.

- [Internal:1359] - Fixed an issue when leads are written into MSCRM and the CRMContactId is
updated back in CommuniGator, it is done so without {} and without CRMContactType.

- [Internal:1360] - Altered the API credentials on the integration admin to accept encrypted
strings for the domain, username and password.
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GatorMail - v6.9GatorMail - v6.9

v6.9 What's Newv6.9 What's New

- Newsletters - A new menu item called Newsletters has been added, which is basically our
current Article Library system with a few changes. \ Articles are a better and cleaner way to
create emails or landing zones. Within these you add Article blocks, and then all you do is create
Article content to publish into those blocks. The Article content automatically fits around the
rest of the design without need for going into the HTML editor. We believe this is a much
quicker and easier way to create emails, as you hardly need to use the HTML editor except for
the initial design. Additionally under Newsletters you will find two new template sections for
emails and landing zones. These are filtered views of your existing templates that only show
designs that contain Articles. \

- Initiate Check Screen - When you initiate a campaign you will now see a new initiate check
screen. This screen will show you all kinds of useful information about your campaign, as well
as telling you any warnings which may need attention, or errors which prevent it from being
initiated. Here is a list of what gets checked...

- Campaign

- Checks the campaign type.

- Checks the campaign audience.

- Checks if the start date is later than the close date.

- Checks if the close date is within the next 24 hours.

- Checks if the close date is in the past.

- Checks if the sender address is valid.

- Checks for a missing reply address.

- Checks if there is an email attached.

- Checks tests have been sent.

- Checks if an inbox checker has been run.

- Checks the unsubscribe opt-in and values match the send to a friend opt-in and
values.

- Checks if the email is set to text only, but the email does not have a text version.

- Checks if the campaign has an unsubscribe, but the email does not have an
unsubscribe link.

- Email

- Checks if the html/text versions have been created.
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- Checks if there are any test links in the email (resulted from copying html/text from a
previously sent test).

- Checks if the email (html/text) has an unsubscribe link but there is no unsubscribe
selected in the campaign.

- Checks for non-tracked links in the email.

- Allows a view email preview of any attached email/s for that final last minute
assurance the email about to send is correct.

- Allows any database stored tracked links to be displayed and edited if needed.

- Landing Zones

- Checks for non-tracked links in any landing zones.

- Checks if there are any test links in the landing zone (resulted from copying html/text
from a previously sent test).

- 64bit Support - CommuniGator can now run as a 64bit application on your 64bit supported
Operating Systems. 64bit applications can utilise more memory, are more future proof, and
more scalable. 32bit is becoming deprecated technology. \ To run 64bit CommuniGator
requires manual re-configuration to the environment which must be requested through your
account manager or our support desk.

v6.9 What's Enhancedv6.9 What's Enhanced

What's Enhanced:

- Web Capture - We have made several improvements to the Web Capture functionality:

- ReCaptcha - You can now enable a ReCaptcha on your Web Capture. This is a challenge
verification of the contact submitting the Web Capture which must be entered correctly before
the submission is allowed.

- Notification Emails - Within the submit button setup, you can now enable an auto send
email to a named contact or contacts. The respondents will be send an automated email text
informing them that someone has submitted their web capture.

- Redirect on Completion - For the Web Capture under the Tools menu, if desired, you can
enable a redirect and provide the URL for the redirect. This means any attempt to view the Web
Capture will instead redirect you to the provided website. \ The idea being if a Web Capture
needs to be closed after a certain time, you can now do just that.

- Authentication - See "Page Authentication" below.

- Page Authentication - This will allow you to force a recipient to authenticate in order to view
some links in your campaign. \ It works by prompting for a unique username and password per
contact, and only when entered correctly will they proceed to the next page. Page
authentication is available for the following:
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- Web Capture

- Landing Zones

- Surveys

- Social Media - We have added Google Bookmarks and Newsvine to the social media
functionality within the HTML editor.

- Activity Reports - Added a survey report that can be run across single or multiple surveys, and
on multiple campaigns. \ This allows you to easily view the survey responses on multiple
campaigns in one place, instead of having to view each individual campaigns results. We have
also added totals for unique opens, and unique click-throughs to the campaign reports.

- Inbox Checker - Added new mobile devices to the Inbox Checker including Android 2.2,
Blackberry 4.5 (HTML and text versions), iPad, iPhone, Symbian S60 and Windows Mobile 6.5.

- Campaign Results - A few changes have been made to the campaign results to enhance user
experience:

- Cost Calculator - We have added a cost calculator to the conversion funnel. When
conversion rule/s have been applied to the campaign, if desired you can enter a total cost for
the campaign. The results will then report to you how much each conversion cost.

- Results URL - The results URL has been updated to use a mini URL structure.

- Compare Results - We have added a compare results button to the campaign for quick
access to the activity reports functionality of the product.

- Split Test Results - We have changed the campaign results for split tests to now show all of
the result tabs after the initial send. This means you can now see all campaign results before
choosing whether to send design A or B to the remaining audience.

- Extended Web has been renamed to "Post Click Tracking".

- Bulk Delete - We have added a bulk delete to the campaign, email and landing zone screens of
the product. For example you can now check multiple campaigns, then click the delete option to
delete all selections in one go, instead of having to delete each item one after the other.

- Merge Fields - We have now allowed merge fields to work in the subject of an email. \

- Import CSV - We have tweaked the Import CSV to automatically select the field mappings when
the csv file heading matches a field in the database. \ For example use "Firstname", "Lastname",
"emaillogin", etc, and it will save you import time.

- Contact Operators - We have unified the functionality and wording on all operators in the
groups contact rules, audience selection criteria, and dynamic content criteria.

- Events - Several changes have been made to the Events functionality:

- The "Add Another Person" option on an event booking is now configurable. \ You can
choose to not allow this if needed.
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- In the "Event Booking Field Visibility" we have added an enable waiting list option. If
checked, when a booking is completed, if the event is fully booked, it will add the booking to the
waiting list. Additionally if the event is full, subsequent bookings will add to the waiting list.

- You can now delete delegates within a booking. You cannot however delete the lead
delegate.

- We have added in the ability to pass custom values in the event URL (query strings), so
you can put any information in there you like, and it will be stored against the booking.

- Groups - We have added two new rules "Event Not Booked" and "Campaign Sent". In
combination you can therefore check who has not booked for a specific campaign and event.

- ISP Breakdown - We have added a search by domain option to the ISP breakdown report as
well as changing the default sort order to the total sent column.

- SMS Campaigns - We have set SMS campaigns to use the campaign alias as the SMS text alias
when seen in the inbox. We have also made it so the email address isnt a required field in a CSV
import if your environment is configured to use another field for the unique identifier.

- SDK - We have introduced new methods into the web service:

- setCampaignUnsubscribe - This function allows you to assign an unsubscribe to a
campaign.

- ReturnMatchingContactRecords - This function allows you to return all matching contact
records for a given field and value lookup.

- ReturnCampaignsModifiedSinceLastRun - This function will get a list of all campaigns that
have been updated from the last time it has run.

- InsertContactUsingUniqueIdentifier - This function allows a contact to be inserted into the
database using the unique identifier to match against.

- UpdateContactUsingUniqueIdentifier - This function allows a contact to be updated into
the database based on the UniqueIdentifier passed rather than the default set for the instance.

v6.9 What's Fixedv6.9 What's Fixed

What's Fixed:

- [13339:304] - Changed the folders for campaigns, emails, landing zones, surveys, etc, all order
alphabetically.

- [16126:454] - Fixed an issue inserting documents with & symbols in the file name.

- [17563,22604:] - Fixed an issue in the survey results "View Responses" option not being
available when the "If Other" is the last question.

- [18028:587] - Fixed an issue with images not displaying on the HTML upload when using the
system on HTTPS.

- [18367:650] - Fixed an issue where users without CMInitiate can still use the campaign resend
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- [18839:672] - Fixed an issue deleting emails when using SMS campaigns.

- [20272,30631:38] - Fixed an issue with the survey refresh button in campaign results not
working.

- [22098:789] - Fixed an issue with the Domain Overview export causing a stack overflow when
generating a random colour for the graph.

- [22917:826] - Fixed an issue when saving salutation with nothing in the second box returning
an error.

- [23445:849] - Fixed an issue with incorrect counts for the "View the results of the completed
survey" against the completed total with anonymous survey results.

- [24280:887] - Fixed a crash when paging through the results for searches in on CSVImport or
CSVCampaigns in the Tools -> Contacts functionality.

- [24432,26755:683] - Fixed an issue with the survey pages, questions, and answers tree not
remembering what is have expanded or collapsed when building the survey.

- [26194,33637:973,1266] - Fixed an issue on the campaign results conversion CSV export in
which it only exported the contact IDs. It now exports all contact data.

- [26767:1000] - Fixed an issue searching for a blank value in a field not including null records in
the results in the Tools -> Contacts functionality.

- [27127:1017] - Fixed an issue with multiple selection criteria on campaigns with multiple
emails attached not correctly working out what email to send. The selection criteria was only
designed to accept one entry, not multiple. This is now correctly limited to only one criteria thus
removing the problem.

- [27595:1033] - Fixed an issue with undeliverables not being removed from follow up campaign
sends.

- [28341:1043] - Fixed an issue with groups handling a date field with data like
"2011-01-01T00:00:00+00:00" and when using the DateAdd function. The XML style date was
not being handled correctly.

- [28363:1047] - Fixed an issue with searching on groups where clicking through to any page
other than page one would remove your search filter.

- [28463:1045] - Fixed an issue in the campaign results with the popups for who has clicked
though to a URL. It was not fully filtering the contacts that should be shown.

- [28540:1050] - Fixed an issue when uploading images. No completion message was being
displayed when it finished processing even though it does upload the images.

- [28696:1058] - Fixed an issue with creating CSS files where providing the name with .css at the
end, would result in the file being created as ".css.css".

- [28722:1042] - Fixed an issue with parsing some links when Google analytics was enabled.
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- [28959:1059] - Fixed an issue with anonymous survey links not working unless the survey was
set to be the default on the campaign. Setting it to the default survey was not a necessary
check.

- [28792:1060] - Fixed an issue with survey footers not being inserted into the page correctly for
the confirmation page.

- [28872:549] - Changed the view responses option on survey results to return all contact data
and not just the contact ID.

- [28932:1062] - Fixed an issue with groups counting as zero when the group was created from
web clicks on the campaign results, and only when the alias was not set.

- [29052:1064] - Fixed an issue with groups handling a date field for many combinations of how
a date can be stored. For example DD/MM/YY, YY-MM-DD etc. All dates are now converted to
YYYY-MM-DD which is how SQL stores the date, and as a result the groups now handle the data
correctly.

- [29206:1071,1097] - Fixed an issue in activity reports where an American date format was not
being handled correctly.

- [29234:1067] - Fixed an issue with the auto selection of the LZ URL when selecting the sender
domain in the campaign advanced details.

- [29252,29494:1091,1096] - Fixed an issue with the post-click tracking (formerly called extended
trackability) results returning a java script error when there were no results to actually get.

- [29368:1081] - Fixed an issue with survey notification criteria controls not working.

- [29386:1072] - Fixed an issue with the image and document managers not allowing a date
sort.

- [29389:1077] - Changed the events matching for submitting contacts to match on the email
address instead of the contact ID. This means you can submit an event with multiple contacts
without any data overwriting (unless the same email address is used).

- [29435:1084] - Fixed a hosted issue only with the forgotten password email not working.

- [29480:1090] - Fixed an issue with customers using follow-ups and a date time offset. The
follow-up send time was having the offset applied to it twice.

- [29563,29582:1085] - Fixed an issue with the run campaigns mail merge send to PowerMTA
with a sender address is not syntactically correct when there was white space on that sender
address.

- [29595:1094] - Fixed an issue with web capture submissions when integrated. Existing contacts
were not inserted into the integration queue. Only new contacts were.

- [29641:1110] - Fixed an issue with the run campaigns mail merge send to PowerMTA, with
contacts not always receiving the text or html version they were set to receive.

- [29718:1128] - Fixed an issue integrating contacts from MSCRM where certain contact data
would cause errors resulting in the remaining contacts failing to integrate across.
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- [29733:1093] - We have tweaked the import CSV to automatically select the field mappings
when the csv file heading matches a field in the database. For example use "Firstname",
"Lastname", "emaillogin", etc, and it will save you import time.

- [29754:1095] - Fixed an issue with the click stats for lz, web, doc etc., all showing slightly out
percentages on the campaign results.

- [29851:1107] - Fixed an issue in campaign results with anonymous surveys, where questions
with text box answers, were not displaying the text values entered.

- [29862:1121] - Added a validation check to the lead score to not allow a cold score to start at 0.
Contacts are only shown in lead score if they have at least made one click. The minimum score
is now 1.

- [29881:1116] - Fixed an issue with custom links not working in a subject line, when that subject
had £ signs.

- [29883:1101] - Fixed an issue on a survey where entering content on the details tab, then
clicking to the questions and answers tab, would not clear your entries on the former tab
without first saving.

- [29926,30117:1108] - Fixed an issue with a split test sample size error for some split test
campaigns.

- [29969:1104] - Added a new method to the SDK to assign an unsubscribe to a campaign.

- [29986:1113] - Fixed an issue with dynamic content not working on landing zones attached to
unsubscribes.

- [29988:1114] - Fixed an issue with the resend option ignoring contacts that are unsubscribed.

- [30074,30223:1117] - Fixed an issue with £ signs appearing as "&pound" when sent via a split
test campaign.

- [30091:1135] - Fixed an issue with campaigns using a batch count not getting all of the
contacts when using the newer group SQL.

- [30113,30490:1112,1138] - Fixed an issue with the import CSV not handling new line / line
feeds in the header row of the CSV.

- [30281:1127] - Fixed an issue with the run campaigns mail merge send to PowerMTA, when
the last contact in the batch file threw an exception failed the whole batch.

- [30317:1137] - Added a message to the groups tab against the contact record indicating
groups are only shown when the contact is part of the group from an inclusion or exclusion CSV
import. Contacts added due to rules, or group inclusions / exclusions are not shown.

- [30320:1134] - Fixed an issue with URLs inserted via custom links having their symbols
stripped out.

- [30321:1130] - Fixed an issue with manual split test campaigns stopping normal campaigns
from sending.
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- [30338:1124] - Added a validation check to the SDK method for initiating a campaign to count
the audience first, therefore preventing a campaign being initiated when the audience is zero.

- [30340,30578:1131] - Fixed an issue with resend not working to entire audience due to invalid
SQL syntax.

- [30346:1150] - Fixed an issue with the campaign results view email popup, not rendering the
emails with "target=blank" and thus the stats were failing to show from that point onwards.

- [30407:1136] - Fixed an issue with the web capture not synching with a CRM system to retrieve
the CRM ID when the web capture submission was integrated back to CRM. The result was a
duplicate contact created back in email marketing.

- [30416:1141] - Fixed an issue in the campaign results with social media top sharers, and the
graph, not showing any answers due to a sproc error.

- [30462:1153] - Fixed an issue saving a survey thank you page when inserting a document link
into it.

- [30585,31057,31345:1181] - Fixed an issue in the MSCRM integration where if a contact within
a marketing list was set to be deactivated, that contact would still send up if the marketing list
was sent again.

- [30601:1144] - Added validation to the hex colour input box in the html editor.

- [30603:779] - Fixed an issue with survey multi-selection contact linked answers. It will now
store the answers in the database as comma separated answers in one field correctly for both
the checked, and unchecked values.

- [30633:1147] - Fixed an issue with the VCAB top country hits not recording correctly.

- [30650:834] - Fixed an issue with HTML uploads not keeping any CMFilters a user may have.

- [30756,31520:1152] - Fixed an issue with the campaign results view email popup, not loading
correctly when the campaign was only a follow-up campaign, and when that campaign didnít
have an initial send.

- [30839:1169] - Fixed an issue with the SDK update campaign method in which it set the
campaign start date to an hour ahead of the date specified.

- [30910:1173] - Fixed an issue with the SDK update campaign method inserting nulls into the
database, and as a result the landing zone 0 links failed.

- [30970:1168] - Fixed an issue in groups with group inclusions. Adding additional inclusions
after the first did not change the SQL if the SQL character limit went over 4000.

- [31032:1166] - Fixed an issue with the addition of "target=_blank" to links in the html editor.
Using this html code could sometimes effect the rendering of the html styling around the link.

- [31032:1167] - Fixed an issue with the document manager target option when inserting the
document. It did add the html for "target=_blank" if the user selected to open in a new window.
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- [31039:1174] - Fixed an issue uploading documents into folders where that folder contained
the word "documents". The root folder holds this name, so when the upload executed and
found more than one folder with that name, it resulted in a broken document link.

- [31128,31129,31130:1191] - Fixed an issue with the PowerMTA mail merge sending when the
campaign setup was using batch settings.

- [31172:1179] - Fixed an issue with a web capture field not being set to mandatory, but the
validation on that field was forcing data and not allowing a blank. Now a validated but non-
mandatory field will allow blank values.

- [31203:1177] - Fixed an issue with dynamic content containing links where the link was being
parsed incorrectly.

- [31204,32144,:1182] - Fixed an issue with dynamic content not displaying in Hotmail or gmail.
Note this fix requires a configcmnet change of the "ContentTransferEncoding" key to the value
"Bit8".

- [31303:1184] - Fixed an issue with trigger emails failing to send when the optin field on the
campaigns unsubscribe had null data.

- [31369:1190] - Current article templates all expected the header for the article to have a link,
but if you didnít provide a link, the header was still clickable. We have therefore created a new
template where there is no header links.

- [31449:1186] - Fixed an issue in the campaign results where if contacts had been deleted,
some of the counts had discrepancies from the exported data.

- [31496:1192] - Fixed an issue with the integration queue table getting filled with records that
have GUIDs for the table name due to batch inserts of data.

- [31535:1194] - Fixed an issue with merge fields populating with field names rather than the
actual data when using the SDK.

- [31558:1225] - Fixed an issue with the MSCRM lead integration passback failing with "error
conversion from type 'DBNull' to type 'String' is not valid". Note this fix requires an update of
the integration service executable.

- [31560:1195] - Fixed a "string or binary would be truncated" error in the integration due to the
temp table limiting fields to 255 characters.

- [31589:1196] - Changed the campaign results for split tests to now show all of the result tabs
after the initial send. This means you can now see all campaign results before choosing
whether to send design A or B to the remaining audience.

- [31649:1201] - Fixed a "divide by zero" calculation error in the campaign results for follow-up
type campaigns, that do not have an initial send.

- [31830:1209] - Left aligned the dashboard URLs shown for items like "Top 5 Web Hits" to make
it easier to see the URL.

- [31992:1210] - Fixed an issue with the salutation functionality throwing an error if you delete
the default content "customer" leaving it blank, and then trying to save it.
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- [32071:1214] - Fixed an issue with opening contact some records where that contact had many
campaign activities.

- [32140:1216] - Fixed a "Arithmetic overflow error converting numeric to integer" error in the
campaign results when the campaign had only sent trigger emails, and it was trying to calculate
the initial send.

- [32213:1219] - Fixed an issue with a timeout on the CSVImport values popup when trying to
add a contact level group rule.

- [32349:1220] - Fixed an issue in groups when selecting any field in the contact table that was
not in the bo attribute table, then trying to view values or adding the rule failed.

- [32405:1221] - Fixed an issue in the Import CSV in which CSVs with invalid characters could
cause CPU activity on the server to lock up and not release itself.

- [32600:1233] - Fixed an issue with uploading emails via the SDK in which if the user never went
into the email to edit it, the .OPEN tracking was not added. It is only added when you actually
save the email. Now however if the uploaded HTML does not contain a .OPEN we will add it in
automatically.

- [32844:1237] - Fixed an issue with tracked links in dynamic content not working for some
browsers / clients. Note this fix requires a configcmnet change of the
"ContentTransferEncoding" key to the value "Bit8".

- [32908:1236] - Added extra campaign batch settings for 50, 25 and 5 per x period.

- [33002:1241] - Fixed an opps error when trying performing a HTML upload from a product
landing zone design. This is not currently possible so we have replaced it with a message saying
the action is not possible.

- [33021,33487:1259] - Fixed an issue with group SQL saving with double quotes around field
names for the SQL query itself.

- [33030:1277] - Fixed an issue when creating a TEXT email from the HTML. It did not pull
through the web links, o. It only pulled through the text of the link.

- [33041:1245] - Fixed an issue with refresh recurring campaigns not sending on the recurrence
interval.

- [33050:1244] - Fixed an issue with static recurring campaigns not sending on the recurrence
interval.

- [33101:1242] - Fixed an issue with the auto tracked links functionality within Dynamic Content.

- [33315:1251] - Fixed an issue with csv data not fully importing on a per column basis where
the data within that column was mixed types. This is a fault of the Microsoft Jet Provider for
32bit systems. The fix is actually a registry change that you need to do on the WEB server for
CommuniGator. The registry change is HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\
Microsoft\Jet\4.0\Engines\Text\MaxScanRows. Set it to be 0. From then onwards, the csv data
will import correctly.
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- [33946:1305] - Fixed an issue with the MSCRM campaign results "userview" field storing the url
with double http in the url. Note this fix requires an update of the integration service
executable.

- [34034,34220:1304] - Fixed an issue with the split test details being incorrectly pulled through
on the initiate check screen.

- [internal:59] - Fixed an issue with assigning all controls to only one column on the Reporting ->
Dashboard functionality.

- [internal:722] - Fixed a field name mismatch for alias name to real name in unsubscribe /
contact field drop down lists.

- [internal:803] - Templates imported via HTML Upload use a unique GUID to generate the
folder name. We have moved these into a sub folder called /HTML_Upload/ as to not clog up
the root images folder anymore.

- [internal:839] - Fixed an issue on with campaign follow-ups allowing you to save a follow-up
that doesnít have send immediately checked and every time setting as zero. Validation has
been added to prevent the save if one of these isnt set.

- [internal:842] - Fixed an cache issue with the campaign merge field editor.

- [internal:1029] - Fixed an issue with adding alt text to an image not actually storing the alt test
provided.

- [internal:1030] - Fixed an issue with Google analytics not working with event confirmation
emails. It will now work for any links that have this enabled.

- [internal:1034] - Fixed an issue with batch sending conflicting with the BatchSendCount from
the ConfigCMNet.

- [internal:1036] - Fixed a data discrepancy with the distinct count for some of the web results
on a campaign. The percentage was being calculated incorrectly.

- [internal:1044] - Fixed an issue exporting social media results against a campaign.

- [internal:1046] - Fixed an issue when uploading a file with more than one space in the name.
The resulting link is stripped to one space but as the file had two, the link failed.

- [internal:1048] - Added in the ability to have add custom value to the query string so you can
put any information in there, and it will be held against the booking.

- [internal:1049] - Fixed an issue with the social media results taking a long time to load. Index
tuning has been actioned on the results load and this has made an 80% improvement.

- [internal:1051] - Fixed a regular expression issue for the IP lockdown on the integration
screen. Some IPs failed the validation check.

- [internal:1053] - Fixed an issue with the run campaigns quitting when rechecking an instance
after its initial check.

- [internal:1065] - Fixed an issue with adding a business object with an ampersand symbol.
Using this symbol is not supported by SQL and will be removed.
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- [internal:1068] - Fixed an issue with the run campaigns handling contact email addresses that
have new line / line feed characters within the email address.

- [internal:1070] - Fixed an issue with the run campaigns mail merge send for powermta, where
the merge file data was duplicating for every contact. Note this had no effect on the emails sent
or duplicate emails. It only caused a much larger mail merge file.

- [internal:1073] - Fixed an issue with Google analytics not being applied to article management
links when in the campaign defaults Google analytics was enabled by default.

- [internal:1078] - Changed merge fields to work in the subject of an email as well as the body of
the email.

- [internal:1083] - Added a CSV attachment to the scheduled notification email for the activity
report.

- [internal:1087] - Fixed a hosted issue only with the analytics section complaining about the
Google maps api key.

- [internal:1088] - Fixed a hosted issue only with the ticket not displaying correctly when not
using full screen.

- [internal:1100] - Fixed an issue with the lead score reporting not showing the correct images
for the score to represent how hot the lead is.

- [internal:1118] - Added missing menu items to the CRM embedded menu structure (used
when the user skin is set to CRM Layout).

- [internal:1119] - Added totals for unique opens, and unique click-throughs for the activity
reports.

- [internal:1126] - Fixed an issue with the IP lockdown on the integration admin not remaining
ticked on the page reload.

- [internal:1132] - Fixed an issue with the plan text editor and group management screens not
being rendered correctly in Google Chrome.

- [internal:1139] - Fixed an issue with web capture submissions where the submitted data is too
big for the database field.

- [internal:1140] - Fixed an issue on the campaign results with the web hits, and unique hits,
both including unsubscribe clicks.

- [internal:1151] - Fixed an issue adding pages to the campaign when the page number has a 0.
There is validation to now allow a page 0, but it also stopped any page number with 0 in it.

- [internal:1157] - Changed the event submissions so first name and last name are no longer
mandatory.

- [internal:1165] - Changed the import CSV to not import date fields in an XML structure like
"2011-01-01T00:00:00+00:00". The import still uses XML so we cannot remove the time, but it
will now be imported as "2011-10-01 00:00:00" and will therefore work fine on date queries in
other areas of the product.
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- [internal:1170,1171,1172] - Unified the functionality and wording on all operators in the
groups contact rules, audience selection criteria, and dynamic content criteria.

- [internal:1176] - Fixed an issue attaching a landing zone with a page number that was a letter,
or another non-number character.

- [internal:1178] - Fixed an issue setting a document link to open in a new window before the
email was saved and re-opened. Originally the first save would convert document links into
tracked links, but this conversion failed to handle the HTML for setting the target.

- [internal:1183] - In the html editor insert template, "Your Templates" has been renamed to
"My Templates".

- [internal:1197] - Fixed an issue creating business object fields with a # symbol.

- [internal:1200] - Fixed an issue with the events iFrame "allow search by category" not working
for the filters on the categories.

- [internal:1202] - Changed the HTML import to build the web links as w=ID instead of w=URL.
This ties into the new campaign initiate check screen in which you can edit web links stored in
the database (which w=ID are).

- [internal:1203] - Fixed an issue with the "UserAdmin" role not allowing you to delete users.

- [internal:1207] - Moved the "DisableRunCampaigns" configcmnet.config item into the
database "FRAMEWORK_keys" table to make front end updates possible should the need arise
to disable all campaign sending.

- [internal:1208] - Added new mobile devices to the Inbox Checker including Android 2.2,
Blackberry 4.5 (HTML and text versions), iPad, iPhone, Symbian S60 and Windows Mobile 6.5.

- [internal:1212] - Removed system fields crmContactId, crmContactType and
crmExtendedDetail as an available field mapping for the integration admin field mapping
screen.

- [internal:1215] - Added a block and message when trying to delete the "Person" system
business object.

- [internal:1217] - Changed all percentages on the campaign results to show two decimal places.

- [internal:1218] - Changed the background colour of the stat boxes on the view email popup
within the campaign results.

- [internal:1226] - Fixed an issue with smaller screen resolutions (1366*768) getting double
scroll bars apper on right hand side within the HTML editor covering the buttons.

- [internal:1230] - Fixed an issue trying to book via iframe when event is full returning the
message 'this event has finished' even though the event in the future.

- [internal:1231] - Fixed an issue moving bookings between events where you have to specify
payment method and other mandatory fields, even if the event was free.

- [internal:1239] - Fixed an issue with activity report "Totals" percentages exceeding 100%
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- [internal:1247] - Set the campaign alias to be used for the SMS alias when arriving in the inbox.

- [internal:1248] - Fixed an issue with lead score groups not calculating correctly from the score
of the link, it was working off the defaults only.

- [internal:1253] - Make it so the email address was not required in a CSV import if the
environments unique identifier wasnt the emaillogin field. This is useful for customers using
SMS campaigns where the email address is not required for importing those contacts.

- [internal:1258] - Fixed an issue with a collation conflict sometimes seen on upgrades from very
old versions of the product (v4).

- [internal:1262] - Corrected a spelling mistake of "Attrbute" on the value from list popup in the
audience tab of a campaign.

- [internal:1291] - Updated the graph on the lz tab within the campaign results, to use the lz
name when displaying the graph data.

- [internal:1295] - Updated the folder sorting order to A-Z for article management.
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GatorCreator - Release NotesGatorCreator - Release Notes
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GatorCreator - v1.16.0 - March 2018GatorCreator - v1.16.0 - March 2018

BugBug

GC-469 — Image Modal Crashing due to expected folder that doesn't exist.

GC-492 — Caption Image top has align right which breaks mobile responsive design

GC-500 — clicking the property heading caret makes left screen disappear

GC-504 — TinyMCE fontawesome icons are broken

GC-506 — Image select modal didn't display image dimensions

GC-508 — When you delete all rules from a dynamic content block, it still shows up as dynamic
content in live preview etc.

GC-509 — Display which blocks have dynamic content

GC-510 — Links being generated without IDs in GatorCreator

GC-514 — When copying an email, get taken to template selection screen instead of content.
GC-535 — Change the delete to use the same directive SSO for confirmation

GC-536 — Designs are not responsive in the latest test version of GC

EnhancementEnhancement

GC-401 — Unlock the 20px padding restriction on blocks

New FeatureNew Feature

GC-483 — Event Merge Fields

GC-484 — Block Library

GC-499 — Creator Salutations

GC-503 — Dynamic Content
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GatorCreator - v1.15.0 - February 2018GatorCreator - v1.15.0 - February 2018

BugBug

GC-115 — Border radius isn’t connected to the border on Text and Textbox Blocks

GC-347 — Element level padding on image block doesn't work in Outlook

GC-412 — Problems with adding padding at the element level.

GC-455 — Content email background colour not saving in GatorCreator.

GC-464 — MultiSession javascript warning script

GC-466 — Custom Modules were not being applied to a template that was created from a
template with Custom Modules

GC-470 — After a template upgrade has happened the redirect to the latest version of that
template is not working.

GC-491 — Fixed an issue with mailto links html encoding
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GatorCreator - v1.14.0 - December 2017GatorCreator - v1.14.0 - December 2017

BugBug

GC-451 — Fixed an issue with the new bot detection merge field showing in GatorCreator
templates when viewing them in GatorMail.

GC-456 — Fixed several alignment issues for boxes and option settings.

GC-458 — Fixed an issue with the image modal crashing when trying to look for folder that
doesn't exist.

GC-459 — Corrected an issue with saving GatorCreator emails not updating the modified date
for the email record in GatorMail.

EnhancementEnhancement

GC-356 — Added a toggle option to show and hide hidden elements in the editor.

GC-357 — Added a locked down user role that doesn’t show template admin or the delete
options

GC-443 — Added the ability to create tracked mailto: links.

GC-452 — Added the ability to show advanced options, show only custom templates, disallow
template editing, and disallow the setup wizard.

New FeatureNew Feature

GC-259 — Added user role lockdowns into the product.

GC-376 — Implement functionality which allows designers to upload custom HTML files for
specific templates.
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GatorCreator - v1.0.13 - November 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.13 - November 2017

BugBug

GC-292 — When running the configuration wizard for an email design in GatorCreator in
Microsoft Edge the continue to step 2 button is not in a clickable position

GC-323 — Creating countdown in nifty images doesn't work for a countdown of more than 100
days

GC-325 — Extra padding issue in table in GatorCreator

GC-345 — Inserting a confirmation opt in link on a button asks you to select a reference
number and will not let you close the box until you click insert

GC-369 — GC image library crashes out when trying to select an image

GC-394 — Returning to a GatorCreator email with an embedded image un-embeds the image

GC-395 — Landing zone links error.

GC-409 — Text blocks not selectable when they do not contain content

GC-420 — Setting background colour on the navigation block in GatorCreator doesn't work in
Outlook.

GC-425 — When saving a new email or template, a grey screen appears which stops you from
being able to click anything.

GC-429 — Issue with templates changing to admin templates randomly

GC-431 — Add bot tracking html into design

GC-437 — Having multiple categories on a template causes saved forms not to load

GC-440 — When you hit the cross on a link pop-up it still updates the link

EnhancementEnhancement

GC-373 — Free range flexibility to change column widths

GC-439 — When you add a new social icon, it doesnt match the styling of the existing icons so it
can appear out of alignment
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GatorCreator - v1.0.12 - September 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.12 - September 2017

BugBug

GC-324 — Hidden buttons display when email is forwarded or when sent to the Yahoo mail
client in firefox

GC-368 — Duplicating blocks in GC problem

GC-371 — Selecting divider on canvas in GC is very difficult

GC-383 — Image Select - Should remember (cookie) folder location upon exit

GC-384 — Image Select - Add new folder should be added in correct place

GC-391 — Document links missing icons for file types

GC-392 — Document link Select modal - remember last folder position, re-order files after
adding a new one

EnhancementEnhancement

GC-358 — Template Admin revamp
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GatorCreator - v1.0.11 - August 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.11 - August 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GC-189 — Enhance: Document links and Document folder

GC-352 — Modify the Hide element code to do more than display none, so that its better
supported by email clients

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GC-353 — Element level padding / border breaks responsive layout

GC-359 — Selecting a template from template admin

GC-360 — Hiding buttons adds display: initial to the table
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GatorCreator - v1.0.10 - July 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.10 - July 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GC-294 — Enhance: Display image names on thumb nails in GatorCreator image manager

GC-295 — Enhance: Ability to add new folders within GatorCreator image manager

GC-331 — Add root folder to image model

GC-339 — The ability to remove/hide images from a block

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GC-332 — Fix issue with add new folder context menu appearing randomly in the modal

GC-338 — Remove .open image from the preview on the template select

GC-343 — In the outlook style GatorCreator email design, inserting a link on an image does not
work

GC-349 — Banner image with 15px padding isn't resizing and therefore breaks email layout
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GatorCreator - v1.0.9 - July 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.9 - July 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GC-168 — Change Image Modal to lazy load

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GC-312 — Insert table function bug

GC-314 — Image Caption Top/Bottom block padding issue

GC-318 — Copying GatorCreator emails creates links with the same ID as the original

GC-319 — Inserting links in IE11 doesn't work

GC-320 — GatorCreator emails created from custom templates contain links with the same link
ids as the template

GC-327 — Image editor on social media icon block freezes up

GC-333 — Adding text blocks to GatorCreator emails pushes you to the email template page

GC-335 — New templates in GatorCreator are added to the last page of the templates list
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GatorCreator - v1.0.8 - June 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.8 - June 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GC-205 — Enhance: Allow 3 columns in text block

GC-214 — Ability to turn images on or off on mobile

GC-317 — TinyMce Colour picker is different to all the others
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GatorCreator - v1.0.7 - May 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.7 - May 2017

What's NewWhat's New

GC-196 — Adding Communigator lead score to GatorCreator

GC-291 — Implement NiftyImages

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GC-240 — Option to remove buttons from blocks

GC-284 — More custom links options in GatorCreator

GC-290 — Ability to set image alignment to left and right

GC-304 — Ability to paste as plain text as an option

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GC-305 — Copying a block that has a link inserted also copies the link and the link id

GC-306 — Clicking on the insert link button without clicking out of the url box or within another
field does not insert a valid link

GC-307 — Borders width is not being taken in to consideration for responsive design in
GatorCreator emails

GC-313 — Mailto links are not functioning correctly when added to buttons in GatorCreator

GC-315 — Moving a block is duplicating it
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GatorCreator - v1.0.6 - April 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.6 - April 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GC-213 — Need the image dimensions defined in the editing area on the left

GC-254 — Add ability to embed images

GC-277 — Enhance: Different terminology for link insert icons in GatorCreator

GC-279 — Enhance: Be able to use GatorCreator to design hand written look alike emails for
Outlook

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GC-239 — The image manager in GatorCreator does not display correctly when viewed in
internet explorer

GC-258 — Warning message for uploading an image

GC-286 — Images are not taking into account padding correctly in some designs

GC-298 — Outlook templates on edge and IE show purple and green coloured background
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GatorCreator - v1.0.5 - February 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.5 - February 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GC-206 — Enhance: Allow changing of the widths, not just 50/50

GC-209 — Enhance: Ability to Insert Survey and landing zone links into button url

GC-227 — Enhance: Add a 2 column vertical caption image module

GC-260 — Enhance: Add link aliases to button links in GatorCreator

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GC-255 — Extra meta tags created in GatorCreator html

GC-266 — Unsubscribe link button on text version inserts a view in browser link

GC-268 — Social Icons are stacked not side by side

GC-269 — Images becoming larger in outlook

GC-270 — Issue creating new template from GatorMail

GC-271 — GatorCreator emails do not display correctly on high resolution screens

GC-280 — Email html is coming across without content

GC-281 — Rounded corners are not working on buttons

GC-282 — Please can we make the campaign in use warning a modal pop-up
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GatorCreator - v1.0.4 - January 2017GatorCreator - v1.0.4 - January 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GC-204 — Resizing images

GC-211 — When you save and re-open the email it takes you back to the templates

GC-245 — Image resizing based on padding applied to block

GC-246 — Insert Event Link in GatorCreator gives an error when clicking the link from an email
send

GC-248 — Image size changes when sending a test.

GC-250 — Saving GatorCreator emails in Internet Explorer breaks images

GC-253 — When inserting an image of 570px width and 15px of padding on the image element,
the image doesn't display correctly on mobile
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GatorLeads - Release NotesGatorLeads - Release Notes
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GatorLeads - v5.8 - February 2018GatorLeads - v5.8 - February 2018

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

WOW-437 — Changed the lead first visit tooltip to read "First visit within the set date range".

WOW-429 — Add support for shortened gator_td names in the decrypted name/value
collection.
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GatorLeads - v5.7.3 - November 2017GatorLeads - v5.7.3 - November 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

WOW-400 — Contacts showing as {Email Address to track}

WOW-387 — Contact grid view timing out

WOW-386 — Lead with negative score classed as hot lead
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GatorLeads - v5.7.2 - September 2017GatorLeads - v5.7.2 - September 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

WOW-367 — PPC category on insights page is not displaying any utm values in the medium
fields
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GatorLeads - v5.7 - July 2017GatorLeads - v5.7 - July 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

WOW-357 — When creating a new lead store the utm fields if they exists. So we have a record
against the lead of the first utm source fields.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

WOW-361 — Prevent customers removing our query parameters from the Admin/Advanced
product section
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GatorLeads - v5.6 - June 2017GatorLeads - v5.6 - June 2017

FeaturesFeatures

Auto nurture - The contact nurture tool that integrates to GatorMail set up to automatically
each day or week to send contact leads to GatorMail on a pay per contact basis.
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GatorLeads - v5.5 - May 2016GatorLeads - v5.5 - May 2016

FeaturesFeatures

ISP Tab - now see all ISP matched companies so all IPs available in the tool

Whitelabel release - allow agenecies/partners to whitelabel GatorLeads for their own customers

Advanced Microsoft Dynamics Integration

Advanced Salesforce Integration

Whois Integration - further IP lookup enhancements through online tools

New API revamped for partners
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GatorLeads - v5.4 - January 2016GatorLeads - v5.4 - January 2016

FeaturesFeatures

Contact Nurture - ability to find contacts based on job title from the company lead visits and
push them direct to GatorMail for workflow automation

SSO Integration - brand brought back inline with Gator as GatorLeads and integrated with
Gator's single sign on product
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GatorLeads - v3 - 2015GatorLeads - v3 - 2015

FeaturesFeatures

PURL - create a one-to-one personalised URL to track and receive alerts on individual visits

Sales Territories - set up sales territories by postcode

Sitelabels, page filters & query parameters

Custom Lead Types - create your own lead type categories

Data warehousing - overhaul of data structure due to sheer size of information being collected

Online API
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GatorLeads - v2 - 2014GatorLeads - v2 - 2014

FeaturesFeatures

Insights Dashboard - advanced analytics overview of your website visitation

Visitor alert system - rules based alerting

CRM Integration

GatorMail Integration - see your contacts cookied visitation

Zoominfo company information enrichment tools
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GatorLeads - v1 - 2012GatorLeads - v1 - 2012

FeaturesFeatures

IP Lookup

Lead scoring - assign your own leadscore rules

Assign and alert your sales team

Site analytics - page hits/bounce rates/search terms

Daily/Weekly/Monthly plus custom reporting
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GatorWorkflow - Release NotesGatorWorkflow - Release Notes
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GatorWorkflow - v1.9.0 - March 2018GatorWorkflow - v1.9.0 - March 2018

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GW-151 — Elements off screen and unclickable.
GW-202 — Cleardown request timing out when pushing a workflow to live mode
GW-206 — When adding a contact to an entry stage, if that contact already exists in GatorMail
but is deleted it should be restored and not create a duplicate.
GW-207 — Member removal on GatorMail contact deletion
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GatorWorkflow - v1.8 - February 2018GatorWorkflow - v1.8 - February 2018

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GW-194 — Added a checkbox to the exit stage which if checked removes the member and all
their history from the workflow allowing them to re enter if they meet the entry criteria.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GW-196 — Fixed an issue in the execute expression stage properties dialog, where validation of
the stored value date selection was stopping submission of the dialog.
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GatorWorkflow - v1.7 - December 2017GatorWorkflow - v1.7 - December 2017

What's NewWhat's New

GW-155 — Auto save canvas position and zoom changes in both design and analysis modes

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GW-149 — Link to individual campaign results from within Workflow

GW-191 — Add functionality to reload a Workflow instance without the need to restart the
service

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GW-128 — Recognise when an instance has been archived on an active workflow instance and
unload the service instance.

GW-135 — Issue accessing Workflow when users that no longer exist are linked with the SSO
account

GW-165 — Add a warning when someone has hooked up both condition end points to the
same action.

GW-179 — An example where a workflow condition of a date field requiring data is not
returning a positive result, despite fitting the criteria of the condition

GW-182 — Error when saving workflow with malformed merge tags in notification: [@contact-
>]ABCD_customer_value]

GW-186 — When save and close workflow, the launch time resets itself to an hour earlier each
time.

GW-187 — Add a minimise button to shrink the workflow side bar in design and analysis mode

GW-188 — Disable all buttons on the workflow tool bar apart from the zoom and centre canvas
when the workflow is transitioning in to another state.

GW-193 — Improve the performance when executing the condition stage
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GatorWorkflow - v1.6 - September 2017GatorWorkflow - v1.6 - September 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GW-185 - Fixed an issue with members entered workflow when in test mode.
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GatorWorkflow - v1.5 - July 2017GatorWorkflow - v1.5 - July 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GW-158 — Remove unsent trigger email records when a contact is removed from a workflow or
when a workflow completes

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GW-148 — Error reference displaying when trying to edit rule within a condition

GW-152 — Missing Meta Tag stop topbar working on iPad Safari

GW-156 — After SSO login Workflow redirects to HTTP

GW-157 — Excluded contacts are not being exited from workflow with group monitoring box
checked

GW-160 — Updating a workflows details does not reload the workflow, so updated settings are
not used unless the workflow is manually restarted
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GatorWorkflow - v1.4 - April 2017GatorWorkflow - v1.4 - April 2017

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

GW-142 — Enhance: Allow switching off of dedupe on email addresses for individual workflows.

GW-145 — Enhance: To be able to receive notifications/alerts when a work flow errors

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

GW-122 — Event booking queue conditions are not met for certain payment status'

GW-136 — If you delete a campaign journey that is associated with a condition the workflow
errors when trying to change the state

GW-140 — Error message when moving to analysis view
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GatorWorkflow - v1.3 - February 2017GatorWorkflow - v1.3 - February 2017

What's New:What's New:

GW-115 — Member Auto Removal Group Monitoring

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

GW-125 — Enhance: the ability to stop batches from sending from a workflow campaign when
the workflow has been put into design mode

GW-132 — Add ability to bulk move members from one stage to another / remove members
from a stage

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

GW-133 — Add ability to move all selections on the workflows grid to a chosen folder.
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GatorWorkflow - v1.2 - November 2016GatorWorkflow - v1.2 - November 2016

GatorWorkflow has just been released. Please see the GatorWorkflow help site for all things
workflow.

What's NewWhat's New

GW-97 — Performance, Licensing and UX Features

GW-101 — A configurable historic search of the GatorLeads page hits is required in order to
cover cases where GatorLeads accumulates a backlog of hits.

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GW-107 — Add configurable interval timings to the GatorMail group entry stage

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GW-41 — Strange issues with GatorLeads conditions / audience stages

GW-45 — Issue where duplicate WorkflowStageConnection records are created causing errors
when executing the workflows.

GW-46 — When an invalid date is stored in a stored value the error displayed is encrypted
rather than being a friendly error message

GW-47 — Do not allow links within article blocks to be displayed as options when creating rules
for web hits in GatorWorkflow conditions

GW-49 — When using exact urls as an entry point to a workflow, error messages are being
displayed within the workflow log.

GW-50 — Suppress certain error messages relating to GatorLeads in GatorWorkflow

GW-51 — Put solution in place to ensure all locally cached web files are updated when an
upgrade is released.

GW-56 — Error when applying a workflow version to master under certain circumstances

GW-79 — Issue with contacts proceeding through workflow condition in specific workflow

GW-82 — Duplicate GatorLeads rules for conditions are being executed sending more requests
to GatorLeads than are required
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GW-83 — Possibility for duplicate members when using multiple group audience stages

GW-86 — Error when logging into workflow if SSO account has an account associated in
ssolinkedusers that doesn't exist anymore

GW-88 — Error when redirecting from the campaign stage to in design mode to gator express.

GW-89 — Web hit condition rule fails when a link has a trailing space.

GW-90 — Trigger records are being created with GMT send date instead of using instance
specific localised date.

GW-92 — When an instance is deleted, the Workflow service does not recognise this and throws
errors either 1. trying to load it or 2. trying to access the database.

GW-94 — Option to toggle between editor/analyis when a workflow is in live/test not present

GW-95 — Condition that uses GatorLeads tracking hit doesn't move member positively even
though they have met the condition

GW-96 — Workflows with NULL start / end dates throw an error when changing state to live.

GW-98 — Added a regular expression to the input box for the GatorLeads tracking rule to
ensure valid input.

GW-100 — Workflow sends requests to GatorLeads which fail due to being out of the allowed
date range.

GW-102 — Clicking on "Copy a Workflow" causes an error after loading the Copy Workflow
dialog

GW-103 — Workflow goes back into Design mode from Live Mode

GW-104 — Error in Gators Workflow when viewing members tab, log tab or completed
members

GW-105 — When a workflow contact is updated, if the contact is CRM integrated an integration
queue record is not generated.

GW-106 — Errors on instance load can stop instances from loading completely which may stop
workflows from running

GW-108 — When using SSO to sign in to Workflow, after logging in the redirect to GatorMail and
GatorExpress still directs the user to SSO and not straight to the product

GW-109 — When applying a workflow version to the master version deleted stages and
connections are not removed and are applied to the master version.

GW-110 — If a workflow has members and a version is applied removing a stage with members,
errors occur in the service.

GW-112 — Indirect links to stages are not being traversed to find stored value assignment
points

GW-113 — Some transactions error handling do not re throw exceptions which have occurred.
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GW-114 — Timeouts on the group entry stage due to large group/member count.

GW-116 — When creating a condition where it uses a wait of a date/time has passed, it is not
allowing you to change the time, only the date

GW-119 — When you go to add a new workflow it says you have a 50 work flow allowance
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GatorWorkflow - v1.1 - July 2016GatorWorkflow - v1.1 - July 2016

What's Enhanced:What's Enhanced:

GW-2 — HTML editor for campaign send merge fields, notification message bodies and when
storing a stored value.

GW-3 — GatorEvents Condition.

GW-4 — Stored Value Type Changes.

GW-5 — GatorLeads Tracking.

GW-6 — Added a visible connection between campaign journey / go to stage(s) and their
targets.

GW-9 — Workflow Mode Process Update.

GW-12 — Add a check box to optionally clear down workflow members and their associated
GatorMail records on mode change (test/live).

GW-13 — Add the ability to add/remove and update global, workflow and member stored
values.

GW-14 — Add the ability to store a version of a workflow on each save and then be able to view
and edit these previous versions, then apply them back to the master version if required.

GW-15 — Add the ability to run multiple workflow services for a single environment split over
an instance name range (instances starting with letter a-b for example).

What's Fixed:What's Fixed:

GW-16 — When switching between instances, a previous folder selection made in another
instance cause workflows not to be visible in the active instance.

GW-17 — Add the workflow information video to the workflows screen.

GW-18 — Added reset canvas button to the analysis screen.

GW-19 — Add a max/min zoom restriction in the workflow editor and throttle the mouse wheel
speed so that zoom requests are only registered every 1/3 of a second.

GW-20 — Ensure that members with duplicate email addresses cannot enter a workflow.

GW-21 — Ensure that on load of a workflow that if the workflow canvas is off the screen that it
is reset.

GW-22 — Add a prompt when the user tries to move to another screen without saving the
active workflow. This prompt should also display when switching between versions.
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GW-23 — Add an auto save option (available to enable and disable from the user settings). This
should detect when a change has been made to a workflow and save.

GW-28 — An example where a workflow did not obey a wait period and campaign was sent
before the date/time had passed.

GW-29 — Bug in series type expression where the expression was being stored malformed.

GW-30 — Date passed error message when publishing a workflow with wait stages where the
wait date is valid.

GW-31 — Null reference exception on stopping service.

GW-32 — Date based stored value and contact rules were using UTC converted date and
require a time-zone selection.

GW-33 — Error in a workflow when a journey stage is deleted which has a journey based
campaign rule.

GW-34 — Issue where DB connections are closed before Stored Values are retrieved when
checking Campaign Journey rules causing error.

GW-36 — When using a go to stage it is possible to publish a workflow without an exit stage,
resulting in errors.

GW-37 — When a workflow loads the canvas either zooms in or zooms out to the configured
zoom level.

GW-39 — Workflow members entering a send campaign stage but no triggers are added and
they seem to just sit there.

GW-40 — Add validation to the instance settings page of workflow.

GW-42 — Unable to submit once confirming member removal on the change state dialog.

GW-43 — Event cancelled condition rules are not triggering when an event is cancelled for a
workflow member.

GW-44 — Zoom animation not working when first creating a workflow.
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GatorWorkflow - v1.0 - January 2016GatorWorkflow - v1.0 - January 2016

GatorWorkflow has just been released. Please see the GatorWorkflow help site for all things
workflow.

What's NewWhat's New

GW-15 — Add the ability to run multiple workflow services for a single environment split over
an instance name range (instances starting with letter a-b for example)

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GW-1 — Just creating a workflow on chrome and doesn’t let me see the bottom of the decisions
( such as the exit stage) while using a screen resolution of 1366 x 768.

GW-7 — Workflow members showing as active but not progressing through workflow.

GW-8 — Canvas Position off Screen On Save

GW-10 — Date rules were not being correctly evaluated (stored value and contact), due to an
issue with the date time pattern check

GW-11 — Errors are occurring refreshing GatorMail attribute based stored values.

GW-24 — Fix for issue where the action base class in the workflow service was not correctly
disposing of timers on unload of a workflow.

GW-25 — Null Reference Error On Loading Contact Rule Using "Contains Data" Operator.
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GatorSocial - Release NotesGatorSocial - Release Notes
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GatorSocial - v2.4.4 - May 2018GatorSocial - v2.4.4 - May 2018

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-191 — Image path URLs are being included in LinkedIn previews

GS-226 — Batch upload date format causing posts to be made immediately
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GatorSocial - v2.4.3 - February 2018GatorSocial - v2.4.3 - February 2018

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GS-175 — Added paging to campaign screen.

GS-202 — Added a warning on batch upload to let you know if the post will go immediately if
the send date is in the past.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-165 — Fixed an issue returning Facebook information in the Activity Tab when the access
had expired of been revoked.

GS-186 — Changed posts to still send if the images for them have been deleted.

GS-187 — Fixed an issue with batch upload allowing tweets over 280 characters to be
scheduled.

GS-199 — Fixed an issue posting tweets with times included (such as 2.30pm) are replacing the
times with links.

GS-207 — Fixed an issue with LinkedIn previews is not displaying images.
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GatorSocial - v2.4.2 - October 2017GatorSocial - v2.4.2 - October 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GS-157 — Improve performance store the history for batch uploads for tracking purposes.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-159 — Commas included in GatorSocial batch upload messages are not recognised

GS-178 — Issue attaching GatorSocial accounts to SSO
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GatorSocial - v2.4 - September 2017GatorSocial - v2.4 - September 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GS-154 — Poll nightly for if the token has expired and send email on expired, 3, 7 and 14 days

GS-155 — Check the token isnt going to expire, before a scheduled message sends

GS-156 — Show a modal when a token is due to expire within 2 weeks or has expired

GS-162 — Network Analytics not updating on unfollow

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-160 — Publishing – Auto Queue – When you click on the add button underneath Auto-post
schedulers it doesn’t do anything

GS-161 — Spelling - When you download the CSV template in the message section there is a
spelling mistake it currently says “Uploade” when it needs to say “upload”

GS-164 — Inside the Activity tab the links appear broken

GS-167 — GatorScoop articles not appearing in AutoQueue

GS-168 — Twitter posts including links not containing http(s) do not include link in character
count
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GatorSocial - v2.3.1 - June 2017GatorSocial - v2.3.1 - June 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GS-95 — Display a message to users letting them know that they should not upload images with
spaces or non-alphanumeric characters included in GatorSocial

GS-105 — Enhance: Change the layout of posts in the schedule

GS-108 — Enhance: Make 'Link' field in batch upload less ambiguous

GS-118 — Picture and Video support for all networks

GS-127 — New composer

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-110 — LinkedIn dashboard is now showing information

GS-111 — URL shortener is now properly; no longer shortening urls ending with a hyphen

GS-115 — Some symbols change when posting into their encoded versions such as & to &amp;

GS-117 — Add a connection alert to the user if the there is a problem reaching the network

GS-119 — Prevent post from being added that are longer than network limits, for example, 140
for twitter, 256 for LinkedIn, 5000 for Facebook

GS-120 — Facebook and LinkedIn Dashboard have no data

GS-122 — Mass update function is not working

GS-125 — Social msSql Support

GS-128 — SSO all accounts for a user

GS-129 — Parser error all the time on Competitors Screen

GS-130 — Testing - Won't connect to Facebook

GS-131 — Feed Blogs not saving

GS-132 — preview of LinkedIn article

GS-133 — Networks don’t show on the Scoop tool

GS-134 — edit post save is navigating

GS-135 — Cant create Auto Schedule

GS-136 — Revert Forced SSO Changes 2.3.1

GS-137 — Remove Get Content for Url Button
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GS-138 — Direct message history missing date

GS-139 — Bing search now working

GS-112 — Delay displaying Twitter connections when posting updates from Schedule page

GS-114 — Add the failed message response to allow users to see the failed posts and why it
failed.
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GatorSocial - v2.3 - May 2017GatorSocial - v2.3 - May 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-111 — Bug where link shrink wasn’t working correctly is now fixed

GS-115 — Fixed bug where some symbols were changing to encoded versions such as & to &
when posting (but displaying fine in schedule)

GS-117 — Added a connection alert to the user if the there is a problem reaching the network

GS-119 — Prevent posts from being scheduled that exceed network limits, for example 140
chars for twitter, 256 chars for LinkedIn, 5000 chars for Facebook

GS-112 — Delay displaying Twitter connections when posting updates from Schedule page
GS-114 — Add the failed message response to allow users to see the failed posts and why it
failed.
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GatorSocial - v2.2.5 - March 2017GatorSocial - v2.2.5 - March 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GS-76 — Create Users Via SSO

GS-107 — Facebook Update
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GatorSocial - v2.2.5 - April 2016GatorSocial - v2.2.5 - April 2016

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GS-9 — Ability to change the search engine that you use to select the three key words that you
would like to search for

GS-37 — Add impersonation function for Support Users

GS-74 — Schedule tab now displays more than the top 50 scheduled posts

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-24 — Fixed the issue with batch upload dropdown list for Campaigns

GS-33 — Error reported that was disabling scheduled Facebook posts from deploying has been
fixed

GS-38 — Facebook link previews now working

GS-40 — Corrected typos in the social_dashboard fields

GS-43 — Fixed issue where Tweets containing line breaks were not deploying

GS-44 — Scoop tool now showing accounts

GS-48 — Typo corrected when downloading scoop tool

GS-50 — Fixed the dashboard visibility bug for Twitter, Linkedin or Facebook

GS-52 — Fixed issue with format in batch uploads on .csv where “” are not recognised

GS-53 — GatorMail articles now display images

GS-55 — Delete Campaign buttons now visible when using Firefox

GS-56 — Fixed issue where posts were sending from an admin’s personal linkedin account
rather than their company page

GS-57 — Fixed issues around posting the same content across multiple social channels

GS-60 — Fixed bug that was incorrectly reporting clicks on posts

GS-61 — Scheduled and dispatched posts for Twitter will now display the account they’re
deploying from

GS-65 — Fixed: a unique customer reported issue

GS-66 — The character count for posts in the 'post update' section of GatorSocial isn’t
consistent with the 'Schedule' section

GS-70 — Fixed issue that suggests a Tweet with max characters used wouldn’t deploy
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GS-80 — Scheduled linkedin posts are now being deployed as normal

GS-73 — Error message on GatorSocial schedule
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GatorSocial - v2.2.4 - January 2016GatorSocial - v2.2.4 - January 2016

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GS-5 — LinkedIn and Facebook Text Limit Increased to 5000

GS-11 — Being able to upload a list of twitter handles to DM

GS-12 — View the direct messages that have been sent in Twitter within the dashboard

GS-13 — View the direct messages that have been sent through the GatorSocial platform

GS-14 — Track accounts you have previously DM’d to make sure they do not receive the same
message multiple times

GS-15 — You can now enable and upload videos and images from GatorSocial

GS-20 — You can now edit the content for a tweet when using Scoop to create

GS-21 — A more visible ‘close’ button when messaging followers

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-6 — When viewing the competitors in Gator Social the Kred Score is not coming up.

GS-8 — The error message when the passwords don’t match has a typo: “password And confrim
password don’t match”

GS-10 — Changed the text from comments to Tweets on the dashboard?

GS-17 — The saved “Scoops” table breaks up when the URL is too big

GS-18 — You can now see your newest followers first on the list of “recent followers”

GS-19 — Fixed bug where imports in batch upload were not pulling in ‘campaign name’

GS-22 — Corrected some typos that had been raised

GS-25 — RSS feed ‘Auto Posting’ now fixed

GS-27 — Fixed bug that resulted in part of a batch upload getting stuck in a queue but never
posting

GS-30 — Adjustment to character count, accommodating Twitter requiring 24 chars if an image
is added to a tweet

GS-31 — Fixed: Unable to 'Manage' Facebook and unable to post scheduled posts

GS-32 — GatorLeads Tracking ‘GatorSocial’ now visible

GS-7 — Fixed a meta issue which disabled the browser plugin from working in some customer’s
instances
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GatorSocial - v2.2.3 - November 2015GatorSocial - v2.2.3 - November 2015

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GS-1 — Problem with RSS feeds in GatorSocial where they do not support HTTPS feeds.

GS-3 — Sending a message via user search on Social Twitter tab – Does not work.

GS-4 — retweets are not working
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GatorSocial - v2.0 - February 2015GatorSocial - v2.0 - February 2015

Integration to LinkedIn Company PagesIntegration to LinkedIn Company Pages

• Single and scheduled posts to multiple Linkedin Company pages. Simply add under the
Account section the company pages you are an Admin of. When posting you get the
choice of which pages you wish to post to.

Post From Anywhere BookmarkletPost From Anywhere Bookmarklet

• Install the ‘Post From Anywhere’ button from the Account section by dragging the button
on to your browser bookmark section. Then go to any website, find a blog entry or new
item and click the button and GatorSocial will gather info and create a link for you to
post or schedule out to your social channels.

Design & Layout enhancementsDesign & Layout enhancements

• New Menus made up of:

Post - all campaigns and posts
Social – hubs for twitter and facebook
Report – activity, Topic and Competitors
Account – managing your Gator Social account

• Responsive Design for use on mobile devices
• Visual interface and design enhancements throughout

• Improved management of social accounts

•• Updated to Facebook v2 APIUpdated to Facebook v2 API

Users must relink their FB accounts to GatorSocial to support the v2 Facebook API.
Users will be prompted at login to do this

• SSL support for RSS feeds

• Added ability to edit scheduled posts before they are delivered

Account ManagementAccount Management

GatorSocial has login/logout support
User account creation
oAuth signup for twitter and facebook
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GatorExpress - Release NotesGatorExpress - Release Notes
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GatorExpress - v2.9.0 - May 2018GatorExpress - v2.9.0 - May 2018

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GE-186 — Error when sending test email from GatorExpress
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GatorExpress - v2.8 - April 2017GatorExpress - v2.8 - April 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GE-137 — When opening specific campaigns in GatorExpress, a blank page is opened instead of
opening the campaign

GE-169 — Intermittent issue where a link in the front end has no space on the end but is stored
in the database with a space on the end, breaking the link

GE-171 — Going into a GE campaign that has been initiated does not load

GE-172 — Adding personalisation to the subject line in GE causes it to hang indefinitely whilst
saving

GE-173 — When you have added content to a content field, it cuts off the field until you click
into it.

GE-174 — If you create an article, then delete the article so there are no articles left, you cannot
add a new article until you reload the page
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GatorExpress - v2.5 - February 2015GatorExpress - v2.5 - February 2015

Inclusion of Aviary Image Editor

• Allows for re-sizing of images
• Provides photoshop style editing of images

Added ability to change Sender Alias, Sender Address and Reply To Address in the send
page

Added pop-up editor windows for smaller resolution displays

• Optimised for tablet displays
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GatorSurvey - Release NotesGatorSurvey - Release Notes
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GatorSurvey - v1.4.4 - May 2018GatorSurvey - v1.4.4 - May 2018

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

- Export Management - The Export Management screen allows users to see and download all
exports throughout the system.

- GDPR - Compliance with GDPR regulations for May 2018 including:

- Right To Be Forgotten (RTBF).

- All exports from the system audit (Export Management)

- Confirmed Opt In (COI), now supporting multiple consent fields.

- Conditions - We have updated page conditions to allow sub grouping.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GSU-262 — Display message if survey has been submitted before.
GSU-280 — Survey Select screen has a random space on the left hand side.
GSU-291 — GatorSurvey continually loads rather than being opened.
GSU-292 — Uploading image in Survey does not appear straight away.
GSU-299 — Republishing surveys counts both publications towards the survey count.
GSU-210 — Dynamic Question numbers are no longer working after the condition fix.
GSU-307 — Update Page Condition to allow sub grouping.
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GatorSurvey - v1.4.3 - February 2018GatorSurvey - v1.4.3 - February 2018

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GSU-276 — Fixed slowness on results view, for surveys with a larger number of questions and
responses.

GSU-283 — Added support for the shortened Gator TD vales from GatorMail.
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GatorSurvey - v1.4.2 - December 2017GatorSurvey - v1.4.2 - December 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GSU-248 — Fixed an issue where some images would not let you edit them.

GSU-254 — Fixed an issue where you were unable to export results.

GSU-255 — Added 'Star' question types to the style template builder.

GSU-259 — Added an explanation for why the submit button doesnt show once a user has
submitted the survey. Also fixed an issue with where some survey loads just gave a blank page.

GSU-260 — Fixed an issue preventing "Other" selection showing in the results and result
exports.

GSU-263 — Fixed an issuse that causes graph results to calculate incorrectly.

GSU-264 — Corrected "Results Export" so only completed results from the select revision are
exported.

GSU-265 — Fixed an issue where unpublishing a survey would cause the survey style template
to disappear, thus preventing opening the survey again.

GSU-268 — If a style template was missing on survey load, we now apply a default so the load
doesnt fail.

GSU-269 — Fixed an issue when publishing a survey without any elements.

GSU-270 — Updated the image upload size limit to 4MB. Anything larger is too big and will be
denied.
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GatorSurvey - v1.4.1 - November 2017GatorSurvey - v1.4.1 - November 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GSU-105 — Publish Check - Specifically make sure every page has 1 element

GSU-150 — Image Modal: When just uploaded a new image automatically select that image.

GSU-172 — Auto width column on grid question

GSU-204 — Add star rating question type

GSU-206 — Add ability to right click page tabs to get a context menu (delete etc.)
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GatorSurvey - v1.3 - August 2017GatorSurvey - v1.3 - August 2017

What's NewWhat's New

GSU-225GSU-225 — Add GSV custom URL tracking parameters.

GSU-226GSU-226 — Create Service to Send Results To GatorMail

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GSU-224GSU-224 — Added survey responses to the GatorSurvey-API

GSU-227GSU-227 — Added additional methods to Survey API

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GSU-214GSU-214 — Issues on the results screen of GatorSurvey

GSU-215GSU-215 — Navigation button bug

GSU-228GSU-228 — An example where a redirect on submit goes to error 404

GSU-229GSU-229 — Question and input containers should not be linking styles

GSU-230GSU-230 — Copied versions of a survey have test links and published links from the original
survey rather than the new copy
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GatorSurvey - v1.2 - July 2017GatorSurvey - v1.2 - July 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

GSU-202 — Responsive Survey Designs

GSU-212 — lazyLoading images for survey

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

GSU-191 — Encrypt the Capture data Fields when email is passed in (and any others) to comply
with GDPR regulations on data security

GSU-193 — Publish Page seems to load all page conditions for all surveys

GSU-200 — Delete button on saved templates page does not work

GSU-207 — Condition on the first page which is not met crashes Survey

GSU-208 — Progress bar doesn't work correctly with page conditions
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GatorSurvey - v1 - April 2017GatorSurvey - v1 - April 2017

FeaturesFeatures

New standalone survey tool

Drag and drop

Styled template selection
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SingleSignOn (SSO) - ReleaseSingleSignOn (SSO) - Release
NotesNotes
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SSO - v1.9.9 - May 2018SSO - v1.9.9 - May 2018

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-277 — Added some helpful links to the login page for our privacy policy, terms of use, and
system status.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-269 — Fixed an issue with the auto redirect to SendForensics.
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SSO - v1.7.0 - November 2017SSO - v1.7.0 - November 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-160 — Lock out account after failed password attempts

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-211 — Typo: Loosing rather than Losing on the new account wizard

SSO-215 — Make the login error messages more obvious when they are different
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SSO - v1.6.1 - October 2017SSO - v1.6.1 - October 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-209 — Force SSO and Onboarding

SSO-212 — Creating accounts is not working
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SSO - v1.5.4 - August 2017SSO - v1.5.4 - August 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-189 — Hide SSO Client products for company

SSO-194 — Add intercom.io script

SSO-190 — Add first name & last name for GetControl

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-156 — When linking GatorMail account automatically link Sendforensics if available

SSO-191 — Plugin missing product URL's
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SSO - v1.5.3 - May 2017SSO - v1.5.3 - May 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-178 — Add Home page to SSO

SSO-179 — Add IP Auth to company

SSO-180 — Don't allow reuse of last 5 passwords

SSO-183 — Add third party SEO client

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-176 — Top toolbar doesn't display properly when using Internet Explorer 11

SSO-177 — Force SSO Registration on Login

SSO-181 — When adding an SSO user in the company section of SSO the domain is case
sensitive

SSO-182 — Users created with an apostrophe in the email address are not able to access the
top bar of SSO
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SSO - v1.5.2 - April 2017SSO - v1.5.2 - April 2017

What's NewWhat's New

SSO-166 — Add Help icon to toolbar

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-170 — Partner API create GatorLead accounts

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-150 — SSO top bar does not display when an apostrophe is present in the last name field
of account details

SSO-165 — You can add a user using a free email account if you are an admin

SSO-169 — Manually attaching account to SSO account no longer an option

SSO-172 — Attaching accounts through the account wizard no longer clears the file cache for
the top bar

SSO-175 — Remove Hide Top Bar
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SSO - v1.5.1 - March 2017SSO - v1.5.1 - March 2017

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-158 — un-attaching accounts doesn't work

SSO-162 — Add Help System

SSO-163 — Add status option to SSO menu

SSO-164 — SendForensics not working
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SSO - v1.5 - January 2017SSO - v1.5 - January 2017

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-151 — Send forensics breakout page

SSO-155 — Create Internal Products

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-147 — The SSO top bar on GatorCreator is picking up the Survey colours

SSO-154 — Top bar GatorDocs not working
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SSO - v1.3 - November 2016SSO - v1.3 - November 2016

What's NewWhat's New

SSO-139 — Implement Oauth

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-138 — Update Logging to use NLog & LibLog

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-146 — Password reset link going to error page
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SSO - v1.2 - October 2016SSO - v1.2 - October 2016

What's NewWhat's New

SSO-112 — Create Company level user management

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-84 — Allow API access to instance creator to create and attach accounts with the account
wizard

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-125 — Replace the URL in the plugin.js file with a wildcard / replace string, that we can pull
from the app settings

SSO-128 — When using google authenticator, selecting the option I can't access my
authenticator doesn't work correctly

SSO-130 — The option for company administrator when creating an account as an
administrator is not there

SSO-131 — Adding a domain to an SSO company cannot be removed after it has been added

SSO-133 — Can't delete SSO account

SSO-135 — SSO usage is returning frequent but random SQL deadlock errors. Best way to
recreate is to click between Accounts and Companies

SSO-141 — When an SSO account password expires and prompts a reset the user gets stuck in
a loop having to reset the password

SSO-142 — Reset Password link does not work if user is logged in
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SSO - v1.0.2 - April 2016SSO - v1.0.2 - April 2016

What's NewWhat's New

SSO-111 — Enable SSO to work with Okta

SSO-67 — Add ability to select which product is your default rather than always defaulting to
GatorLeads or the Dashboard

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-106 — Add edit icon rather than double click to the dashboard

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-101 — Fix issue where clicking on the "Arrow" multiple times deletes your account

SSO-102 — Fix issue where clicking on certain items causes an "undefined" pop-up message

SSO-103 — Disable the buttons while an action is happening (to stop spam clicking)

SSO-104 — Clicking the "Gator.SignOn" button from GatorMail doesn't log you straight into
GatorMail instead you get a warning pop-up and the SSO dashboard

SSO-105 — Make the account wizard stop you from selecting no accounts

SSO-107 — Issue when saving user preferences

SSO-108 — Password Reset Queue causing issues when logging in

SSO-109 — Cannot create accounts

SSO-110 — Disable the Ability to register multiple accounts on the same email address
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SSO - v1.0 - March 2016SSO - v1.0 - March 2016

What's EnhancedWhat's Enhanced

SSO-82 — Design changes for SSO

SSO-87 — Add new user export to SSO

SSO-91 — Add information about each product to the dashboard when the user has no
accounts for that product.

What's FixedWhat's Fixed

SSO-81 — Add GatorLeads tracking code

SSO-85 — In GatorLeads the search / filter bar is white rather than the dark colour the rest are.

SSO-92 — When logged in via single sign on. Clicking on the GatorExpress shortcut along the
top bar opens a white page with a gator loading icon, but does not open GatorExpress.

SSO-96 — Issue adding workflow accounts
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SSO - v0.9 - February 2016SSO - v0.9 - February 2016

FeaturesFeatures

Single SignOn released

Central login for all CommuniGator apps
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